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Dear Ms. Frescatore:

The Centers for Medicare &, Medicaid Services (CMS) has completed its review of the annual
update (Year 4) of the Value Based Payment (VBP) Roadmap update for New York's section
1115(a) demonstration (Project No. 11-V/-00304/Z),titled "Medicaid Redesign Team" (MRT).
We have determined that the submission dated November 8, 2018, meets the requirements set
forth in the Special Terms and Conditions, and, therefore, hereby approve the MRT's VBP
Roadmap.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact your project officer, Ms. Audrey
Cassidy. Ms. Cassidy can be reached at (410) 786-0059 or at Audrey.Cassid)¡@,cms.hhs.eov.

Sincerelv.

D. Garner
Director
Division of System Reform Demonstrations
Enclosure
cc:

Francis McCullough, Director, Division of Medicaid Field Operations East, Regional
Operations Group
Ricardo Holligan, Deputy Director, Division of Medicaid Field Operations East, Regional
Operations Group
Maria Tabakov, State Lead, Division of Medicaid Field Operations East, Regional Operations
Group, New York Regional Office
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the New York State Roadmap for Medicaid Payment Reform in July of 20L5. The Roadmap was
conceptualized as a living document that would be updated annually to ensure that best practices and lessons
learned throughout implementat¡on would be leveraged and incorporated into the State's overallv¡sion. This
document represents the third annual update to the VBP Roadmap. The primary structure and content of the
Roadmap rema¡n consistent, however as work over the past year provided additional details needed for
¡mplementation, those updates have been made accordingly throughout the document'

CMS approved

Year 4: Annual Roadmap Update'June 2018
Upon CMS approval of the Roadmap in July 2015, the work of operationalizing the v¡sion for payment reform
commenced. New york State has committed to reaching 80% value based payments (VBP) by the end of the
waiver period. To achieve success, all components of the New York State Medicaid program must understand
the fundamental shift that DSRIP and vBP represent. RecognizinE the far-reaching ¡mpact of the state's
amb¡tious goal, in Year 1of DSRIP and the VBP Roadmap, the State developed and initiated what became one
of the single largest stakeholder engagement processes ever undertaken by the State. With ass¡stance and

expertise from the VBP Workgroup, the formal stakeholder group, the State implemented a robust
engagement process that resulted in over 5OO stakeholders across the State part¡cipating in this critical work.
The State and the VBP Workgroup created subcomm¡ttees and advisory groups of stakeholders who were
charged with moving the vBP Roadmap towards ¡mplementation. This work was carried out by vBP
subcommittees, Clinical Advisory Groups, and ongoing policy work at the State level'
VBP Subcommittees

The vBp subcomm¡ttees were charged with developing deta¡led recommendat¡ons for the design and
implementat¡on of VBp based on outstanding questions and considerations outlined in the 2015 VBP
Roadmap. The output of these subcommittees was a recommendat¡ons report, the contents of which have
been included ¡n the VBP Roadmap. The recommendat¡ons came in the form of both statewide standards,
which must be followed, and guidelines, which serve as an indication of the best practices and lessons
learned. The State will continue to monitor the VBP environment and the impact of implementing these
recommendations, with the understand¡ng that the need for modification may arise. Five VBP subcommittees
were created to focus on specific scope that was deferred from the 2015 Roadmap. Through a series of 4-6

meetings, these subcomm¡ttees developed recommendations that were submitted to the VBP Workgroup in
January 2016 for approval.l The five subcommittees included the following:

1
2
3
4

Technical Design l: addressed remaining financial and methodological policy questions.
Technical Des¡gn ll: addressed remaining quality, support and design policy questions.
Regulatory lmpact: addressed remaining regulatory policy questions'

of Health & Community Based Organizations: formulated and provided specific
recommendations that dr¡ve VBP by addressing social determinants of health, addressed the training
needs for CBOs, and ensured all pertinent organizations were involved'

Soc¡al Determ¡nants

onl¡ne at
For the full recommendat¡ons, please referto the VBP Subcomm¡ttee Recommendation Report available
https://www.health.nv.qov/health care/med¡caid/redesìqn/dsrìp/2016/docs/2016-feb sub comm recommend rpt consol Pdf

1
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choices
Advocacy and Engagement: ass¡sted in the design of member incentives to promote lifestyle
to
know about
r¡ght
members'
the
proven to improve health and reduce downstream costs, and discussed
the incentives that affect their care

Clinicel Advisory Groups
bundle
ln add¡tion to the subcommittees, Clinical Advisory Groups (CAGs) were created to review the care
to
design and subpopulation definitions most relevant to NYS Medicaid. The cAGs made recommendations
other
addressed
and
providers
be
successful,
to
for
the State on quality measures, data and support required
implementat¡on details related to specific VBP arrangements, including bundles (episode-based) and
skillsets
subpopulations. For CAG part¡c¡pation, VBP Workgroup members nominated individuals with specific
industry
discussed;
being
including: clinical experience and knowledge focused on the care or condit¡on
as it relates
knowledge and experience; geographic divers¡ty knowledge; and total care spectrum experience
year
4, 2018'
in
continue
2015,
and
Year
1,
to the spãcific care or condition. The CAGS convened throughout
The CAGS include:

r
.
.
.
.
.
.
'

Maternity
Chronic Heart Conditions
Diabetes

chronic Pulmonary conditions
Behavioral Health (ongo¡ng)
HIV/AIDS

Managed Long-Term care (MLTc) (ongoing)
Health and Recovery Plans (HARP)

for children
ln addition, a CAG representing those with intellectual/developmental d¡sab¡l¡ties and another
performance.
The
aforementioned
have met to inform the arrangements and recommend measures for
processes were orchestrated in order to drive payment reform in New York State towards a successful
implementation. The output of this important work is ¡ncluded throughout this Roadmap, which will cont¡nue
to serve as the guiding framework for VBP.2 Additional work refining outstanding details and assessing the
potential impaci of VBP implementation performed by the workgroup, subcommittees and cAGs will continue
ihrough year 4. VBp implementation will also focus on pilot initiatives to establish and encourage movement
of
towards VBp. The State and its stakeholders continue to be fully committed to successful ¡mplementation
payment reform and
vBP, and present this updated Roadmap to highlight its advancement toward Medicaid
DSRIP goals.

, This update is intended to be readable as a 'stand-alone' document. To fac¡litate readability, some sect¡ons of the orig¡nãl Roadmap
have become ¡ntegrated w¡th newer

parts
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Background
On April 14, 2OI4, the State of New York (the State or NYS) and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) reached agreement on a groundbreak¡ng waiver that allows the State to invest 58 billion for
comprehensive Medicaid delivery and payment reform primarily through a Delivery System Reform lncentive

payment (DSRlp) program. The DSRIP program promotes commun¡ty-level collaboration and aims to reduce
avoidable hospital use by 25 percent over five years, while financially stabilizing the State's safety net. A total
of 25 perform¡ng prov¡der systems (PPSs) have been established statewide to implement innovative projects
focused on system transformation, clin¡calimprovement and population health improvement All DSRIP funds
are based on achievement of performance goals and project milestones.
The State will continue working with CMS to optimally align NYS efforts with the goals of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services on value based purchasing and alternative payment models.3Over the next five
years, many lessons will be learned from DSRIP and VBP implementation efforts in New York; nationally, CMS'
priorities might evolve, and ¡nitiatives such as the Health Care Payment Learning and Action Network w¡ll yield
new best pract¡ces. Therefore, this Roadmap was developed as and will remain a living document. lt will be
updated annually throughout the DSRIP period, so as to not lock in policies that may require adjustment in the
future, and also to ensure that the New York DSRIP remains a national leader in committing towards the
national goals of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) on VBP and alternative payment
models.
To ensure the long-term sustainabil¡ty of the ¡mprovements made possible by the DSRIP investments in the
waiver, the Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) ($ 39) require the State to submit a mult¡year Roadmap for

comprehensive Med¡caid payment reform, including how the State will amend ¡ts contracts with Managed
care organizations (MCos). The T&Cs required the Roadmap address the following topics:

will use to reimburse prov¡ders to encourage practices consistent with DSRIP
objectives and metrics, including how the State will plan and implement ¡ts stated goal of 90% of managed
care payments to providers using value based payment (VBP) methodologies.

1. What approaches

MCOs

2.

How alternative payment systems deployed by MCOs will reward performance consistent with DSRIP
objectives and measures.

3.

How the State will use DSRIP measures and objectives in their contracting strategy approach for managed
care plans, including reform.

4.

How and when plans' current contracts will be amended to include the collection and report¡ng of DSRIP
objectives and measures.

5.

How the DSRIp object¡ves and measures will impact the administrative load for MCOs, particularly insofar
goals, or
as plans are providing addit¡onal technical assistance and support to providers in support of DSRIP
provider
of
expansion
themselves carry¡ng out programs or activities for workforce development or
capacity. The State should also discuss how these efforts, to the extent carried out by plans, avo¡d
duplication with DSRIP funding or other State funding; and how they differ from any services or
adm¡nistrative functions already accounted for in capitat¡on rates'

3

Burwell, S. M. (2015). "Sett¡ng Value-Based Payment Goals

-

HHS Efforts

to lmprove U S Health Care " ÀLlElgLlrylelL'
Page 3
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6.

How the State will assure that providers participating in and demonstrating successful performance
through DSRIP will be included in provider networks.

7.

How managed care rates w¡ll reflect changes in case mix, utilizat¡on, cost of care and enrollee health made
possible by DSRlp, ¡ncluding how timely data w¡ll be incorporated into capitation rate development.

8.

How actuarially-sound rates w¡ll be developed, taking into account any specific expectations or tasks
associated with DSRIP that the plans will undertake, and how the State will use benchmark measures (e.9.
med¡cal loss ratio (MLR)) to ensure that payments are sound and appropriate. How plans will be measured
based on ut¡l¡zation and quality in a manner consistent w¡th DSRIP objectives and measures, ¡nclud¡ng
incorporat¡ng DSRIP objectives into their annual util¡zation and quality management plans subm¡tted for
State review and approval by January 31 of each calendar year.
and Medicaid Payment

n

The State

coordinated whole. A core goa I of SH lP, funded as pa rt of
the CMS' State lnnovation Models lnitiative (SlM), ¡s the strengthen¡ng of primary care in New York
through the Advanced Primary Care model (see p. 10). The effort aligns fully with DSRIP and is the delivery
platform for the lntegrated Primary Care (lPC)VBP a rrangement d¡scussed below. To ensure consistent
development, the Medicaid VBP team meets with the SHIP team and regularly participates in the
lntegrated care Workgroup charged with developing the APC model.
DSRlp, Medicaid Payment Reform

a

nd

SH lP

form

a

ln terms of payment reform, the State and stakeholders have determined that a gradual approach,
starting with Medica¡d, and subsequently ensuring that Medicare's reform efforts maximally align with

the preferred way forward. A full description of the State's work related to
Medicare alignment is included on page 65. lt is anticipated that payers and providers will learn from their
Medica id VBP experience and these learnings will influe nce their other contract¡ng a rra ngeme nts as they
develop VBP strateg¡es that best meet their private sectorneeds.

the Medica id reforms,

¡s
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what is New York state Medicaid Payment Reform (Value

Based Payment)

the
A transformation of the health care del¡very system can only become and remain successful when
(VBP)
payment
based
a
value
to
payment system is transformed as well. The key objective in the transit¡on
prevention, wellness and
model is to support and achieve integration of care, w¡th a stronger focus on

population health management. The state has developed the "Medicaid Redesign structural Framework,"
groups in NYS' healthcare
wfrich provides an overview of the roles and responsibilities of key stakeholder
delivery system. This document is an addendum to the NYS vBP Roadmap and is intended to support
will reward and
integrat¡on among organizat¡ons that deliver or support the delivery of care. Payment reform
a means to an
emphasize quality of outcomes over volume of services. To that effect, the vBP reforms a re
(u ,trong.r, more susta¡nable and value-focused delivery system), not the end itself. The core of the VBP
"ni
principle is that payment will be concurrently t¡ed to boih the outcomes of care delivery and efficiency. The
traditional
combination of these two principles is what dr¡ves the concept of volue. ln this ¡t differs from more
penalty
to
be
tends
or
where
a
bonus
performance
constructs
quality ¡mprovement programs or pay for
time'
same
exclusively tied e¡ther to a cost result or a (set of) quality measure(s), but not both at the

What New York State's Medicaid Value Based Payment Plan is Not
pace and scope of the
During the development of the Roadmap, stakeholders expressed concerns about the
it became clear that
chang-es that VBp |."pr"r"ntr. Throughout a ser¡es of detailed stakeholder discussions,
there were some misperceptions about the intent of the State's Roadmap. As such, to ensure all stakeholders
is not included in
understand the true direction the State is undertak¡ng, the State has explicitly outlined what
VBP.

What New York State's Medicaid VBP Plan

¡s

Not:

guidonce, but
A new fate setting methodo lo vi The state witt show benchmarks ond give
rotes or dictote detoited terms Íor volue bosed payment orrdngements'

it w¡ll not set

negotiote
One size fits all: There ore o vdr¡ety oÍ options outl¡ned ín the Roodmdp, ønd mony detoils to
pursue
or 'ofÍ-menu'
different
to
providers
ogreè
con
io¡ntty
between Mcos ond prov¡ders, Also, Mcos ond
herein' ln
prínciples
described
VBP orrongements as long os those orrøngements reftect the Med¡coid VBP
odd¡t¡on, ih, stot"'t vBP gools witl be meosured ot the stdte's level, not ot the ¡ndiv¡duøl PPS level,
otlowing for differcnces ín odoptotion between

PPSs.

(FQHCs)

The State back¡ng away from adequete reimbursement for Federally Qualified Health Centers
to ensur¡ng
and other commun¡ty based providers: Outtined in the Íigure on p.7, the Stote ¡s committed
populotion cons¡stent w¡th
ddequote re¡mbursement dl¡gned w¡th the votue provided for the Med¡caid

Íederol stotute.
stote's vBP
An attempt to make pfoviders do more for less: ln Íoct, the intent ¡s the oppos¡te- under the
leod to
proport¡ons
should
¡n
equol
opprooch, reducing lower volue core ond ¡ncreos¡ng higher volue core
higher margins rother than lower morgins.

An attempt to make

ppS leods responsibte

for atl

PPS

provideß' contrøcting:

The respons¡b¡l¡ties

governonce sttucture'
prov¡ders detegdte to their PPs is dec¡ded bY themselves through the emerging PPs
require the PPs to
however,
would,
which
Delegot¡ng controct¡ng respons¡b¡t¡tY to the PPs is on option,
become a legol controct¡ng entity in New Yotk State'
are free to continue to
An attempt to fequire Mcos to contract with PPss for vBP Arrangements: MCOS
(lPA)/Accountoble
build upon their ex¡sting direct prov¡der contrøcts or lndependent Prdct¡ce Assoc¡otion

,
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core Orgonizotìon (Aco) drrangements to ochieve the VBP gools.
A requ¡rement that only PPSS can enter Medicaid VBP Arrangements: All (groups of) prov¡ders thot con
detiver integroted core services, including, but not lim¡ted to, lPAs, ACOS dnd PPSS (¡f structured os a legol
controcting ent¡ty), dre intended to be oble to enter ¡nto VBP orrangements.

A Roadmap for all future payment reform: This Roodmop pertoins only to Medicoid poyment reform ond
does not opply to payment reÍorm ¡n the commerciol morketploce. A sepordte policy discussion will
determ¡ne the future of poyment reform concepts contemplated by the stote Heolth lnnovøt¡on Plan.
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Towa rds 8-0-90% of- V-a I ue Based Paym-enEJs?rgvide rs4
lssue 1: What approaches MCOS will use to reimburse providers to encourage practices consistent with
DSRIP objectives and metr¡cs, including how the.state will plan and implement its goal of 80-90% of
managed care payments to providers using value based payment methodologies by end of demonstration

year five (DY 5).

Sustainable Delívery Reform Requires Matching Payment Reform
effort to transform the State's
Medicaid health care delivery system from a fragmented,
inpatient care focused system, to an ¡ntegrated and
community based system focused on providing care in or close
to the home. Where the delivery system is currently
predominantly reactive and (acute) provider-focused, DSRIP
aims to create a more proactive and member-focused system,
with a vibrant workforce throughout the continuum of care,
emphasizing population health and closely involving social
DSRIP is a major collective

serv¡ces.

These objectives have broad stakeholder support and are made measurable by a set of DSRIP metrics on
potentially avoidable (re)admissions, emergency department (ED) vis¡ts and other potentially avoidable
complications, as well as pat¡ent experience. Underlying these overall outcomes is a broader range of projectspecific process and quality measures.
Reducing avoidable (re)admissions, ED v¡s¡ts and other potentially avoidable complicat¡ons through more
effective clinical and service models that partner primary, acute, home and community based care will
improve health, while further stabil¡zing overall Medicaid expenditures. This will further allow the State to
rema in under the Global Cap w¡thout curtailing el¡gibility, strengthen the financial viability of the safety net,
support cont¡nued investment in innovation, and improve outcomes.
Such a thorough transformation of the delivery system can only become and remain successful when the
payment system is transformed as well. Many of the Medicaid delivery system's problems (fragmentation,
high (reladmission rates, poor primary care infrastructure, lack of behavioral and physical health integrat¡on)
are rooted in how providers are reimbursed. ln most cases, siloed providers are still being paid fee-for-service
(FFS) by their MCOs, incentivizing volume over value, and creating a focus on inputs rather than realizing
adequate outcomes. To this day, an avoidable readmission is often rewarded more than a successful transition
to integrated home care or a nursing home; l¡kew¡se, prevention, coordination or integration activities are

rarely reimbursed adequately, if at all.
ln addition, the current FFS system and the diversity of contracting regimes between individual providers,
individual MCOs, and other non-Medicaid payers, creates an administrative burden on prov¡ders that would
be unfathomable in any other health care sector in the world - or in any other US industry. Often, payment

As expressed in the Terms and Conditions {T&Cs) (S 39), the State's ultimate goal is 90%. Because NYS' definition of VBP has become
more amb¡tìous than or¡ginally contemplated, the State has agreed w¡th stakeholders to lower the officìal target for the Roadmap to 80-

4

90%.
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reform initiatives ¡nitially seem to increase the administrative burden; they necessarily constitute a change
from the way current administrative processes and systems operate. They may require upfront investment for
redesign and may require providers to temporarily straddle different payment systems simultaneously. Yet
well-executed payment reform can significantly offset this complexity by reducing the need for microaccountability (such as the need for utilization review throughout the care process), by not only standardizing
s
rules and incentives across providers, but also by increas¡ng transparency
ln essence, the State's Medicaid payment reform goals attempt to move away from a s¡tuation where
increas¡ng the value of the care delivered (preventing avoidable admissions, reducing administrative waste)
of
has a negotive impact on the financ¡al sustainability of providers, towards a situation where the delivery
(see
below).
figure
high value care can result ¡n higher margins

Current State
!ncreasing ihe vø!ue oflcare deilvered
more often thtn 'nat thiéqtení.
prøv¡ders: margins

,Future State
When VEP is done well, provlders'
margins go up when the value of
ffire delivered lncreoses

g

{,
:f

rr!

tÛ.

.l

rMái;gtn'':

r:rrf'

Mà'rgliì.

payment reform, then, is required to ensure that the changes ¡n the care delivery system funded by DSRIP are
sustained well beyond the wa¡ver period, so that member engagement and care coordination activities,
(re)admissions,
including peer-based activ¡ties, can be reimbursed, value-destroying care patterns (avoidable
primary
and
ED v¡s¡ts) do not simply return when the DSRIP dollars stop flowing, a stable and well-trained
admin¡strative
lost
in
non-value-added
currently
community based workforce is maintained, and dollars
processes become available for member care. lmportantly, payment reform is equally e ssential to ensure thot
the sovings reolized by DSRIP con be re¡nvested ¡n the Med¡cd¡d delivery system' Without payment reform,
savings would accrue to MCOS, whose yearly rates would, in the current payment system, subsequently be
revised downwards. ln fact, many PPSS are already actively discussing the importance of payment reform as a
(reduced
means to allev¡ate predicted losses in FFS revenue due to improved performance on DSRIP outcomes
admissions, reduced ED visits, etc.).
payment reform must also maintain or improve funding and incentives for essential and mandatory costs

s

svstem " N EnelJ Med 367(20):
Cutler, D., E. Wikler and p, Basch {2012). "Reducing adm¡n¡strative costs and ¡mproving the health care

raTs-7818
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within the system that includes provider/system for public goods, critical ¡nfrastructure support, and
fulfillment of state/federal public health and compliance requirements. These components include such ¡nput
costs as: hospita l/clinic/home care, ¡ndigent care, graduate medical education, federal cond¡tions of
participation, health information technology (HlT) capacity and interoperability, health care worker train¡ng
and certif¡cation, quality assurance, emergency preparedness, commun¡ty publ¡c health (e.9., immun¡zation,
disease response), and other v¡tal needs.
Payment Reform Gu¡d¡ng Pr¡nc¡ples
This Roadmap is built upon the foundat¡on already put ¡n place by the State's Med¡ca¡d
Redesign Team (MRT) Payment Reform & Quality Measurement Work Group. ln 2012, that
Workgroup concluded that innovative payment reform and quality ¡nit¡atives should:

L.

Be transparent and fair, increase access to high quality health care services in the
appropriate setting, and create opportunities for both payers and providers to share
sav¡ngs generated if agreed upon benchmarks are achieved.

2.

Be scalable and flexible to allow all providers and communities (regardless of size) to
participate, reinforce health system planning, and preserve an eff¡cient and essent¡al

community provider network.

3. Allow for a flexible multi-year

phase in to recognize administrat¡ve complexities including
(i.e.
lnformation Technology).
system requirements

4.

Align payment policy with quality goals.

5.

Reward improved performance as well as continued h¡gh performance.

6. lncorporate a strong evaluat¡on component

and technical assistance to assure successful

implementation.

7.

Engage in strategic planning to avoid the unintended consequences of price inflation,

part¡cularly in the commercial market.

8.

Financially reward, rather than penalize, providers and plans who deliver high value care
through emphasizing prevention, coordination, and optimal patient outcomes, including
interventions that address underlying soc¡al determinants of health.

Starting Point: How Should an lntegrated Delivery System Function from the
Consumer/Member's Perspective?
The fundamentalvision of NYS DSRIP is the creat¡on of ¡ntegrated delivery systems capable of meeting the
d¡verse needs of Medicaid members. Different types of members require different types of care. As foreseen
in DsRlP, a high performing care delivery system encompasses three types of integrated care services, with

optimal coordination between them:

1.

lntegrated Primary Care (lPC) including behavioral health, primary care, effective management of chronic
d¡sease, medication management, commun¡ty based prevention activities, and clear al¡gnment with
community based, home, and socialservices agencies (Pat¡ent Centered Medical Home (PCMH)/Advanced
pr¡mary Care (APC) models). Th¡s type of care is continuous ¡n nature, strongly population-focused, based
in the community, culturally sensitive, oriented towards primary and secondary prevent¡on, and aims to
Page 9
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act as the primary source of care for the majority of everyday care needs.
New York Stete's V¡sion on Advanced Primery Cere
Advanced Pr¡mary Care (APC) plays a core role in the State's Health lnnovat¡on Plan (SHIP) and within DSRIP. The
figure below briefly explains how NYS sees the progression towards achieving Advanced Primary Care (APC) status
from commitment to fulfillment of all capabilit¡es, which fully aligns with DSRIP's end goals for lntegrated Primary
care (see the SHIP plan for more details).

APC VBP Payment Model

aûolñ!ì
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The State has had extensive experience with what w¡ll later be described as Level 0 Value Based Payments, FFS with
quality bonus payments, during the early and ongoing support of the PCMH model, and involvement in medical
home demonstrat¡ons in a variety of settings across the State. As these initiatives have progressed, it has become
clear that transformation of primary care practices to an APC model w¡ll include three (3) broad phases during
wh¡ch the practices require different types of financial support:

1. lnitial

investment in practice transformation, ¡ncluding support for technical ass¡stance, and for the costs of new
programs and staff (or re-training existing staff).

2. lnterim

suoport for increased operating costs for a period of t¡me (experience ind¡cates 2-3 years), as practices
improve quality and population health, but before realizing reduct¡ons in preventable util¡zation and other costs
needed to support shared savings payment. ln the early years of the APC'S operation, providers will be tak¡ng on
new functions and costs, improving quality, pat¡ent access and experience, but not (yet) generating cost savings.

3.

Ongo¡ne support once the APC model has begun to have a measura ble impact on tota I cost of care and to
generate measurable savings. The practice and payers may choose to reduce the bas¡c program support and shift
compensation to shared savings and/or risk sharing.

From the perspect¡ve of Medicaid, phase 1 and 2 will be funded through DSRIP; phase 3 is the transition toward
Level 1 (and higher) VBP for lPC, as discussed ¡n the
page 10
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Ep¡sod¡c care services are utilized for circumscribed periods of time when people require more specialized
services for a specific health problem or condition. Within the Medicaid population and DSRIP, maternity

care may be the best example; for elderly members, hip and knee replacement episodes are the most
prevalent examples. These services, which may involve a single service or combinat¡on of services across
the continuum of care, should be tightly ¡ntegrated w¡th multidiscipl¡nary teams work¡ng with evidencebased care pathways, organized around these members' specific needs, resources (including community
resources), and cultural sensit¡v¡ties.

3.

Specialized cont¡nuous care services are required for those individuals who require ongoing, dedicated,
and specialized interdiscipl¡nary serv¡ces for their health problem(s) or cond¡tion(s). This type of care can
involve both evidence-based specialty care for individual conditions (e.9. diabetes, Chronic Obstructive
pulmonary Disease (COpD) , Serious Mental lllness (SMl) and/or Substance Use Disorders (SUD)), as well as
care for severely co-morbid and/or special needs populations (e.g. the Health and Recovery Plan (HARP)
and Managed Long-Term Care (MLTC)/Fully lntegrated Duals Advantage (FIDA) populations, members
with significant developmental disabilities and members with HIV/AIDS). For the latter groups of
members, personalized goal sett¡ng and intensive care coord¡nat¡on become more dominant than disease

management. ln both examples of care, a focus on max¡mizing a member/s capability for self-management
and personal autonomy in the most integrated sett¡ngs (e.9. home and community) appropr¡ate to a
person's needs, is central.

Episodic

conlinuouô
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Facilitating the Development of an Optimally Functioning Delivery System through
Value Based Payments: A Var¡ety of Options
Following the spirit of the DSRIP program, the State does not foresee a single path towards payment reform.
Rather, the State aims to give PPSs, providers, and MCOs a comprehensive range ofVBP options to cons¡der.
Th¡s allows providers and MCOs to select those types of value based payment arrangements that fit their
strategy, localcontext, and ability to manage innovat¡ve payment models, which has been proven to be a
6
critical success factor in successfully realizing payment reform
When entering into such arrangements, organizations become'VBP contractors'; a VBP contractor is defined
as an ent¡ty that contracts VBP arrangements with an MCO, and can be an Accountable Care Organization
(ACO), an lndependent Practice Associat¡on (lPA), or an individual provider (e¡ther assuming all responsibility
and upside/downside risk or subcontracting with other providers). Multiple prov¡ders can contract a VBP Level
1 arrangement by cooperating clinically and operationally, and making individual shared savings agreements
with the MCO. Jointly, VBP contractors and MCOS can create VBP arrangements around:

.
.
.
.

Total care for General Population (TCGP); and/or
lntegrated primary Care Arrangement (which includes all care for the most prevalent chronic conditions in
NYS Medicaid), (lPC); and/or

the Maternity care Arrangement; and/or
Total Care for Special Needs Subpopulat¡ons.

fhe poputotion bosed arrangements include the total care and costs of that care for the included members,
irrespective of where, how, or for what reason, the care was delivered. VBP contractors assume responsibility
for the outcomes and costs across all conditions and types of care for these members. Based on the existing
categories in New york State Medicaid, the pr¡or¡tized special needs subpopulations are HIV/AlDS, members
included in a Health and Recovery Plan (HARP), Managed Long-Term Care (MLTC) members and members with
significant developmental disabilit¡es.
A bundle or episode, on the other hand, is a VBP arrangement in which costs of a patient's office visits, tests,
treatments and hospitalizations associated with a patient's illness, medical event, or condit¡on are grouped
together. A VBp contractor assumes responsibility for both the outcomes and the costs of the care across the

cont¡nuum of the pat¡ent's trajectory for that cond¡tion.7 There are different categories of episodes: acute
episodes that focus on the integrated care around an acute stroke, for example, or trauma; procedural episodes
that focus on the care around gall bladder surgery, for example, or hip- and joint replacement; and chronic
episodes that focus on the care for chronic condit¡ons such as diabetes or b¡polar disorder' The former
categories have a clear start and end date, starting, for example, at the t¡me of admission and ending 3 months
after surgery; the latter are continuous. ln an episode-based arrangement several related episodes can be
brought together. Based on prevalence ¡n Medicaid, total costs of care, observed variab¡lity ¡n costs and
outcomes and prioritization in DSRIP, NYS has prioritized the Maternity Care Arrangement (spanning the
pregnancy, delivery, sixty days postpartum for the mother, and the first month of the baby's care) and the

,'Achiev¡ng health care cost conta¡nment through provider payment reform that engages patients and providers."
G¡nsburg, p. B. (2013),
pay for health care." Health Aff
Health Aff (Millwood) 32lilt g2g-g34; Miller, H, D. (2009). "From volume to value: better ways to
lMillwood) 28(s): L4t8-I428.
r t'lyS |'rr", t¡," HClg ¡vidence-¡nformed Case Rate (ECR) grouper {also known as'Prometheus'). Factsheets w¡ll be made ava¡lable with
details on def¡nit¡ons and indicators per bundle. See also http://www,hci3.org/programs-efforts/prometheus-payment.

6
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lntegrated primary Care Arrangement.s The State will follow the internat¡onally emerging best prâctices to treat
chronic conditions as full-year-of-care bundles, emphasizing the continuous nature of this care, including all
condition-related care costs.e
ln searching for the right balance between flexibility ând standardization, consistency in VBP arrangement
definitions has been identified as a key success factor ¡n VBP implementation both national and globally. This
includes:

.
.
.
.

Services to be included and excluded from each VBP model;

Members eligible for attribution to each model;
selection and specifications of quality and outcome measures for each model; and
Methods to calculate the r¡sk-adjusted cost of care in each model and in benchmarks used by the
state to reflect changes in the clinical and demographic mix of attributed members.

Such consistency enables transparency in performance between MCOs and VBP contractors, adequate

mon¡toring of the quality and expenditures ofthe overall Medicaid system, and sign¡ficantly reduces the
administrative burden for both MCOs and providers.l0 Especially for smaller providers, varying def¡nitions of a
VBp arrangement between MCOs and/or differences in reporting requirements could cr¡pple the¡r ability to
fulfil their role. The statewide definitions and quality measures have been set based on national standards and
the recommendations from the Clinical Advisory Groups and the Technical Design Subcommittees.ll Measure
results at VBp Contractor level will be made available between MCO and Contractor on a regular basis for
monitoring. MCOS have to report these measures to the State.1z MCOS are encouraged to share quality
measure reporting with VBP contractors to enable provider and MCO partnerships to improve the quality of
care.

providers and Mcos are, however, free to jointly agree to other types, or 'off menu' versions of VBP
arrangements, including currently existing arrangements, as long as those arrangements reflect the underlying
goals of payment reform as outlined above, and sustain the transparency of costs versus outcomes as deiailed
(DOH)
¡n Appendix tl. Such arrangements will not require separate approval from the Department of Health
parties,
to
be
subject
and
from
the
beyond the contract risk review process, but will require attestation
period¡c audits. Nyswill report annua lly to CMS andotherstakeholdersontheprogressandcontentofthese
'off menu' VBP arrangements.
Most other components of the VBP contracting process, such as how to attribute members, setting and
adjusting target budgets, rewarding performance, sharing savings and/or losses and so forth are left to the
MCOs and providers to design and negotiate. The gurdelines that have been developed to facil¡tate this will be

tntegrated primary Care (lpc) and Maternity Care are the two VBP arrangements proposed by the State that are epìsodic in nature. The
other VBP arrangements are population-based
e de Bakker, D. H., J. N. Struijs, C. B. Baan, J. Raams, J. E. de Wìldt, H.l. Vr¡jhoef and F. T. Schut {2012) "Early results from adoption of
426-433i
bundled payment for diabetes care ¡n the Netherlands show ¡mprovement in care coordination " lca[[Af.Ll4iLIqqqdL3l(2Jt
patients with chronic diseases: the
De Brantes, F., A. Rastogi and M. paìnter (2010), "Reducìng potentially avo¡dable complìcat¡ons in
Prometheus Payment approach " !Cgl!L5C¡4Bel45(6 Pt 2): 1854-1871.
ro This standardization is also required to allow real¡zing the statew¡de ¡nformation support strategy for providers and payers to facil¡tate
VBP contracting as well as statewide transparency and cost- and outcomes-report¡ng'
11 Factsheets detailing these definitions and outcome measures per VBP arrangement w¡ll be made available.
s

12

claims based measures wili be calculated by the state as necessary
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discussed below.

Total Care for the General Population (TCGP)
for the total care for its total attributed population'
ln this model, the vBP contractor assumes responsib¡lity
category descr¡bed below, although vBP contractors
This excludes members who fall into a 'subpopulation'
to the¡r contract. All services covered by
and MCos are of course free to add one or more subpopulat¡ons

mainstreammanaged...".,"in.l,d"d(forexclusionsseep.32},andallattributedmembersareincluded
(seep.25}.ThedefaultmethodforattributionistheMco-assignedPcP.lnvestinginpopulationhealth,care
that
are some of the DSRIP-enabled capabilities
coordinat¡on, referral patterns and discharge management
will make VBP contractors successful'14

lntegrated PrimarY Care (lPC)
patient centered Medical Homes (PCMH) or other primary care providers for
ln this model, the Mco contracts
the care and coordination for pat¡ents w¡th chronic conditions.
freuentiue care, routine sick care and

PreventivecareincludescareactivitiessuchaswellnessVisits,check-ups,¡mmunizations,screeningand
rout¡netests;sickcare¡ncludescareforsymptomssuchasheadacheorabdominalpain,aswellasminor
chronic Condition component consists of 14 chronic
acute conditions such as flu, rhinitis and so forth. The
prevalence and total costs Given the prevalence of
episodes that have been prior¡tized on the basis of
the chronic care Component as a whole within IPC'
chronic co-morb¡dity, vae contiactors by default include
conditions'
rather than select¡ng one or more ofthe individual chronic
is the Mco-assigned PCP (see p 25)' All
The default method for attribution for th¡s VBP arrangement
care are includedls, as well as those
preventive and s¡ck care services covered by mainstream managed
Members eligible for one of the subpopulations
services included in the chronic care compånent definitions.
can include additional payments for practice
lp. fS) are excluded. As is the case today, ipc.ontr..t.
rewards to progression towards APC status, for
transformation, care management, and ian tie additional

example.

ThelPcarrangementemphas¡zespopulationhealth,theintegrationofphysicalandbehavioralhealth,care
working with hospitals on discharge
coordination, adequate referral management (including actively
management), amongst others.
of so-called 'downstream' costs: expenditures for
savings in an lPc contract are pr¡marily based on reductions
¡ntegrated primary care is functioning optimally'
sick care and chron¡c care that would úe reduced when
of care coordination or ease of primary care access
Avoidable ED visits and hospital admissions due to a lack

aregoodexamples,asareexacerbationsofchroniccond¡tionsortheoccurrenceofcomplicat¡onsduetopoor
secondaryprevention.cancercarecostsandsignificanttraumacare,ontheotherhand,arenotincludedin
preventivecare,routinesickcarenorthechroniccareepisodesandarethusnotincludedwhencalculating
potential downstream savings'
Suchsavingscansubstantiallyincreasefund¡ngtoprimarycarepracticesbecausethepotent¡aldownstream

14Professional-ledTcGPVBPcontractorsareexpectedtocooperatewithdownstreamprov¡de15.seethesectionon,lntegratedPrimary
Care'and APPendix lll.
15 see table on p. 38 for additional details
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savings are much larger than the practices' total current revenues. To maxim¡ze shared savings in this model,
professional-led practices are encouraged to collaborate w¡th hospitals and other providers on activities such
as outreach, care management, and post-discharge care. Because shared savings will derive in large part from
avoided hospital use, earned savings should be shared evenly between professiona l-led practices and
associated hospitals, provided that the hospitals work cooperat¡vely w¡th the pract¡ces to better manage their

patient populations (see Appendix lll for more detailed criteria).16
Similarly, compared to TCGP arrangements, moving to risk-based contracts in an IPC VBP arrangement is much
more feasible for primary care professionals and organ¡zations. Although the total costs ¡ncluded in an IPC
arrangement are s¡gnificant (about 40% of the total costs of care for the general population), the risk is limited
to those costs that most primary care providers consider to be within their control: preventive care, and costs
associated with sick care and chronic care.

Maternity

Ca

re

ln th¡s model, the MCO contracts with a VBP contractor (usually a hospital and/or professional involved in
maternity care, who may also work with community based organizationslT) for care from onset of the
pregnancy, delivery, post-delivery and the first month of the newborn's care.18 All maternity services covered
by mainstream managed care are included. Members el¡gible for one of the subpopulations are excluded.
Episodes with a total cost above a certain threshold (so called 'stop-loss') are held to that stop-loss limit to
protect the VBp contractor from the insurance risk of high-cost NICU admissions. The member is attributed to
the core pregnancy care provider. VBP contractors who focus on health education, increased uptake of
prenatalcare, pre- and inter-conception counseling, appropriate C-section rates and resource utilization,
screening for post-partum depression, evidence-informed maternal/infant home visiting and so forth have the
opportunity to further improve matern¡ty care outcomes while realizing shared savings.

Total Care for Special Needs Subpopulations
For some specific subpopulations, severe co-morbidity or disability may require highly spec¡fic and costly care
needs, so that the majority (or even all) of the care delivery and costs are determined by the specific
characteristics ofthese members. For these subpopulations, includ¡ng the total care (and thus total costs) for
these often vulnerable members is best suited. As part of the movement towards managed care, the State has
already identified several special needs subpopulations that have their own dedicated managed care
arra ngements:

.
.
.
.
.

16

HIV/AIDS
Health and Recovery Plan (HARP)
Managed Long-Term care (MLTc)

Children'sSubpopulation
lntellectual and/or Developmental Disabilities (l/DD)

These criteria also apply to the Total Care for General Population VBP arrangement if it

¡s

contracted by professional-led VBP

contractors.
17,fhis could be any var¡ety of CBO providing prenatal support services, educat¡on around infant/maternal health, lactat¡on consult¡ng,
etc.
1s post-delivery care ¡s ìncluded to 60 days after d¡scharge of the mother; the care for the newborn is ¡ncluded to 30 days after d¡scharge
of the newborn. pregnanc¡es that do not result in a vaginal delivery or c-sect¡on are excluded. (See the Matern¡ty Care factsheet for more
deta¡ls.)
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The DOH is working together with the Office for People with Developmental Disabilities (OPWDD) to develop
an l/DD arrangement. The collaboration will design the techn¡cal elements of the arrangement and identifr/
appropr¡ate and feasible qual¡ty measures to support the arrangement. The trans¡tion of those with
intellectual and/or developmental disabilities, to managed care and VBP will be included in the next update of

the VBP Roadmap.
Ch ild

ren's Subpopulation

The State has begun work to develop a VBP arrangement specifically intended to address the unique needs of
children. The children-focused arrangement would be a population-based arrangement, and would consider the
full continuum of care stretch¡ng from prevention to treatment and care management for children. Different
from adults, a VBP arrangement for children must also account for a relatively healthy pediatric population,
where savings can generally only be realized over the long term. Recogniz¡ng these challenges, the VBP
arrangement could require pediatricians and providers to assume financial responsibil¡ty only for the services
(and associated costs) they provide. The arrangement may include only health conditions and services applicable
to the pediatr¡c population and will also include assoc¡ated quality measures. The State's efforts to evolve and
finalize the Children's Subpopulation arrangement will be supported through the clinical advisory group
process. A separate arrangement will likely be needed for children with complex medical needs. The finalized
Children's Subpopulation Arrangement will be ¡ncluded in the next iteration of the VBP Roadmap.

For these special needs subpopulations, VBP contractors can contract Total Care for the Total Subpopulation. All

services covered by the associated managed care plans are included, and all members fulfilling the criteria for
el¡g¡b¡lity to such plans are included. HIV/AIDS members are by default attributed to the MCO ass¡gned PcP;
HARP members are by default assigned to the MCO assigned Health Home (see p. 25). Members cannot be
assigned to multiple subpopulations. When members are eligible for more than one subpopulation (e.9. HARP
and HtV/AtDS), the MCO/SNP decides with the VBP contractor(s) wh¡ch VBP subpopulat¡on prevails. As
mentioned above, VBP contractors and MCOs are free to combine e.g. the HIV/AIDS and/or HARP

subpopulation with a TCGP arrangement.
Programs of All-lnclusive Care for the Elderly
Programs of All-tnclus¡ve Câre for the Elderly (PACE) prov¡de comprehensive med¡cal and social serv¡ces to certain fra¡1, communitydwelling individuals, ages 55 and older and eligible for nursing home care, most ofwhom are dually eligible for Medicare and Med¡ca¡d
benef¡ts. A PACE is responsible for d¡rectly provid¡ng or ârrang¡ng all primary, ¡npat¡ent hospital and long-term care services requ¡red
by a PACE partic¡pânt. An ¡nterd¡sc¡pl¡nary team of health professionals prov¡des PACE part¡c¡pants w¡th coord¡nâted care. For most
part¡c¡pânts, the comprehens¡ve service package enables them to remain in the commun¡ty râther than receive care ¡n a nursing
home. PACE becomes the sole source of services for Medicare and Med¡caid members and receives federal approvâl from the federal
Centers for Med¡câre and Medica¡d Serv¡ces (CMS). PACE ¡s considered a model of managed long-term care (MLTC) ¡n New York.
Because financing for PACE is capped, providers can deliver all services part¡cipants need and are not limited to those re¡mbursable
under Medicare and Med¡caid fee-for-service plans. Th¡s payment methodology a global payment for âll services requ¡red by
members - is cons¡stent w¡th a Level 3 VBP arrangement whereby prov¡ders rece¡ve a prospective global payment for the total cost
of care.

-

To fully qualify as a Level 3 VBP arrangement cons¡stent w¡th the NYS VBP Roadmap, the prospect¡ve payment must ¡nclude a qual¡ty
component. The qual¡ty component w¡ll be based on the qual¡ty measures identified and recommended by the MLTC Cl¡n¡cal Adv¡sory
Group (CAG) and approved by the State. The MLTC CAG will cons¡der appropriate ând feasible primary and acute câre quality

meâsures for inclusion in PACE, and ultlmately, other MLTC arrangements

The VBP Roadmap establishes requ¡rements for Level 2 and 3 VBP r¡sk-shar¡ng arrangements. For example, VBP contrâctors that
must:
enter into Level 2 or 3
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lnclude at least one T¡er L CBOle in the¡r agreement, and,
lmplement at least one social determinants of health ¡ntervent¡on. The VBP Soc¡al Determ¡nants of Health (SDH) Subcomm¡ttee
developed a SDH intervent¡on menu, wh¡ch provides examples of ¡nterventions that address econom¡c stab¡lity, educat¡on, social,
family and community well-be¡ng, health care and neighborhood ând environment well-being20.

PACE plans

should rev¡ew the VBP Roadmap to become famil¡ar w¡th the requirements of Level 2 and 3 agreements.

Although direct care services may be provided by employees of a PACE, care may also be provided by âgenc¡es and organ¡zations
under contract with a PACE, where PACE fulfills the role of the payer. fo the extent a PACE rel¡es on contractual prov¡ders, these
contrâcts should be considered for VBP and are subject to the same requirements as ma¡nstream managed care plans. lndividual VBP
contracts between PACE and providers under contract w¡th the PACE may be Level 1, 2, or 3 VBP arrangements, according to the
preference ofthe contracting parties. Qual¡ty measures for use ¡n VBP contracts w¡th these prov¡ders will be determined by the MLTC
cAG for rev¡ew and aporoval bv the State.

Possible Contract¡ng Combinations
There are various VBP arrangement options for MCOS to choose when contracting with a VBP contractor. As
noted previously, a VBP contractor is defined as an entity that contracts VBP arrangements with an MCO, and
can be an Accountable Care Organ¡zation (ACO), an lndependent Practice Association (lPA), or an individual
providér (either assuming all responsibility and upside/downside risk or subcontracting,with other providers).
when contracting at the PPs level, it is important to note that a PPS in its current structure ¡s not a legal entity,
and thus cannot enter into VBP contracts. The PPS would have to evolve to one ofthe first two options above,
in order to contract on behalf of the ent¡re PPS.

Within mainstream managed care, MCOS and VBP contractors may opt to contract Total Care for the General
Population with or without other Subpopulations (ACO models), or they can, for example, combine a riskbased IPC arrangement with a sav¡ngs-only TCGP arrangement. The latter not only increases the chances of
increased savings; it also helps providers, MCOS and the State achieve the percentage ofvalue based
payments required by the wa¡ver. Some MCOS and VBP contractors may prefer to contract for IPC separately
to optimize the chances of successful primary care reinforcement; other VBP contractors may want to contract
Total Care for the General Populat¡on and 'carve out' a Maternity Arrangement to create a ded¡cated drive io
improve outcomes for maternity care.
Because of the comprehensive care needs on which the Total Care for Total Subpopulation VBP arrangements
focus, IPC or other bundle arrangements with¡n these subpopulation arrangements cannot be separately
contracted.2l

Both prov¡ders and health plans have suggested that although joint contracting at the higher level (e.g. PPS as
a VBP contractor) for the most vulnerable, mult¡-morbid subpopulations could be highly beneficial, joint
contracting at such a level for more circumscribed and prevalent types of care - such as maternity care
would stifle competition. Some PPSs (in the form of an ACO or IPA) might consist of 2-3 hubs that would prefer
contracting for Total Care for the General Population separately rather than as a single PPS. While in some
cases, contracting at the PPs or hub level for lntegrated Primary care may be the best path to rapidly develop

-

1e

Addit¡onal informatìon on Tier 1 CBO contracting is located in the 'Contracting with Community Based Organizations' sectìon ofthe

Roadmap.
20
The 5DH ¡ntervent¡on menu can be found here,

https://www.health.ny.gov/health-care/medicaid/redes¡gn/dsrip/vbp-library/vbp-subcommittee-¡nfo
,l For HARp and HtV/AlDS, when a specific subpopulation in a ÎMCO or provider's service area ¡s not contracted
members for example), MCO5 and providers are free to makethe add¡t¡onâlarrangements
members.

htm

(because of low numbers ofel¡8¡ble
they deem necessary to âdequately cover the needs ofthese
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region-wide APC model capabilities, in other cases ¡t may disrupt locally grown collaboration patterns that
require differential treatment to truly blossom.22
The State does not lim¡t providers and MCOs from introducing additional arrangements 'below' a recognized
VBp arrangement, such as existing Pay for Performance contracts with hosp¡tals or primary care providers. ln
fact, such contracts can be used synergistically to achieve the overall goals ofthe VBP arrangement: rewarding
PCPS to prevent avoidable ER visits, for example, can help a health system achieve its TCGP targets.

It ¡s important to note that because PPss/hubs do not legally participate as contracting entit¡es in VBP
arrangements without becoming an IPA or ACO, there are concerns about maintain¡ng the population healthfocused ¡nfrastructure, patient-centered integrat¡on and associated overall workforce strategy that DSRIP sets
out to build. To address this concern, the PPS or its hubs will have to submit a plan outlining how this
infrastructure will be sustained. ln addition, impacts on patient-centeredness, population health, social
determinants of health and workforce infrastructure, will be measured at the overall delivery system level
(PPS, hub or otherwise). These measures will remain in place after DSRIP funding stops, and will be cons¡dered
a component of the overall outcomes of care contracted within the different VBP arrangements.

trom Shared Savings towards Assuming

Risk

ln addit¡on to choos¡ng the integrated services on which to focus, the MCOS and VBP contractors can select
different levels of VBP arrangements. Wh¡le assum¡ng risk is a fundamental part of VBP, contractors should
focus first on bu¡lding out their DSRIP projects, maturing the¡r capabilities, and creat¡ng strong networks,
before focusing on potential downs¡de risk-sharing arrangements. Comb¡ning the different types of VBP
arrangements with different levels of VBP creates the following options:

,, What care the

ppS can actively

contract for on behalf ofthe providers in the

PPS is dec¡ded through

the Sovernance structure the

PPS has

put

¡n place
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Level 0 is not considered to be a
sufficient move away from tradit¡onal
fee-for-service incentives to be
counted as value based payment in
the terms of this Roadmap (with the
exception of select preventive
services, see p.34, and Managed
Long-Term Care, see textbox).

I

consists of'upside only'
shared savings a rrangements.23 Here,
Level

the capitation and bundled payments
exist only virtually. When the accrued
fee-for- service payments for the
¡ntegrated care serv¡ce are lower
than the virtual PMPM capitation or
bundle budget, the McO can share
the sav¡ngs with the parties in the
contract ('retrospect¡ve
reconciliation').24 Potential provider
losses are not shared; contractors are
not 'at risk' in Level 1. For example, if
a provider or a combination of
providers meets most of its
contracted qual¡ty outcomes, MCOs
can return more ofthe savings; when
fewer goals are met, the shared
savings percentage is reduced (see
table on page 18-19). When
outcomes worsen, no savings are
shared.2s
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Managed Long-Term Care (MLTC), DualEl¡g¡bles and Shared Sav¡ngs
fhe dual eligible populat¡on may seem relat¡vely small (some 15% of lMedicaid
rembers a re also el¡gible for Medicare), but these 700,000 ¡ndividuals compr¡se
27% oftotal Medica¡d spending.
\¡any of these individuals use long term care services (LTCS) as well as hospital and
)ther services; the former costs are covered by Med¡ca id (often through a MLTc
llan), the latter are generally covered by Medicare. Preventing avoidable hosp¡tal
Jse ¡n th¡s population is pa rt of DSRIP's goals, and should be equa lly ¡ncentivized
:hrough paymentreform, lmproving pa ll¡atìve care, forexample, can greatly
:nhance the quality of care and qual¡tyoflifeforsomepatients.lftheN4edicare
lollars cannot be (v¡rtua lly) pooled with the State's Medica¡d dollars, and savings ¡n
\4ed¡care cannot be shared w¡th Med¡caid providers (or vice versa), the impact of
rayment reform forthis population threatens to be l¡mited, and lo ng-term ca re
¡roviders will have difficulty achieving scale in VBP transformation.

fo remedy this, the State

is work¡ng with CMS to create al¡gned shared sav¡ngs
rossibilit¡es w¡th¡n Med¡caid and Med¡care (see p, 65). ln anticipation, the State aims to
:reat potentially avo¡dable hospitaluse as 'qual¡ty outcomes' for th¡s subpopulat¡on,
mprovlng the qualìty of l¡fe for these members,and rewarding MLTCplansand
)rov¡ders when certain levels of reduced avo¡dable hospital use are reached. such
¡rrangements could be treated as Level 1 VBP arrangements, and would be elìg¡ble
br f¡nancial ¡ncent¡ves. These financial incentives are antic¡pated to be passed from
;tate-to-Plan to Plan-to-Provider. Level 2 arrangemellts w¡ll continue to use the
)otentially avoidable hospital measure as the primary qual¡ty metric for Level ll of
:he MLTc VBP arran8ement, MLIC VBP arrangements will qualify as Level ll when
:he minìmum percentage of poteîtial risk allocated to a prov¡der is at least 1% of
:otal ênnual expend¡tures ¡n the contract between the plan añd provider. Providers
¡hare in losses when theV do not achìeve a certai¡ level of performance, based on
luality metrics agreed upon between the provider and MLTC plan. lhe Level ll
:ontracts must include the PAH measure and at least one other MLTC quality
¡easure recommended by the MLTC CAG and approved by the State,

:ven

¡f

the savings wou ld primar¡ly accrue to Medica re, the State will not pass on the

)pportunityto makesign¡ficantstr¡desinmeetingtheneedsofthispartofthe dual
:l¡gible population. ¡mproved quality and reduced overall costs can also be realized
)y delaying or avoidìng nursing home admissions through targeted ¡ntervent¡ons
¡mongst the MLTC population res¡ding at home,

Level 2 consists of 'upside and
lhe MLTC CAG continues to monitor this arrangement.
downside' risk-sharing arrangements.
Again, the cap¡tation and bundled
payments exist only virtually, and the percentage of contracted qual¡ty outcomes affects the amount of
savings and losses shared.26 ln Level 2, because the contractors share in the risk, if a contractor meets most of
¡ts contracted quality outcomes, the MCOS can return most or all of the savings. Conversely, if a contractor
exceeds the virtual PMPM capitation or bundle budget, and a smaller percentage of outcome goals are met,

A minimum amount of sav¡ngs should be shared for an arrangement to be counted as a Level l VBP arrangement. See Append¡x VIll.
Alternatively, shared savings can be distr¡buted through ¡nter-organ¡zat¡onal arrangements w¡thin gr by the VBP contractor. ln
practice, however, Level 1 and 2 arrangements usually leave the d¡stribution of savings/losses to the payer (based on pre- agreed upon

23
2a

sharing formulas),
25 sav¡ngs
should be allocated appropr¡ately among prov¡ders; behavioral health, long term care, and other commun¡ty based providers
should in particular not be disadvantaged.
26 A minimum amount of r¡sk ¡s required to be able to be labeled a 'Level 2'VBP arrangement (see Appendix Vlll).
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I

then these providers may be held responsible forthe major¡ty ofthis difference (see table below).27
To reduce unwarranted insurance risk for providers, the State suggests us¡ng stop loss, risk corridors and/or
other risk-mit¡gation strateg¡es. The following table reflects the shared savings percentages that the State and
the Techn¡cal Design Subcommittee established as a guidel¡ne to support providers and plans in their VBP
contracting negotiations. Plans and providers may, however, decide on other percentages in their VBP

agreements.

The following general guiding principles for the d¡stribution of shared savings amongst providers by the VBP
contractor have been established:

i.

to be distributed according to prov¡der effort, provider performance and utilization
patterns in realizing the overall effic¡encies, outcomes, and savings.

ii.

Requ¡red investments and losses ofthe involved providers can be taken into considerat¡on ¡n
calculating and distributing available savings.

iii.

The relative budgets ofthe providers involved should not be the default mechanism for making the
distribut¡on of savings/losses (¡.e. distribut¡ng the savings among providers by the relative size of
each provider's budget).

Funds are

The State suggests not imposing a m¡n¡mum savings/losses threshold before sav¡ngs/r¡sk shar¡ng begins
The percentages for the Level 2 arrangements w¡ll depend on, amongst other factors, the risk-m¡tìgation strateg¡es chosen ln many
cases, especìally when more focused' VBP arrangements are contracted (e.g. an epìsode-based arrangement vs a TCGP contract),
actuarial analysis shows that the percentages of savings returned to prov¡ders can be higher than the percentages of losses shared with
prov¡ders. Thele is currently no mechan¡sm in place to determine whether VBP contractors enter into a 'focused' versus 'non-focused'
VBp agreements. VBp contractors and plans are free to enter into the agreements that they mutually dec¡de best serve their respective
27

2s

populations,
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pr¡nciples as the distr¡but¡on of shared
The distribution of shared savings should follow the same
losses.

v.

providers, or prov¡ders with a regulatory
For shared losses, smaller providers, fÌnancially vulnerable
vBP contractor to protect
limitation on accepting certa¡n losses may be treated differently by the
this 'special treatment' would
these individual providers from financial harm. lt is legitimate that
that these providers
in as an aåditional factor in determining the amount of shared sav¡ngs
weigh

would receive.2e
ln Level 3, the underlying FFS payment system ¡s
replaced by prospective PMPM and/or prospective
bundled payments. Consistent with the provis¡ons
of the VBP Roadmap, the f¡nancial methodology
must maintain the l¡nk between quality and
efficiency. Examples include: adjusting the
capitated arrangement payments up and down
based on previous quality performance and/or
including a bonus and penalty based on previous
quality performance. The method for including a
quality component in level 3 is subject to the
negotiat¡ons between MCO and provider.
Depending on how the MCo and provider agree to
execute the prospective capitation payment with a
quality component, retrospective reconciliation
may or may not be necessary. As in Level 2, stop
loss arranBements may remain to prevent
providers from inadvertently taking on insurance
risk.

There is a possib¡lity that situations may arise
where a MCO and a VBP contractor enter into a
value based payment arrangement, but the parties

Pharmaceutical Costs and the Role of the
Phermacist
Costs for drugs and the d¡spensing of drugs (including

adequate pharmaco-therapeutic management) are included
in the value based payment arrangements described'
Pharmacists can add great vâlue in managing polypharmacy,
for example, or in enhanc¡ng proper medication usage and
compliance. As adverse reactions to med¡cation is a key
driver of avoidable hospital use, state of the a rt Medicat¡on
Therapy Management (MTM) can improve outcomes and
reduce overall costs. Many ¡nnovat¡ve contract¡ng models
are available for MCOS as well as PPSS and (groups of)
providers to incorporate the benef¡ts that MTM can br¡ng
¡nto the value based a rra ngements discussed here The
Regulatory Subcomm¡ttee rev¡ewed the current state of
comprehensive med¡cat¡on management in the State ând
recommended amend¡ng the Public Health Law to create â
voluntary progrâm for collaboration between qualif¡ed

pharmacists and physicians ruled by a wr¡tten protocolthat
would enable physicians to refer certa¡n patients with
chronic conditions who (1) have not met the goals of
therapy, (2) are at r¡sk for hosp¡tal¡zation or (3)otherw¡se
considered to be ¡n need of CMM services, to qual¡fied

fail to agreb upon the terms of a contract' The
additional guidelines may become
state, ttCos and providers will collectively mon¡tor whether action or
necessary in the future.
end of
Further, the state will plan an assessment of progress toward the

DSRIP Year 3

of participation ¡n vBP

contracting,aswellasofthemarketdynamics,'t.'¡.t'*¡ttbetterequipplans,providers/contractorsandtheto
state will work with the vBP workgroup
state to address challenges that arise as vBP accelerates. The
This time frame will allow for the finalization of the
define the details of the assessment in calendar year 2016
(Model contract) and the Prov¡der contract
amendments to the Medicaid Managed care Model contract
G

uide lines.

mâke ava¡lable
¡n the vBP dynamic analytics platform that the state will
shared savings and losses calculations will not be ¡ncluded
for the providers and the Mcos.
2s
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Contract Risk Review Process
Overview
ln order to ensure that appropriate safeguards are in place for providers enter¡ng into VBP contracts (with a
focus on protecting providers from taking on more risk than is financially sustainable), the State will
implement a new contract rev¡ew process. To the extent poss¡ble, the updated contract review process will
coordinate and standardize the rev¡ew of the Department of Health and the Department of Financial Services
(DFS).

Three review Tiers have been created to reflect the new VBP Levels as per the Roadmap (see Appendix Vlll for
definitions of the Levels). These Tiers will be used to determine the type of review required for all provider
contracts.30 DOH will collapse the exist¡ng five contract review levels per the existing Provider Contract
Guidelines ¡nto three Tiers.
The third Tier will be comprised solely of prepaid capitat¡on arrangements that are currently subject to DFS's
Regulation 164, and will cont¡nue to be reviewed and approved by DFS in accordance with the terms of
Regulat¡on 16431, which provides guidance concerning F¡nanc¡al Risk Transfer arrangements and outlines the
requirements for providers to enter into such arrangements. Prepaid capitation will include all prepayments
made to one or more health care providers, in any form and for any arrangement, in exchange for one or
more covered health care services to be rendered referred or otherwise arranged by such providers and by its
participating providers. DOH will continue to conduct a programmatic review ofthe contracts in this third Tier.
The application of the three Tiers will apply uniformly to all types of VBP contractors and will apply to all types

of provider contracts.
Summary of the Three-Tiered Approach

Multi-Agency Review Tíer (Tíer 3)
The Multi-Agency Review Tier (Tier 3) includes all contractual arrangements where at least one ofthe

following is true:
i. the contract implicates Regulat¡on 164;

or

ii. the provider's Prepaid Capitation payments are more than 5250,000; or

iii. at the request of DOH.
conduct a financial review for all contracts in this Tier. ln accordance with current policy, DOH may
conduct its own financial review in its sole discret¡on, but may also defer to the DFS f¡nancial review. DOH will
conduct a programmatic review for all contracting arrangements with¡n this Tier whether or not DOH also
performs a financia I review.
DFS shall

DOH Review Tier (Tìer 2)

The DOH Review Tier (Tier 2) ¡ncludes VBP Level 2, VBP Level 3, and all other contractual arrangements
(whether fee-for-service, value based, or otherwise) where the provider's annual prepaid capitat¡on payments
from the health services plan do not trigger DFS Regulation L64, but represent more than 51,000,000 of the

Regardless of which Tier a particular agreement falls, the financial and/or programmatic revìews referenced here only apply from the
State,s perspect¡ve to assess f¡nanc¡al r¡sk and programmatic risks to the Medicaid program. The State is not providìng legal adv¡ce to
either plans or providers, nor is the State determining whether the contractual arrangement ¡s a fair business deal between the part¡es.
30

31

ll

NYCRR Part 101.
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provider's annual at-risk payments (of any type), and at least one of the following is true32:
i. more than twenty-five percent (25%) of the annual Medicaid Managed Care or Medicaid Managed
Long Term Care payments are at risk; or
ii. the payments cons¡st of more than fifteen percent (15%) of the provider's overall Medicaid revenue;

or
iii. the contract contâins a value based payment arrangement that
previously approved bY DoH'

is

off-menu (see Appendix ll) and not

DOH shall conduct both a financial and programmatic review for contracting arrangements which fall within
this DOH Review Tier. DFS will not conduct a financial review for contracts falling with¡n th¡s Tier unless DOH

requests an additional review from DFS.
For contracts that fall into th¡s DOH Review Tier, DOH will continue to develop a framework for determining
which type(s), if any, of financial viab¡l¡ty will be required. Once developed, this framework will be publicly
available. While the framework will be used for guidance and predictability for contract¡ng plans and
providers, DOH will review each contract on a case-by-case basis with discretion to require more or less
demonstration of financial v¡ab¡lity depending on the specific facts and circumstances of the contract.
File and atse T¡er (Tier 7)

The File and Use Tier (Tier 1) includes all VBP Level l arrangements (upside only arrangements) and all other
arrangements that do not meet the m¡nimum review thresholds for a Multi-Agency Review (Tier 3) or DOH
Review (Tier 2).
DOH will conduct a programmatic review only for contracts that fall with¡n th¡s File and Use Tier. This
programmatic rev¡ew will be an abbreviated review as compared to the DOH Review Tier, but w¡ll ensure that

certa¡n requirements are met including, but not limited to, ensuring the mandatory provisions are present and
the financial attestat¡ons are complete. Generally, neither DOH nor DFS will conduct a financial review for
contracts falling within th¡s Tier.

32

see Append¡x Vl, Figure

B

for a deta¡led description of the formulas and calculatìons
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Attribution and Target Budget Setting Guidelines
To ensure a consistent approach in implementing VBP, the Technical Design Subcommittees have
recommended several gu¡del¡nes to assist MCOs and VBP contractors in negotiating VBP arrangements.

Essential components of any VBP arrangement are attribut¡on and the setting

ofthe target budget for the

VBP

contractor.
The paragraphs below outline the methodologies that the State recommends VBP contractors and MCOs use
for attribution and target budget setting. Although plans and providers may choose different methodologies ¡n
the¡r implementation, these guidelines will be used by the State for its analyses of costs and outcomes of VBP
arrangements, including the information and data and analytics support disseminated by the state to both
MCOs and providers.
ln add¡tion, key components of the target budget setting process, including risk adjustment, performance
pays
adjustments (from 2017 through 2020), and stimulus adjustments, are closely aligned with how the State
MCOs (including modifications foreseen for 2017).

Attrib ution
Medica¡d member attribution determines which members a VBP contractor will be responsible for (in terms of
quality outcomes and costs). Attribution allows for the calculation of the total costs of care, patient-centered
outcomes, and potential shared savings per member or episode ofcare - measures that are essential for the
cont¡nual monitoring of VBP arrangements.

a.

Assignment
The MCO assigned Prim.ary Care Physician (PCP) drives attribution in Total Care for the General
Population, lntegrated Pr¡mary Care, and the HIV/AlDs subpopulat¡on'
For non-chronic arrangement the provider delivering the core services that 'trigger' the bundle
drives attribut¡on. ln maternity care, that provider is the obstetric professional delivering the
pregnancy care.
The Mco assigned Health Home dr¡ves the attribution for the HARP subpopulation.
The MLTC assigned home care provider or nursing home (depending on the resident¡al status of
the member) drives attribution for the MLTC subpopulation.

¡.

ii.

¡ii.
iv.

An MCO and VBp contractor may deviate from this guideline and agree on a d¡fferent type of prov¡der to drive
the attribution on the cond¡tion that the State is adequately notified.33 ln most cases, the State will not be able
to adapt alternative attribut¡on methods in the information and data it provides to MCOs and VBP contractors.
The attr¡bution entity does not need to be the same provider or provider-type as the VBP contractor, but must
be part of the VBp arrangement (i.e. a hospital system could be the contractor for a TCGP population while its
associated pCps would drive the attribution). MCOs and providers can ut¡lize multiple factors ¡n establishing

attr¡bution.

b.

Timing
a.

Members are prospectively attributed to a prov¡der through assignment (PCP, Health Home) or
start of care (e.g. contract year). lf the member switches their assigned PCP/Health Home w¡thin
the first six months of the year, the member will be attr¡buted to the vBP arrangement of the

case, cardiolog¡sts
For example, in a chronic care ep¡sode attr¡bution may be performed by a specialist group rather thèn a PCP. ln thìs
may be the point of attribution for an arrhythm¡a ep¡sode.

33
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latter pcp/Health Home. To reduce complexity and assure predictability for the vBP contractor,
the Subcommittee recommends not attempting retrospective reconciliation of members through
an analysis of actual PcP or Health Home use.3a
Through prospective attribution, the State will be able to monitor quality and costs of care, and provide MCOS
and VBp contractors with their risk-adjusted and proxy-priced35 costs, real-priced costs, outcomes, target
budgets and savings opportun¡ties per VBP arrangement.
Estab lish ing Target Budgets

l

and 2 arrangements, a 'virtual budget' needs to be
agreed upon for an episode-based arrangement or a (sub)populat¡on. A well-designed target budget, coupled
w¡th appropriate quality metr¡cs, continuously incent¡vizes the improvement of quality and cost effectiveness for

To determ¡ne whether savings or losses are made in Level

both historically high performing and poor performing VBP contractors. To facilitate transparency and to support
engagement between MCO and VBP Contractors entering into a VBP arrangement, that utilizes a target budget
setting or prospective payment methodology, the State will make available to providers, the State to MCO VBP
rate adjustment information. The information provided by the State is not a requ¡rement for contracting
purposes.
For Level 2 and 3 arrangements, the State will monitor the data and informat¡on that is exchanged between
MCOs and Lead VBP Contractors for the purpose of negotiating the¡r target budgets and distr¡bution of shared
savings/loss. Monitoring will help ensure that these financial methodologies are based on t¡mely, frequent and
complete data being shared between MCO and VBP Contractor. As a Statewide standard, MCOS must share,
t¡mely, complete and accurate data w¡th the VBP Contractor for the purposes of negotiating a target budget and

d¡str¡but¡on of shared savings/loss.
Providers and MCOS should also consider the type of data and ¡nformation that will be shared throughout the
performance year(s) to assess ongoing performance. Access to timely and frequent data will enable providers to
adjust their approach by ident¡fying areas for improved care delivery, and drive quality and greater efficiency. lt is
therefore a standard that MCOs and VBP contractors exchange t¡mely, complete and accurate data throughout
the measurement period.
The method outlined below is modeled on the Center for Medicare and Medicaid lnnovation's Next Generation
ACO approach:36

Starting from the VBP contractor's own historical baseline
lnclud¡ng risk adjustment to account for differences in patient population between the baseline
period and the contract period

lncluding 'performance adjustments' which account for existing efficiency and quality (or lack

thereof)

The VBp contractor may choose to use a similar approach for downstream contractors jo¡ning or leav¡ng at various po¡nts of the
contract period (jo¡ning late or terminating early), as for Med¡caid members join¡ng or leaving the attribution pool
35 previously called 'pr¡ce-standardized'. Both mean that price differences between providers for similar services are excluded from the
34

calculat¡ons.
l6 ìnnovation.cms.qov/liles/x/nextgenâcorfa pdf
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The latter component is key because realizing shared savings is difficult for those providers who are already
highly efficient compared to the state's average. Likewise, inefficient providers can realize savings relatively
easily, and it would be unfair if a VBP methodology punished the former and rewarded the latter.
performance adiustments reward providers who are highly efficient (and of h¡gh quality) by adjusting the¡r
target budget upwards, thus increasing their potential for shared savings. Vice versa, VBP contrqctors who
deliver much lower value may see their target budgets adjusted downwards.3T
ln add¡tion to the performance adjustments, the guideline includes 'stimulus adjustments'to incentiv¡ze VBP
contractors to move to higher levelVBP contracts. Building on the current qual¡ty and efficiency incentives,
similar adjustments will become part of the MCO incentive structure from 2017 onwards.3s
The method is prospect¡ve: the target budget ¡s set based on historical performance. The expected PMPM or
episode budget is determined at the start of the contract year or the episode - not reassessed during the
year/episode. This ensures that an unforeseen sh¡ft in populat¡on characteristics does not unfairly
(dis)advantage the VBP contractor while avo¡ding Saming and increase predictability'
Using this methodology, the MCOs and VBP contractors can negot¡ate target budgets per arrangement to
disincentiv¡ze above-average avoidable complication rates, or invest additionally in underserved areas of care

sèlècf vBP
Aûangemsnt

3 Yoars
We¡ghtod

Baselfnê

Stlmulus
Adluetment

The Roadmap proposes the follow¡ng approach to setting up a target budget:
Boseline

i.

The VBp contractor's own historic claims under the VBP arrangement are aggregated to create the
baseline of the target budget and allow for a comparison to pr¡or VBP contractor experience

ii.

The baseline is calculated on the basis of the most recent three years of claims data, w¡th the latest
year weighted at 50% of the baseline and the proceeding years accounting for 35% and L5Vo

respectively.

to
To allow lower value (potent¡al) VBP contractors to ¡mprove in t¡me, downward adjustments for VBP contractors are not supposed
be made until2018.
3s ln the gu¡deline created by the Techn¡cal Design I subcommittee, the 'performance adjustments' were called 'value mod¡f¡ers'. The
a
stìmulus;djustment as well as some other details were added to this gu¡deline after the subcommittee f¡nished its work to create
MCOs
will
with
the
adjustments
and
of
the
Roadmap
¡ntentions
stimulus fo; vBp contractors to further align the guideline with the
receìve from the State from 2017 on.

37
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To avoid unwarranted rebasing once savings have been made, the historical costs of care of a VBP
contractorare calculated ¡nctuding the shared savings reimbursed (orlosses reclaimed) tothe

provider.

Growth Trend
The growth trend of costs dur¡ng the performance period is calculated by averaging the regional

i.

growthtrend(upstateordownstate)andaVBPcontractor-specificgrowthtrend.
Risk

Adjustment

i.
ii.
iii.

The 3M Clinical Risk Grouping (cRG) methodology is utilized for risk adjustment in TcGP. For the

plan's
subpopulations, the default is to follow the risk adjustment methodology used for setting the
rates. (The State is currently developing risk adjustment methodologies for both HIV/AIDS and HARP.)
The most recent HCl3 methodology is utilized for risk adjustment of bundles of care.3s
one
The target budget is set at the beg¡nning of the contract period for the duration of the bundle or
budget.
in
the
target
period
lead
to
a
change
not
do
year. Changes in risk-profile during the contract

pre-existing disparities), the
As adjustment methodolog¡es ¡mprove over time (including better sensitivity to

state will adjust accordingly.

Performance Adiustments
Effect of sdiusting the
o¡r the

t¡Eet budget

¡mount of sh*red saving*
Adjusted target budget

*

-

c

lu

E

o

g

Actual performance

'Þ

Ë

3

-È

{¡

ô
AmoEnt of shåred
Saving5 With Adjusted

Tãrget Sudget

After applying the risk adjustment factors, the performance adjustments are appl¡ed based on the
efficienry and quality of VBP contractors in the most recent year for which claims are available.

3e

httD://www,hci3.org/content/ecls-and-definitions
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Efficient VBp contractors ranked above the 70th percentileao in Efficiency receive a 1o/o Larget
budget increase:
lf the Quality score is above the 80th percentile: the upward adjustment will be
increased by 50% resulting ¡n a L.5% increase to their target budget
lf the Quality score is above the 90th percentile: the upward adiustment w¡ll be
increased by 100% resulting ¡n a 2% increase to their target budget
lf the Qual¡ty score is below the 50'h percentile: the upwards adjustment is decreased
by 50% resulting in a 0.5% target budget increase

i.

ii.

ii¡.

b.

Highly efficient VBP contractors ranked above the 80th percentile in Eff¡c¡ency receive a 2%
target budget ¡ncrease:
lf the Quality score is above the 80th percentile: the upward adjustment will be
increased by 50% resulting in a 3% increase to their target budget
lf the Quality score is above the 90th percentile: the upward adjustment w¡ll be
increased by 100% resulting in a 4% increase to the¡r target budget
lf the euality score is below the 5Oth percentile: the upwards adjustment ¡s decreased

i.

ii.

iii.

by 50% resulting in a 1% target budget increase

c.

The most efficient VBP contractors above the 90th percentile in Efficiency receive a 3%o laßel
budget increase:
lf the Quality score is above the 80th percentile: the upward adjustment will be
increased by 50% result¡ng ¡n a 4.5% increase to their target budget
lf the Quality score ¡s above the 90th percentile: the upward adjustment will be
increased by 100% resulting in a 6% increase to their target budget
lf the eual¡ty score is below the soth percent¡le: the upwards adjustment is decreâsed

i.

ii.

iii.

by 50% resulting in a 1.5% target budget increase

d.

lf euality ¡s below the 40th percentile: the VBP contractor will be ineligible for any upward
adjustments despite the¡r Efficiency ranking

plans as well'
The State w¡ll make funds available to MCOS for these adjustments, and will reward the
on a
determined
provide
MCOS
will
be
the
to
The actual percentages that the State will be able to
yearly bas¡s by the State.

At the start of 2018 (giving providers two years to improve and potentially begin earning shared
produce
savings), ¡n addition to upwards adjustments, vBP contractors' efficiency and qual¡ty may
target budget decreases:

a.

VBp contractors below the 30th percentile in Efficiency receive a 1% decrease to their target

budget:

¡.lftheQualityscoreisbelowthe30thpercentile:thedownwardsadjustmentwillbe

ii.

increased by 50% resulting in a 1.5% target budget decrease
lf the Quality score ¡s below the 1.5th percentile: the downwards adiustment w¡ll be
increased by 1OO% resulting in d 2o/o targel budget decrease

(per member/episode), us¡ng 'proxy-priced' data (proxyEffic¡ency ¡s measured as the r¡sk-adjusted cost of care per VBP arrangenient
prices
is excluded from the analysis) fhe percent¡le is based on a statepriced data implies that variability in costs due to negot¡ated
p"rcentiles
indicate greater efficiency (lower costs) a nd higher qua lity lo
igh"r
wide ra nking of VBp contractors per vBp a rra ng".ent. H
prevention, prevent¡ve activities should not be taken into
to
stimulate
population
health,
and
out
emphasize tihe imponance of building
account when compar¡ng eff¡ciency between IPC VBP

ao
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lf the Quality score is above the 80th percentile: the downwards adjustment will be
reduced by 50% resulting in a 0.5% target budget decrease

b.

lnefficient VBP contractors below the zoth percent¡le in Efficiency receive a 2% decrease to the¡r
target budget:
i. lf the Qual¡ty score is below the 30th percentile: the downwards adjustment will be
increased by 50% resulting in a 3% target budget decrease
ii. lf the Quality score is below the 15th percent¡le: the downwards adjustment will be
increased by 100% resulting in a 4o/o larget budget decrease
iii. lf the Qual¡ty score is above the 8oth percentile: the downwards adjustment will be
reduced by 50% resulting in a lyo larget budget decrease

c.

Highly inefficient VBP contractors below the 10th percentile in Effic¡ency receive a 3% decrease

to their target budget:
i. lf the Quality score is below the 30th percentile: the downwards adjustment will be
increased by 50% resulting ¡n a 4.5% target budget decrease
ii. lf the Quality score is below the 15th percentile: the downwards adjustment will be
increased by 100% result¡ng in a 6% target budget decrease
¡¡¡. lf the Quality score is above the 80th percentile: the downwards adjustment will be
reduced by 50% resulting in a 1.5% target budget decrease

iii.

To prevent unwarranted target budget adjustments, the target budget will not be adjusted when the
variability in performance between VBP contractors is below a certain (to be determined) threshold.

iv.

When certain future developments can be foreseen to become relevant ¡n the target year (i.e. pending
changes in pharmacy benefits), and of course within the context ofthe development of MCO rates,
MCOs and VBP contractors can adjust the target benchmark accordingly.

Stimulus Adjustment

i.

To stimulate the progress towards Level 2 and higher VBP arrangements, VBP contractors can receive
an upwards adjustment to their target budget (for a duration of two years) when moving into a Level 2
vBP arrangement. S¡milarly, when moving into a Level 3 arrangement, the same adjustment would

applv.

¡i.

Arrangements that focus on IPC or Matern¡ty Care will receive a h¡gher Stimulus Adjustment (1% upward
adjustment of VBP contract's target budget) than Total Cost of Care for the General (Sub)Population
(0.5% upward adjustment) because: a) ¡nfrastructure costs for these former arrangements will be
relatively higher compared to the total dollar amount of the VBP contract and b) the State believes the
total impact on quality, efficiency and sustainability of the Medicaid delivery system will be higher when
a more differentiated VBP approach is taken. These Stimulus Adjustments will end in 2020.

iii.

The State will make funds available to MCOS for these adjustments, and will reward the plans as well.
The actual percentages that the State will be able to provide to the MCOs will be determ¡ned on a yearly
basis by the State.

¡v.

ofthis Roadmap Update, from 2018 on, MCOs may receive a penalty when
goals
of the vBP Roadmap (i.e. when the percentage of value based payments to
falling behind the
providers is lagg¡ng behind the yearly Roadmap targets). ln such s¡tuations, it is to be expected that
MCOs may pass through such downward adjustments to e.g. inefficient providers who res¡st enter¡ng
¡nto VBP arrangements or otherwise work towards reaching their goals.

As explicated in Section 3
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Future Adjustments

i.

When the price-standardized and risk-adjusted PMPM or episode costs for a specific VBP arrangement
start to converge around the State average, that State average can become the starting point for
target sett¡ng, and these efficiency adjustments would no longer be used. The quality-based
performance adjustments would become bonus- and/or malus- payments.

The stimulus odjustment omounts were determined by weighing the strength oÍ the potentiol incent¡ves
øga¡nst budgetdry constroints. The Stote moy chonge the suggested percentages for up- ond downword
odjustment over t¡me, bosed on lessons leorned, the des¡rc to keep Med¡co¡d dollors moximally øvoilable
high votue core delivery, oswell osthe ¡ntegrity of the Medicoid Global Cop-a\

for

Transparency of outcomes and Cost as the Foundat:on for Value Based Payments
Through its Medicaid Analytics Performance Portal (MAPP), the State has already made it possible for PPSS to
use state of the art data and analytics (D&A) tools to explore the¡r performance on key quality measures,
identify members, providers or zip-codes responsible for high or low scores, monitor trends, and explore some
of the common drivers of better or poorer performance. ln 2018, the State will make the total risk-adjusted
cost of care available per PPS and Mco for the total population, as well as per integrated care service
delineated above (Maternity Care, lPC, HIV/AIDS, HARP). This tool will combine both 3M CRG groupers (for
population-based analyses) as well as the HCl3/Prometheus episode grouper, ¡ncluding the appropriate riskadjustment methodolog¡es. Potential shared savings, est¡mated, for example, by comparing potentially
avoidable complicat¡ons, will be available at both the total population level and per care bundle and
subpopulat¡on. Th¡s tool will allow providers and MCOs to have secure, direct analytical access to the Medicaid
Data Warehouse, including any future data additions (based on e.g. linked clinical registries).
Having these costs and the outcomes of these services available and transparent is crucial for any
transformation towards payments based on value rather than volume.42 First and foremost, this tool will
provide VBP contractors and MCOs with the same dataset, thus facilitating VBP contracting negotiations.
Second, it will help VBP contractors and MCOS start with the required analytical deep-dives in the data
w¡thout ¡mmediate or additional investments in D&A infrastructure. Except for perhaps the smaller MCOs and
VBp contractors, most part¡es will l¡kely want to invest in their own D&A infrastructure to facil¡tate Medicaid
VBp contracting over the next several years. ln those cases, the State's analytical platform will still be useful to
help validate outcomes or allow ins¡ght into comparative data that is not ava ila ble for the MCO or VBP

contractor itself.
As stated at the beginning of this section: at any given t¡me, providers and MCos are free to jointly agree to
'off menu' options of VBP arrangements as long as they support the underlying goals of payment reform and
sustain the transparency ofvalue (costs versus outcomes) (see Appendix ll for more details).

Current Progress Towards VBP
As has been stated previously, the State's goal is

to have 80-90% of total Mco/contractor payments (in terms

lf, at any time, the State ¡s on track to exceed the appropriated dollar amount with¡n the Med¡caid Global Spendìng Cap, efforts will
be taken by the Health comm¡ssioner to re¡n in spending and ensure total spend¡ng does not exceed the cap.
42 All comparisons between VBP contractors and MCOs will be made us¡ng r¡sk-adjusted, 'proxy-prìced' data.'Proxy-priced'data ¡mpl¡es
that variability in costs due to negotiated pr¡ces is excluded from the analys¡s. For the r¡sk-adjustment methodologies used see the target
41

budget setting process guideline.
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Y5. To
of total dollars) made using at least Level 1 value based payment methodologies by the end of DSRIP
a
build
toward
so
as
to
savings
optimize the incentives, and allow providers to max¡mize their shared
care
financially stronger Medicaid delivery system, the State aims to have > 50-70% of total managed
per
percentage
the
achieve
is
not
to
here
The
target
higher.
payments tied to VBp arrangements at Level 2 or
to
seek
collectively
ie, but rather the underlying goals that the State, the providers, MCOS and members
realize through payment reform. The minimum target for the end of DY5 is 35% of total managed care
payments (full capitation plans only)a3 tied to Level 2 or higher.aa

been
using the definitions of vBP as set by this Roadmap, the starting point for NYs Medicaid vBP has
calculated through the VBP Baseline Survey. The DOH surveyed Ma¡nstream Managed Care Organizations,
in New
Managed Long-term Care plans (MLTC) Health and Recovery Plans (HARP) and HIV Spec¡al Needs Plans
progress
VBP
toward
to
monitor
York Siate during the 2017 calendar year. The survey allows the State
to
contracting withìn the Medica¡d Managed Care program. The survey includes spending information related
contracting across the VBp Levels and arrangement types established in th¡s Roadmap and further developed
quality measures and
by the clinical Advisory Groups, as well as qualitative questions around the use of
påtient incentives. Results from the survey found that per 2017 data, 34% of the respondents' total Medicaid
Managed Care payments were ¡n VBP Levels 1-3, The State's progress has met the first VBP Roadmap
Level
milestone, which required NYs to transition at least 10% of Managed care organ¡zation expenditure into

l

VBP arrangements or above, by April 1, 2018.4s

Ëxclusions
ln principle, the state does not want to wholly exclude any cost categories from the vBP arrangements.
principle of value based
Generaliy speaking, excluding defined services and provider types undermines the
payment ai outlined here. The State must, however, ensure that there are no structural barriers to achieving
(i.e. they
ihe statewide goals, and the following narrow list of services and providers either dre excluded
here or
cannot be included) or moy be excluded by MCOs and VBP contractors. Serv¡ces not mentioned
elsewhere in the VBP arrangement defin¡tions, in other words, cannot be excluded'

1.

F¡nanciallyChallengedProviders

providers
To successfully participate in vBP arrangements, particularly those at higher levels of risk sharing,
financially
exclude
specific
DOH
will
need corresponding levels of financial and organizational stability.
to
challenged providers (FCP) from being (a parent or risk-carrying member of) a VBP contractor. Payments
providers falling ¡n any ofthe below categories that are not part of, or contractually related to, vBP
goal calculations during the
contractors according to the guidance above will be excluded from VBP target
planning, restructuring and/or phase-out period.

that the
A provider(s), including safety net providers, ¡s deemed f¡nancially challenged if the DoH determines
provider is unlikely to be sustainable as a freestanding provider, which is evidenced by the followinga6:

.
.

than 15 days cash and equivalents;
No assets that can be monetized other than those vital to the operation; and

Less

plans such as MLTC plans from this min¡mum target'
For Level 2 (risk-bearing VBp arrangements), the State excludes partialcap¡tation
providers
that a re excluded Statewide (see p 32
4TheStatewill deduct the tota l dolla r a mounts associated with the services and
goals'
progress
the
VBP
to
its
lsubsection on 'exclusions']) from the denom¡nator in calculating
Needs Plans, and Managed Long-term
as
These results are ìnclus¡ve of Ma¡nstream Managed Care Organizations, HARP, and HIV Special
43

Care Plans ¡n NYS.
46

Aligned with the lnterim Access Assurance Fund (IAAF) program criteria of severe financial distress
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parents and affiliated entit¡es
The provider has exhausted all efforts to obtain resources from corporate

to sustain oPerations.
Such providers should be in the planning process with DOH to:

.
.
.

Be absorbed under the umbrella of another health care system,

transitioned to another licensure category/serv¡ce line,
DiscontinueoPerat¡ons.
Be

or

l

2 or higher vBP
Furthermore, providers who are deemed financially challenged cannot enter a Level
vBP arran8ements, as long
arrangement in a vBP contractor role, though they can be part of Level 2 or higher
a VBP contractor or bearing downside
as they are protected from any downside risk. This exclusion from being
participat¡ng
in the State's Value Based
risk under a Level 2 or higher agreement will not apply to FCPS
all other relevant
Payment - Qual¡ty lmprovement Program (vBP QIP), provided those FcPs comply with
provis¡ons of VBP QlP.

2.

Services to Non-Attributed Members

a vBP
(Emergency) services performed by a provider for a Medicaid member who ¡s not attributed to
arrangement'
vBP
to
that
arrangement in which this provider participates w¡ll not be seen as costs

standard in the VBP
tn addition to the serv¡ces excluded above, which will be excluded as a statewide

calculat¡on, plans and providers have the option to jointly dec¡de to exclude the following:

3.

H¡gh Cost Specialty Drugs

from their vBP arrangements if they so choose, as
including spec¡alty drugs may shift too much insurance risk to the provider'
per month, and has
under Medicare Part D, cMS def¡nes specialty drugs as those costing s6o0 or more
h¡gh cost drugs in
maintained this definition since 2008. This 5600 threshold will also be used for evaluat¡ng
aT
Medicaid VBP in order to be aligned with existing cMS definitions
MCOS and providers may exclude high cost specialty drugs

vBP arrangements, howevet
should plans and providers decide to include high cost specialty drugs in their
they are able to do so.

4.

Transplant Services

services from their arrangements'
MCOs and contractors may choose to exclude the cost of organ transplant

5. Dental Services

from their arrangements'
MCOs and contractors may choose to exclude the cost of dental services
6. Vision Coverage

from their arrangements'
MCOs and contractors may choose to exclude the cost of vision services

Fee-for-Service as Value Based Payment

47

to prevent an undue financial burden on VBP contractors'
With its stakehOlders, the State will monitor the pharmaceutical market
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state a¡ms to utilize fee-for-service as a value based
ln addition to the exclus¡ons for vBP described above, the
preventive care activ¡ties, provided that adequate quality measures
fafment m".hanism for a limited set of
population, preventive services need to be st¡mulated and are
are included. Especially for the NYS Medicaid
quality preventive services could
since FFS incentiv¡zes volume, paying FFS for high
broadly underutilized.
arguably be seen as paying for value'

Asaèounterargument,stakeholdersarguedthatmanyVBParrangements(suchasTotalcarefortheGeneral
investing in those
populat¡on and lntegrated Primary carJ) already incent¡vize prevent¡ve activities, because
at the level of the total costs of care'
will lead to increased quality outcåmes ånd reduced costs when seen
Design ll subcommittee, the state suggests that there are two
Based on the recommendat¡on of the Technical
instancesinwhichtheargumentforfee-for-serviceasaVBPmodelforprevent¡Vecarest¡llstands:
implementat¡on whose impact will be
Preventive act¡vities to prevent disease that require widespread
1)
_,mid-tolongterm.(ThefinancialreturnoninvestmentforaTotalcarefortheGeneralPopulat¡on
a situation )These would be limited to the list of
arrangement, ror example, coutd be too remote in such
preventive activities that are currently
preventive activ¡ties incluãed in the AcA, and would exclude those
not covered bY Med¡caid ExamPles:

Routine childhood preventive activities:

1..

Vaccines

3.

Screenings: hearing and vision
screen¡ng
Developmental/Behavioral assessments' such as autism and depress¡on

2.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Measurements, like BP, height and weight

PhYsicalexamination
procedures, like newborn screenings, lead screening,
Oral health, like water fluoridation

STI screening and Pap smears

Rout¡ne adult preventive act¡vities:
1. Vaccines
or depression
2. Behavioral health screens, like for alcohol use
3. Physical health screens, in sub-categories:
Physical examination related act¡vities, l¡ke BP screening
Lab tests, like diabetes or cholesterol screening
cancer screenings, like colonoscopy, Pap smear and mammography

a.
b.
c.
d.

STI screenings

4.

interventions
Tobacco smoking cessation, behavioral and pharmacotherapy
counseling
counseling services, like dietary counseling and tobacco cessation

5.

Well visits

e.

tobacco cessation counseling) can
some of these activit¡es (such as blood pressure monitoring,

alsobepartofdiseasemanagement.lnthoseinstances,theseact¡vit¡esnotconsideredtobe
payment arranSement for
preventing disease, but will b-e included ¡n e.g. the Value-based
chronic care.

2)Preventiveactivitiesthatarerelativelyhighcostwhoseimpactmaywellbefeltoutsidethescopeofthe
for the VBP
(Similarly, here the financial return on investment may be too uncerta¡n
VBP contractor.

generally directed at at-risk populations, but
contractor to make the investment.) These activ¡t¡es are
payment arrangements for those conditions:
cannot meaningfully be included in the value-based
(LARc)' (To
1. High-cost contraceptive interventions, such as long-acting reversible contraceptive
reãuce probability of e g low-b¡rth weight neonates)
higher risk for breast cancer
Cancer Genetic Test Counseling (BRCA) for women at

2.

Breast
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Pre-Exposure Prophylax¡s (PrEP) for individuals at risk for HIV/AIDS

payments would count towards the statew¡de goal of 80-90% of
payments from Mcos to providers ¡n vBP arrangements. For each suggested prevent¡ve service, the state will
look at associated quality measures. ln the case of LARC, for example, the LARC intervention is not part of the
VBp Maternity Care Arrangement (and thus remains FFS), but the intervention is included in the overall quality
measure set for Maternity Care. lf approved, the State will review its l¡st on an annual basis with CMS. The
intent is to keep abreast of the current state of affairs in NYS health care, assessing, for example, the need for
more or new immunizations and vaccinations, etc. Pr¡ority will be given to the areas where NYS needs
improvement according to the Prevention Agenda 2O!3-20L7: New York State's Health lmprovement Plan.
The dollars associated with these

FFS
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lssue 2: How alternative payment systems deployed by MCOS will reward peÉormance consistent with
DSRIP objectives and measures.

Selecting and Defining lntegrated Care Services and their Key Quality Measures: the
Clinical Advisory Groups (CAGs)
The starting point for this Roadmap is sustaining the achieved DSRIP results. The overall goals of the DSRIP
program and payment reform are the same: to improve population health and individual health outcomes and
to reward high value care delivery. The selection of the VBP arrangements, and the selection of accompanying

quality measures, therefore, needed to be closely aligned.
Engaging the professional commun¡ty in New York State through Clinical Advisory Groups proved key for this
alignment. The task of the CAG was to: review the State's vis¡on for the Roadmap to Value Based Payment,
validate the proposed bundle (episode-based) or subpopulation definition and corresponding analysis, and
decide upon a set of qual¡ty measures for each arrangement. The CAGS met on average three times to discuss
each bundle (episode-based) or subpopulation, and will reconvene annually to assess the respective
measures. Each CAG is comprised of clinicians and professionals with specific knowledge and ¡ndustry
experience w¡th the cond¡tion and/or subpopulation. Members were nom¡nated through recommendations
from VBp Steer¡ng Committee members, other NY State agencies (such as the AIDS lnstitute and Office of
Mental Health), and other professional groups and associations. Specif¡c cons¡derat¡on was given to the
composition of the CAG to ensure that it not only represented geographic diversity (both downstate and
upstate), but also the total spectrum care as it related to the specif¡c condit¡on/subpopulation d¡scussed' For

example, the Matern¡ty cAG consisted of stakeholders from m¡dwives to neonatologists to health plans.
The following cr¡teria were used to pr¡oritize and select the ep¡sode-based care arrangements and
subpopulations (see Appendix V for the quant¡tat¡ve analyses underlying this selection):

1. Large proportion of total Medicaid costs
2. High number of Med¡ca¡d members included in these lntegrated care Services
3. Cost Va riation
4. Quality Variation (such as variability ¡n potentially avoidable complications)
5. Prioritized within DSRIP
Th¡s led to the installation of the following CAGs:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Maternity Care
Behavioral Health & Substance Use Disorders (covering HARP and BH/SUD related chronic episodes)
HIV/AIDS

Chronic Heart Cond¡tions
Chronic Pulmonary Condit¡ons
Diabetes

Managed Long-Term care (MLTC)

lntellectual and/or Developmental Disabil¡ties (l/DD)
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process of
There was no cAG created for lntegrated Primary care, as the sHlP workgroup was in the
quality measures.
developing the structure of Advanced Primary care (see p. 10) and its related
82%
The total dollar amount associated with these care services is S32.2 billion, thus cover¡ng approximately
the
FIDA
of
component
of the total payments between Mcos and PPSs/providers (excluding the Medicare
payments).4i] When including the Total Care for the General Population VBP arrangement, up to 100%
inclusion of MCO payments can be achieved. A small number of CAGS will cont¡nue in Year 2, and new CAGs
may be formed around add¡tional priorities, such as Special Needs Children. The State is currently investigating
whether a specific VBp focus on this population would be beneficial to the value of this care. Next steps will be
identified following the conclusion of these efforts. Cl¡n¡c¡an engagement will, however, remain â hallmark of
NYS's approach to VBP throughout the DSRIP period.

Quality Measures
The DSRIp program is geared towards the realizat¡on of outcomes (reduced potentially avoidable
(re)admissions, visits and complications, better patient experience, reduced number of uninsured and
members not using preventive and primary care services). The State's Med¡caid Payment Reform strategy
embraces these same goals, structurally rewarding outcomes over inputs'
For each prioritized VBP arrangement, the Clinical Advisory Groups began the quality measure selection
process using the relevant DSRIp Domain 2 and 3 measures. They also considered applicable NYS Quality
Assurance Reporting Requ¡rements (QARR) measures, relevant measures from cMS measure sets, the
Nat¡onal Quality Forum (NQF), the National committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), and CAG specific
measure sets (e.g. the American Thoracic Society for pulmonary measures and the NYS AIDS lnstitute's
measures for Hlv/AIDS). CAG members also suggested measures that were appropriate for review and
discussion.
ranked
Based on an analysis of clinical relevance, reliability and validity, and feasibility, each CAG

their

respective measures ¡nto one of three categories:

cotegory 7: Selected by the cAG as clinically relevant, reliable and valid, and feasible.
Category 2: Seen as clinically relevant, valid, and likely reliable, but with problematic feasibility. These
measures will be further ¡nvestigated in the VBP Pilots.
Cotegory 32 Rejected by the CAG on the basis of a lack of relevance, reliability and validity, and/or

feasibility.
by
The Category 1 qual¡ty measures identified by each CAG and accepted by the State are to be reported
amount
of
the
MCOs as iequired by the State. These measures are also intended to be used to determine
shared savings that vBp contractors are el¡gible for (based on their chosen level of VBP and actual
performance; see table "Quality Targets % Met" p. 21). The list of quality measures agreed upon for
1 pay for
calculating shared savings and lãssei must be included ¡n the MCO'S contract. At least one Category
performance quality measure, that has been approved by the State, must be used to determ¡ne shared savings
1
or losses and listed in the contract. VBP Contractors and MCOs may neSotiate to use additional CateSory
measures
and/or category 2 measures if they choose to do so. The state will make the outcomes of these

transparent to stakeholders.

4s

on 2012-2014 expenditures. See also Appendix V
Est¡mates based on extrapolat¡ons to future state MCO coverage; total dollars based
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The CAGS will reconvene to review measures and discuss whether to include current Category 2 measures in
Category 1. The sets will be dynamic: deletions, addit¡ons or modifications will be made to optimally capture
the key outcomes that matter to members per vBP arrangement. where quality metrics and reporting
imposed by State and Federal policies lack alignment and, in some respects, are in conflict with one another,
the State will explore in the appropriate CAG a process for improved al¡gnment and elimination of conflict.
One key goal is the ¡nclusion of Pat¡ent Reported Outcome Measures (including quality of life metr¡cs), a key
missing link in assessing the outcomes of care for many health problems and conditions. Sim¡larly, measures
focusing on rehabilitation and individual recovery includ¡ng housing stability and vocational opportunities, as
well as cultural competency and penetration of specific minority groups, are as yet underrepresented (see also
further).ae Finally, the state will include sufficient measures to assess the competence and stab¡l¡ty of the
workforce upon which patient access and quality services depends'

List of Prioritized VBP Arrangements
The overview below lists the current set of VBP arrangements, including underlying episodes, if applicable. For
every VBp arrangement besides Total Care for the General Population, a factsheet will become available with
deta¡ls on both the definitions of the vBP arrangement and the associated quality measures. These factsheets
will be updated yearly by the CAG5. New CAGS may be convened in 2016 for new VBP arrangements.

, Total Care

for

Hrv/ArDs

All Medicaid covered services for all members
eligible for HIV/AIDS SNP (excluding duals)

NeF (2013). patient Reported Outcomes (PROs) in Performance Measurement. For espec¡ally the FIDA, HARP, and DISCO
subpopulations measures w¡ll be developed which reward qual¡ty of l¡fe and rehabilitat¡on outcomes, and PROs should be cons¡dered for
broader use with¡n VBp. These measures will help New York State achieve Olmstead, Americans with Disability Act and Home and
Commun¡ty based sett¡ng requ¡rements.
so Risk-adjustment and measur¡ng potentìally preventable readmiss¡ons (PPR) and potentìally preventable vis¡ts (PPV) for this VBP
prevalence
arrangement is dr¡ven us¡ng 3M CRG and potent¡ally preventable events {PPE) groupers, Using the HCl3/Prometheus grouper,
(and
for
MCOs)
by
VBP
contractors
can
be
analyzed
and cãsts of episodes with¡n the Total Care for General Populatìon arrangement
contractors
VBP
to
the
MCOS
ånd
available
dynamically
these
analyses
The
will
make
etc.
State
purposes of targeting ¡ntervent¡ons,

4s

through the MAPP portal,

Using the analytical resources mentioned ìn the
The lìst of potent¡ally avoidable
will
be
developed,
prevìous footnote, r¡sk adjustment for the HARP and HIV/AIDS subpopulatìon
costs of episodes with¡n especially
Prevalence
and
subpopulat¡ons.
HARP
and
HIV/AIDS
for
the
complications will be further developed
purposes
(and
of for example targeting
for
MCOs)
contractors
by
VBP
can
be
analyzed
subpopulation
and
HtV/AtDS
the HARp

sl As previously stated, episodes of care are not

to be contracted w¡thin subpopulat¡ons

interventions through the MAPP portal in.
See previous footnote.

s2
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All Medicaid covered services for all members
eligible for MLTC (including Med¡ca¡d
com

Total Care for MLTC
Subpopulat¡on

Maternity Care

Episodes:
Pregnancy
Vaginal Delivery
C-Section

.
.
.
.

All Medicaid covered services included in the
episodes (following HCl3/Prometheus) for all
pregnant women (and their newborns) eligible
for mainstream managed care (excluding

Newborn

prev¡ous footnotes w¡ll allow MCOs and VBP contractors to
To support lpC contracting, the analyt¡cal resources ment¡oned in the
a preventive episode {including a broad
analyzeTstratify their populations through e.g. cRGs. The Hcl3/Prometheus grouper also includes
not lead¡ng to a specific
for
condit¡ons
activities
therapeutic
range oi preventive activitìes), sick carelincl;d¡ng diagnostic and/or
part
of or managed by primary
as
ident¡fied
could
be
that
epìsodes
minor
and
additìonal
diainosii (headache, fat¡gue, dizz¡ness, etc.)),
are not required
vBP
contractors
but Mcos and
ca¡!. Th¡s information will be made ava¡lable to support MCo and lPc decìsion making,
to use these analytical constructs in their IPC

s3

contract¡ng
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contracting lntegrated Pr¡mery care in Practice
providers, plans and the State have invested significantly in advancing the position and functioning of
primary care in New York. Many pay-for-performance, shared-savings and risk-based payment
arrangements ex¡st between MCOs and primary care providers. With th¡s Roadmap, NYS wants to build
upon and further stimulate what has already been achieved. ln the view of NYS Medicaid and the allpayer SHlp lntegrated Care workgroup, chronic care and primary care are two s¡des of the same coin;
likewise, physical and behavioral care are (or should be) two s¡des of the same coin in the primary care
setting.

for lntegrated Primary Care, the guidelines discussed above apply: the
historical costs of this care will form the baseline for the target budget going forward. ln Level 1 and 2
VBP arrangements, however, th¡s is a virtual budget: nothing needs to change in how the PCPs are paid
at th¡s moment. For example, the PCPS as VBP contractors could receive a primary care cap¡tat¡on,
primary care FFS, potent¡ally receive a prepaid per member per month (PMPM) amount for the entire
lpC, or any of the above combined with a care coordination fee. lt is key that during and at the end of
the contract year, shared savings are calculated by comparing the actual overollcosts of IPC care
(including all downstream costs that are not included in the PCP payments) to the v¡rtual budget which
For setting the target budget

was agreed upon.
MCOs and providers can then build upon their current contract¡ng arrangements w¡th primary care
providers. The State will prov¡de MCOs and providers with standardized information on Medicaid costs
and quality metrics related to lntegrated Primary Care (such as claims-based quality measures and total
costs of IPC care as defined by the groupers (see footnote 54)).

Contract¡ng for IPC gives the VBP contrãctor deep insight into overall quality and cost (including the
signif¡cant costs associated with potentially avoidable complications) for preventive care, rout¡ne sick
care and chronic care, collectively and per individual cond¡tion. This allows for a better understanding of
where (which neighborhoods, which subpopulation, which age-group) value-improvements are most
needed ahd possible. ln addition, contracting the IPC allows the VBP contractor to realize and receive
shared savings across the entire care cont¡nuum of the patient for all the episodes included. For primary
care-focused VBP contractors cons¡der¡ng Level 2 arrangements, IPC allows the contractor to take on risk
for those downstream costs that are most w¡th¡n the sphere of influence ofthe primary care practice.
simply put, contracting lPc is the next step ¡n the development ofvBP for primary care, with increased
opportunities for shared savings and feasible ways to take on risk. (See p. 14 on IPC; see also Append¡x

vilr.)
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lncentivizing the Member: Value Based Benefit Design
population
to transform the Medicaid delivery system in part by becoming more member-focused;
levels
health outcomes can only be improved by supporting and enabling members to access the appropriate
for
incent¡ves
financial
payment
without
considering
reform is, therefore, incomplete
of care at the right time.
provider
choices
Medicaid members regarding both lifestyle choices (affecting future health care costs) and
(choosing higher or lower value prov¡ders). Financial incentives for the former (stimulating behavior that will
utilization are
Èad to healitr¡er lives) are becoming common, however, incent¡ves to stimulate high value care
financ¡al incentives
less w¡despread. yet the problems DSRIP set out to address have their roots in inadequate
real¡st¡c location
as
the
only
use
for members as well. Absence of coverage, leading to emergency department
other
for care, ¡s the most obvious and is being addressed by New York's Medicaid expansion, among
of
initiatives. Yet, once a member is enrolled in a Medicaid managed care plan, indiscrim¡nate choices
as
covered
not
s¡milarly
than
providers a nd persistent use of the ED as the first line of care are more often
fully
not
judiciously as selecting a pcp and high value care. lf prov¡ders' ond members' financial incentives are
(and sustain) its goals will
atigned witfr the ualue of health care services, the likelihood that DSRIP will realize
thus
deirease if these behavioral patterns are not adequately addressed. Value based benefit design should
be a core aspect of any payment reform.sa
DSRIP aims

co-insurance as
ln the State,s Medicaid program, burdening disadvantaged members by introducing co-pays or
desired
disincentives for poor choices is not a policy option. On the other hand, pos¡t¡vely incentivizing
powerful
a
very
can
be
behavior, including allowing access to previous inaccessible high value care benefits
Mcos are
tool. To continue to positively incentivize desired behavior, providers/provider networks and
of
well-being
purpose
be
the
should
encouraged to implement member incentive programs, whose driving
make
to
individu;ls, fam¡lies and communities. Member incentives should assist and encourage members

effective choices and address:

.
.
.
.
.

pat¡ent
Member Activation (e.g. selecting/contracting a primary care provider, engaging with a
navigator)
Proper system Utilizetion (e.g. use of "in-network" high value providers)
preventive Care (e.g. sett¡ng health goals, attending workshops and information sessions)
Healthy Lifestyles (e.g. proper nutr¡tion, smoking cessation)
palliative/end of life
Diseese Menagement (e.g. tak¡ng ownership of care, including mental health,
care and transition care)

to maximally focus on
Learning from the rapidly growing experience in ¡ncent¡vizing members, the state aims
for example
outomàs rather than efforts or piocess steps. With this focus, members could be incentivized,
reduce
through cash payments or subsidies, for making lifestyle cho¡ces proven to improve health and
powerful
tool, these
be
a
can
incentives
downitream costs, or for choosing high value care. While member
example
for
programs need to be thoughtfully designed to ensure there are no un¡ntended consequences,
guidance to encourage all Mcos
increasing disparities or l¡mit¡ng access. To this end, the state has developed
principles
design and implementation
guiding
in
their
providers to take into account the following set of
and

54

increase pat¡ents'
chernew (2013). "Value-based cost sharing in the united states and elsewhefe can
A
Milstein (2010)'
and
B
Rosenthal
N
K.,
M
choudhry,
704-712;
32l4lt
nff
iv¡tlwood)
of high'u"íu" goodiand services." nealt¡

Thomson, S.,

,r"

L.

Schang and M,

E.

;asses,irigthe"uiJen."fo,u.tu"-b,,"d@29:1988.1994;Anto5,J.,K.Ba¡cker,M.cherneW,
Kocher' M Leavitt' M Mcclellan' P Orszag' M' Pauly'A Rivlin'
D, Crippen, D. Cutler, T. Daschle, F. d. Brantes, o. eo¡¿rna n, C Hu¡¡arO,E

Health care Reform: A Framework for lmproving care
sctraetter, o. snalala and s. shortell(2013). Bendingthe curve. Person-Centered
lnstitute'
Brookings
DC,
Washington
and Slowing Health care Cost Growth.
t-.
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as building blocks of member incentives:

a.

provide informotion oboutthe program - Providers will share detailed information with members
concerning any incentive program they implement

b.

- Ensuring cultural sensitivityss is necessary to provide successful outcomes, as
d¡ffer
and may need to be incentivized d¡fferently
cultural norms

c.

unb¡osed - Creating unbiased incent¡ves is necessa ry to comply with federal laws. lncentives must not
leave out any groups on the basis of ethnicity, educat¡on, race, social class etc')

d.

Equality is not enough when providing incentives, rather mainta¡ning equity should
also be considered (equality would be providing a pair of size 10 shoes to everyone; equity is providing
a pair of the correct size shoes to everyone)

e.

Does not promote negot¡ve behoyio,.

Cutturotly sensltrye

possess equ¡ty

-

- lncentives should not promote behaviors that could harm or
poor
producing
possibility
outcomes (e.g. ¡ncentiv¡zing members not to use the ED could
of
have the
have negative outcomes if the member has a medical emergency when the ED would be a proper

choice for treatment)

1.

prov¡de reword os promised in o timely monner from when ¡t is eorned -Members should not have to
wa¡t lengthy amounts of time to receive the¡r ¡ncentive. Timely reward redemption is critical to success

g.

Commun¡cated oppropr¡dtely in a timely monner - lncorporate the most appropriate and fârthestreaching vehicle to communicate the incentive so as not to exclude members (e.g. lack of literacy and
technology should be considered). Appropriate messaging should capture high quality outcomes

h.

Be relevont

i.

Medsuroble

- lf barriers ex¡st that prevent the members from using the incentive, the incentive will not
(e.g. a member is given a gym membership as an incentive but does not have the
value
hold much
transportation to get to the gym)
-

Tracking metr¡cs will aid in proving efficacy

The State will make financial incentives available to reward plans and providers who develop and offer
member incent¡ve programs. The State is also supporting edits to the Model Contract, including the removal
of the 5125 cap on member incentive payments. The 5125 lim¡t was a state-specific restriction, whose removal
would afford health plans more flexibility in developing programming around health outcome improvement.
This change would effectively align the NYS Medicaid program w¡th all Federal laws, regulations, and guidance
whereas it previously was consistent with, but more stringent than, Federal standards. The State w¡ll assess
whether a new cap should be implemented. These changes will allow for creativity and innovation to further
develop and document best practices for member incentives.

providers w¡ll have the flexibility to experiment/test various incentive programs across different member
populations and have the ability to opt out of the incentive program if the program does not meet the
expected outcomes. Any incentive, regardless of form, should not impacta member's Medicaid or other state
Health or Human serv¡ce elig¡b¡lity status (e.g. supplemental Nutrit¡on Assistance Pro8ram (sNAP) or
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)) with regards to ¡ncomê or asset thresholds. Rather, this
should be a form of inclusive shared savings', where members' incentives to choose wisely become fully
aligned with professionals and providers aiming to reduce avoidable hospitalizations and improve population

Cultural competence ¡s not limited to geograph¡c, lingu¡stic, and normative preferences, but also includes disab¡lity status,
employment, and transportat¡on needs, for example.

5s
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and will need

to

consider

i:t"ntives is complex
It is important to note that the process of designilg T:Tb:t
local planning
n-eattrr including commun¡ty needs, and
underlying dispar¡t¡e, an¿ ,ociaileter.¡nantåf

efforts.Aboveall,memberincen.iu",',,.not..inforcedisparitiesorperpetuate¡nequalitywithinor
and
disparate subpopulations access wellness services
how
between communities, particularly in terms of
support.

Toensuresuccessandsustainabilityoftheincentiveprograms,theVBPPilots¡teswillcons¡derp¡loting
incentiveprogramsasawaytoevaluateandmeasurethesuccessofimprovinghealthoutcomes.Giventhe
to.continue to develop the evidence supporting these
potential variat¡ons of incentive piograms, and the need
an annual
data and identify best practices on, at least,
efforts, the state will look to univr"'.ìv ."lr".ted
and
group
experts
of
p"ll¡.lv available. Th.e state will also convene a
basis, and will make this inforn1"iion
particular
with a
for the development of incentive programs,
consumers to create more ¿".'l"i gJú.".á

io.r,

program design'
on achieving cultural competency in

s6Thomsonetal.op'c¡t.38;schm¡dt,H'andE'J'Emanuel(2014).',Loweringmed¡calcoststhroUghthesharingofsavingsbyphysic¡ans
2oos-2o73
sharád savinss " lnMA tntern Med 174{.72l,t
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Public Health and Social Determinants of Health
purpose of a health care
The overall well-being of individuals, families, and communities should be the driv¡ng
(SDH) should come naturally to health
system. Viewed from that lens, addressing social determinants of health
members facing acute and/or
cåre providers. Specif¡c interventions have been shown to improve outcomes for
develop since social
chronic health conditions, and even prevent some health conditions before they
be necessary as a
determinant (sD) interventions are often less costly than medical interventions, which will
these
However,
person's disease Progresses, the benefit of addressing SDs would seem self-ev¡dent.
interventions are traditionally seen as being beyond the scope
cepturing Savings across all areas
of heâlth care. The VBP effort by NYS provides a unique
of Public Spending
opportunity to transform this perception and practice'
Addresslng the soc¡al determ¡nants
ìs a

of health

crit¡cal element ¡n successfully meeting

the goals of DSRIP and vBP. The state is fully
comm¡tted to exploring ways to capture
savings accrued in other âreas of public
spending when social determinants are
addressed (e.g. reduced recid¡v¡sm rates).
Three mechan¡sms have been ldent¡f¡ed by
which resources can be leveraged ¡n the
context of VBP arrangements to capture
savings across the public sector. VBP
contractors could:

L.

Pârticipate in a co-investing model,

2.

Part¡cipate in innovative contracting,

3.

lnvest in social ¡mPact bonds.

journey has only just
begun, and it ¡s in Eeneral difficult to truly move the needle on
a populat¡on-wide basis within a few years. Hence the DSRIP
Domain 4 population health measures are Pay for Reporting
only. ln the near future, though, the State envisions culturally
competent community based organizations (CBOs) actively
contracting with primary care organizations and health systems
to take responsibility for achieving the State's Prevention
Agenda. DSRIP starts to build the ¡nfrastructure to take on
housing, job placement, community inclusion, and criminal
just¡ce alternatives as levers to increase population health' The
State foresees that VBP will become a vehicle to maintain this
infrastructure.

At the same time, however, the

DSRIP

The core mechanism here is the financiãl incentive that VBP
contractors will have to keep the populations they are
responsible for as healthy as possible, to prevent at-risk

tn
populations from becoming chronically ill, and to prevent further morbidity and avoidable complications
different NYS VBP
members with chronic conditions. Real¡z¡ng savings and high-quality scores ¡n the
drivers of poor health
arrangements maximally incentivizes providers to focus on the core underlying
outcomes - whether traditionally within the med ical realm or not.

Addressing Social Determinants of Health
¡n Level 2 or Level 3
To stimulate VBp contractors to venture into this crucial domain, VBP contractors
one social determ¡nant of health
agreements will be required, as a statew¡de standard, to implement at least
that al¡gns with at least
intervention VBP Contractors must select a soc¡al determinant of health ¡ntervention
lntervention Menu and sDH
one of the 5 key areas of social determinants of health, as outl¡ned in the sDH
3) Health and
Education,
2)
stability,
Reports7.s8. The five key areas are 1) Economic

Á".orfn"n¿"t¡on

Community Context'
Healthcare, 4) Neighborhood and Env¡ronment, and 5) Social, Fam¡ly' and

57

here:
The sDH lntervention Menu and SDH Recommendation Report ¡s available

httos://www.health.nv.sovlhealth care/medicaid/redesiqn/dsrip/vbp librarv'
housing instabil¡ty could be categorìzed as Econom¡c stabil¡ty or
ity
äããìn
For example, interv"ntìon,
"nd
and
"."ddr"rrin!IG,
houslng and community design) could be categorized as Ne¡ghborhood

ss

interventions addressing environmentaÏconditions 1i.e.

Environment,
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MCOs contracting with VBP Level 2 providers/provider networks will share in the costs and responsibilities

associated with the investment, development, and implementat¡on of the ¡ntervention(s). Provider/provider
networks ¡n VBP Level 3 arrangements are expected to solely take on the responsibil¡ties and risk.
providers/provider networks/MCOs may also contract with community based organ¡zations to satisfy th¡s
recommendation. Contracted CBOS should expect the inclusion of a value based component in the contract, such
as pay for performance, and be held to performance measure standards.
The contractors will have the flexibility to dec¡de on the type of intervention (from size to level of ¡nvestment)
that they ¡mplement, and several best practice guidelines have been created to support an effect¡ve
implementation.se The guidelines recommend that select¡on be based on information including (but not limited
to): SDH screening of individual members, member health goals, the impact of SDH on their health outcomes, as
well as an assessment of commun¡ty needs and resources. The contractors should also create a report
explaining a measurable reason why the SDH was selected, and identify metrics that will be used to track its
success. This could follow a similar process/procedure used by the current Vital Access Provider (VAP) program,

where the provider selects what they want to focus on, develops metrics, and reports back to the State.
S¡nce prov¡ders (including CBOs) who successfully address SDH at both member and community levels may not
see savings ¡n the short term, they will be incentiv¡zed by MCOS upfront to identify one (or multiple) social

determ¡nant(s) and be financially rewarded for addressing them. This standard will be included in the Model
Contract:

.
.

Level

l

providers will get an add¡tional bonus

¡f

they address at least one SDH.

Level 2 and 3 prov¡ders will receive a funding advance (investment or seed money) if they comm¡t to
addressing one or more SDs. This funding advance will provide financ¡al assistance to the provider
investing in an intervention. The prov¡der may benefit fÌnancially if the intervention is successful in
lowering the health care costs of its respective members. lf the interventions are successful, the
savings generated can encourage reinvestment.

payouts will be made by the VBP contractor based on the terms of each ind¡vidual contract. ln order to ensure
that funding advances are put toward address¡ng SDH, all recipients of this funding will need to report on fund

utilization to NYSDOH.60

Contracting with Community Based Organizations
Though addressing SDH needs at a member and community level will have a significanì impact on the success
of VBp in New York State, it is also critical that commun¡ty based organizations be supported and included in
the transfornlation. lt ¡s therefore a requirement that starting January 2018, all Level 2 and 3 VBP

Best practice guidelines are available in the VBP Subcomm¡ttee Recommendation Report and also in a "Social Determ¡nânts of Health
tntervent¡on M;nu,'tool, both available for download on the NYS VBP Resource L¡brarv, Additionally, trainings and web¡nãrs that will
highlight the role of the CBOs and the importance of focusìng on SDH are being developed for publ¡c release. The State does not ¡ntend
to l¡mit the number of soc¡al determ¡nants addressed by VBP contractors
æ Recipients of Accountable Health communities awards will also be eliglble to partic¡pate'
ss
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arrangements include a minimum of one Tier 1 C8O6162. This requ¡rement does not preclude VBP contractors
from including more than one CBO (including Tier 2 and 3 CBOs) in an arrangement to address one or more
social determinants of health. VBP Contractors and MCOS are encouraged to continue to engage CBOS of all
t¡ers to strengthen and enhance provider networks.
Many CBO5 have years of experience improving SDH. This expert understanding of community needs, coupled
with support and clinical expertise of a provider network, could make a signif¡cant posit¡ve impact on
population health and generate savings for the ent¡ties involved. Providers/provider networks and MCOs
should partner with organizations that have objectives aligning w¡th the¡r own, the commun¡ty needs, and
member goals. The CBO should work with the providers/prov¡der networks and MCOs to deliver ¡nterventions
that support SDH and advance DSRIP goals. The State will create a process, which would include an
independent retrospect¡ve review of the role of the cBo, to determ¡ne if the vBP providers are adequately
leveraging commun¡ty based resources in SFY 20L9. This review should also identify best practices and
determine if further guidance, technical assistance, or other resources are needed to maximize ut¡l¡zat¡on of

community resources.

Measuring Program Success

,

ln an effort to ensure sustainability after the next f¡ve years, providers and MCOs will be encouraged to
measure success of the programs ¡mplemented. This may include an assessment tool for VBP contractors and
MCOS to measure and (at least) annually report on SDs that affect their members. This helps to track
successful interventions and the way in which they are measured. Ultimately, the State will evaluate the
feasibility of ¡ncorporating sDH measures ¡nto Qual¡ty Assurance Reporting Requ¡rements (QARR) performance
measures. lt ¡s also recommended that providers incorporate the patient perspective in qual¡ty measurement
and ¡mprovement, through e.g. Patient Reported Outcome (PRO) measures. This further st¡mulates prov¡ders to
become more attuned to members' needs, treatment, and goals. Providers may ut¡lize PRO measures in their
practice, using tools to assess the member's symptoms, funct¡onal stâtus, and quality of life. The State recognizes
that providers may need to incentivize members to complete PRO measure quest¡onnaires as a way to
encourage participat¡on and completion of the survey. lt is recommended that the current VBP Pilot Programs be
used as a vehicle for piloting the use of PRo measures.
The State will monitor progress on the Prevention A8enda targets, including how VBP contractors (aim to)
impact these targets. The State ¡ntends to introduce a dedicated value based payment arrangement for pilot
purposes in 2018 to focus specifically on achieving potentially trailing Prevention Agenda targets through CBOled community-wide efforts.

lmplementat¡on of the VBP Roadmap and the significant del¡very system reforms underway in DSRIP requires
a thoughtful and strategic approach to communicating to both stakeholders and Medicaid members. Expl¡cit
recognit¡on of the rights and role of the individual enrollee is critical throughout the VBP development and
implementation process. Consumer rights to know the incentives that affect their care must be cons¡dered
when developing strategies around what and when ¡nformation related to VBP and DSRIP more broadly, will
be communicated to members. The State utilized the Advocacy and Engagement Subcommittee to develop a

61T¡er 1 - Non-prof¡t, non-Medicaid billing, communìty based social and human service organizations (e.9. housìng, social services,
relig¡ous organ¡zations, food banks). Tier 2 - Non-prof¡t, Medica¡d billing, non-clin¡cal serv¡ce providers (e.g transportat¡on, care
of
cooidination¡. Tier a - Non-profit, Medicaid billing, clinical and clin¡cal support service providers (licensed by the NYS Department
ãnd
Substance
of
Alcoholism
or
NYS
Office
D¡sabil¡t¡es,
Developmental
with
for
Persons
NYS
Office
Health, NyS Office of Mental Health,
Abuse Serv¡ces).
ln such
62
The State recogn¡zes that CBOs may not ex¡st within a reasonable distance to provìders ¡n some regions of New York.
for
a
rural
exempt¡on'
State
situations, prov¡ders/provider networks can applY to the
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plan to identify the most appropriate way to provide information around VBP and the ¡ncentives that could
impact members. ln addition to creat¡ng guidelines around what should be commun¡cated to Medicaid
members, the State will also update the Managed Care Patient Bill of Rights to include information relevant ¡n
the vBP context.
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3. Amendins canlracts w¡th thc-.]tv!@s to Beal¡ze tavmenl8efornn
contracting strategy approach for
lssue 3: How the state will use DSRIP measures and object¡ves in their
managed care plans, including reform.

Aligning lncentives
will add the following incentives
Through updates to the Med¡caid Managed care Model contract, the state

andregulationsinitscontractswithMcostostimulatethe¡radoptionofvBParrangements:
. The state will implement a Performance Adjustment for Mcos (including MLTc plans) which will be
premiums within the soonest poss¡ble rate
measured upon 2018 performance and incorporated into Mco
incentives for MCOs with the
setting period that data is adequately available so as to maximally align the
based on the relative
incent¡ves for vBP contractors. The Performance Adjustment is a rate ad¡ustment
the metrics selected for these
efficiency and quality delivered by the Mco per vBP arrangement; though
qual¡ty, the
are new, the methodology of applying said rates remains consistent For
rate adjustments

currentQARRmethodologywillbecontinuedand,whererelevant,adaptedtooptimallyalisnwiththe
quality measures the State has adopted on the bas¡s of the CAG'S input'

.

quality and efficiency:
Mainstream MCOs will have three main integrâted care categories to drive

'
¡
.

.

Total Care for the General Population63

lntegrated Primary Care

MaternitY Care
performance (quality and efficiency) of the Hlv/AlDS, HARP, MLTC and l/DD VBP arrangements will all be
assessed separatelY as well.6a

.

a particular vBP arrangement'
Performance adjustments will be applied to all MCo members eligible for
whether part of a VBP contract or not'

I

in the 2018 rate setting process' This
The State will implement a St¡mulus Adjustment for MCOs included
that have captured more
will serve to increase the managed caré capitation premium for those MCOS
will be for a durat¡on of
This
adjustment
provider-payment dollars in vB-P arrangements at higher levels.
that focus on lPc
iwo yeari for Mcos and also mim¡cs the Mco-VBP contractor gu¡delines. Arrangements
cost of care for the General
or care episodes will receive a higher Stimulus Adjustment than Total
will be relatively higher
(Sub)population because: a) infrJstructure costs for these former arrangements
believes the total impact on
àompared to the total dollar amount of the VBP contract and b) the State
more
quality, efficiency and susta¡nability of the Medicaid delivery system will be higher when a

differentiatedVBPapproach¡staken.TheseStimulusAdjustmentswillendin2020.

contract value (and not more or less), the 'Total care for General
To ensure that the adjustments are appl¡ed to the total Mco
pop, øi¡oni .¿jurtt"nti will be applied only to the dollars not attributed to.the other VBP arrangements
pa; of vBp after the transit¡on of the l/DD population to managed care'

6r

*Jhe t/oo

poôulat¡on will only become
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Feedback-

loop

facilitãtes

controlof
overall
Med¡caid

From 2018 on, based on the best available measurement of MCO VBP contracting as of April 1, of that
year, MCOs that fall beh¡nd the goals for VBP contract¡ng as outlined in the Roadmap will receive a
penalty6s:

Year

Penelty

Fully Capitated MCos: fi by 4/7/2019 less than 50% of the of total Mco expenditure
is not captured in a Level 1 or higher arrangement, a penalty of at least 2% on the
marginal difference between 50% of Medicaid Managed care expenditure and their
total expenditure on Level 1or above VBP contracts will be assessed.

than 15% of total MCO expenditure ¡s captured in Level 2 or
higher contracts, a penalty of at least 2% on the marginal difference between 15% of
Medicaid Managed Care expend¡ture and their total expenditure on Level 2 or
above VBP contracts will be assessed.
11

by

4/L/2Of9

less

lf both penalties are incurred, then only the larger penalty w¡ll be applied.

65

The State will ensure network adequacy and access to care throughout the VBP implementat¡on process.
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of total MCO exPenditure is
Fully Capiteted MCOs: lf bV 4/!/2020 less than 80%
least 2% on the marginal
at
captured ¡n Level 1or higher contracts, a PenaltY of
and their total
difference between 80% of Med icai{Managed Care expenditure
will be assessed
: expenditure on Level I' or above VBP contracts
¡n Level 2 or

i t nV 4/!ZOZO less than 35% of total MCO expenditure is captured
difference between 35% of
i t'¡ãÅ.r. *.it*,t, a penalty of at least 2% on the marginal
i tvl-ed¡ca¡¿ Managed care expenditure and their total expenditure on Level 2 or
i above VBP contracts will be assessed'
applied'
I tf both penalties are incurred, then both will be

From2olson,whenMcoscannotachievetheirVBPgoalsbecauseprovidersareunw¡llingtoenterVBP
pass on such penalties to ¡ncentivize
move to higher level VBP agreements' McOs may
work with the plans towards real¡zing
"Cr""r""it.
cån reasonably be expected to make this transition to
pî""¡¿"i, *t "d/or

"
these common goals.66

when providers, to no fault of the Mco, run ¡nto
The state assures that it w¡ll not hold Mcos accountable
2 or higher value based contract'
t¡nãn.ùf ¿¡ti.uftv because of underperformance on a Level
Contract 2017'
All these changes will be incorporated into the Model
VBP

lnnovator and VBP Pilot Programs

state will implement a vBP lnnovator Program for
ln addition to the incentives discussed above, the

experiencedVBPcontractorsasamechan¡smtoallowexperiencedproviderstocontinuetocharttheirpath
intoValuebasedpayments.ThelnnovatorProgramisaVoluntaryprogramforVBPcontractorspreparedfor
based arrangements' These providers will
partic¡pation in Level 2 (tult risr or near tull ris[) and Level 3 value
population and/or subpopulation arrangements, and will be eligible
be entering into Total care for ceneral
MCO The lnnovator
;;;ti" 9!% of thetotat do¡arsthathavå been trad¡tiona¡y paid from thestatetothe

66

that is to be
ofthe Mco The appl¡cation of pena lties to providers ¡s an item
Penalty applicat¡on to providers ¡s atthe sole discret¡on
etc'
tcò and provider ilong with target budget parameters' and performance adjustments'

""JåìåJi!,*"e"
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program is not intended to limit provider networks or member choice. The Department of Health (DoH) will
admin¡ster the lnnovator Program on an open enrollment basis'
once they have reached
The providers must pass a strict set of criteria to be deemed an 'innovato/ and
of the lnnovator
lnnovator status, all MCOs will be requ¡red to participate in these arrangements The spec¡fics
Program will be outlined in the updated Managed Care Model Contract in 2016'
be translated in
important to note that because IPC and episode-based VBP arrangements cannot readily
include sign¡ficant task-shifting
a percåntage of premium, and because these arrangements would not
Program. For
between MCOS and these VBp contractors, these contracts are not included in the lnnovator
aîd2077,
these arrangements, pilot support and financial rewards will be available in 2016
enter ¡nto an arrangement
The P¡lot Program is availäble for all VBP arrangements, and allows contractors to
for ¡mplementing
at Levels 1, 2ìr 3. The VBp pilot program w¡ll include technical and administrative support
adjustments
upward
bonus,
vBp arrangements, along with financ¡al incent¡ves including an Mco ¡ncentive
two years of the pilot' A
based on f,erformance, and the benefit of no downward adjustments for the first
year two' There ¡s
pilot is expected to last for two years, w¡th the commitment to move to (at least) Level 2 by
after the first
webinar
DoH ¡n a
also the commitment to share and discuss lessons learned and support the
year of the pilot. vBP P¡lots and the lnnovator Program are separate and distinct ¡n two ways:

It

¡s

1.

providers and
Wh¡le the lnnovator Program provides benefits (90-95% premium passlhrough) to the
premium pass-through benefits
is limited to spec¡fic typ; of arrangements, the pilots do not warrant
¡n the
(though they do receive financial incentives) and are open to all types of arrangements set forth
how
learn
vBp Roadmap. The goal of the pilots is to help the state and ¡ts participating organizations
of VBP. The
adoption
participants
for
early
will work ¡n pract¡ce, and to incent¡vize
VBp transformation

goalofthelnnovatorProgramistorecognizethoseproviderswhostartimplementingVBPby
iontracting high risk, Level 2 or 3 total cost of care for (sub)population arrangements.

2.

vBP Pilot
The lnnovator Program is a standard component of the vBP program. ln contrast, the
years'
pilots
for
two
will
run
program is only available in State FY 2016 The

in Appendix vll:
The full design of the lnnovator Program, including the details below, can be found
Risk arrangements eligible for the lnnovator Program

1.
2. Review/assessment process for-the lnnovator Program
3. Criter¡a for participating ¡n the lnnovator Program
4. Appeals process for lnnovator partic¡pat¡on
5. lnnovator Program benefits
6. lnnovators' Performance
7. Maintenance and contract termination/program exit criteria

evolution and expansion of the
The state continues to explore additional pilot opportunities to support the
p¡lot opportunities will be extended to
health system,s movement toward value based payment. vBP
available'
provideis and plans in New York state's health care delivery system, as the opportunities become

Specific RegulatorY Amendments
restructuring of contractual arrangements
Successful tra nsformation of the exist¡ng payment system requires
Regulatory alignment and streamlining
r¡sk.
and
that clearly define metr¡cs and the abil¡ty to share sav¡ngs
is imperative to
(between providers and Mcos, and between partnering providers) to support vBP models
and commun¡ty needs'
iacilitate both the cl¡nical and åfficiency goals of VBP, freeing resources for member
the existing regulations with¡n the DOH
Based on the input of the subcommittee; and the VBP Workgroup,
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and the DFS have been thoroughly reviewed and are being amended as necessary. Regulatory restructuring
will occur through several ¡mplementation mechanisms:

Changes to

the Medica¡d Managed Care Model Contract and State Provider- Contractor Guidelines

The Med¡caid Managed Care Model Contract is a key vehicle for the formal implementation of Medicaid VBP,
through which the State manages its relationsh¡ps with the managed care plans. The State also publishes the
Prov¡der Contract guidelines, which govern the relationship between managed care plans and their
downstream providers. Changes to the Medicaid Managed Care Model Contract have been proposed and will
be edited following a holistic DOH review. The changes will operationalize recommendations from the
subcommittees, as well as additional proposed changes developed through a robust comment period on any
ex¡st¡ng requirements that may ¡nterfere with VBP implementation. There remain a few outstanding
considerations that DOH will further evaluate, including contractual safeguards that may need to be included
around prompt payment in the VBP environment (as bonus payments, downside reconciliations, and
reimbursements of withholds are not specifically addressed in current regulations). The DOH will take the
Regulatory lmpact Subcommittee comments into account when developing the Medicaid Managed Care
contract changes and discuss with the health plan contractors. The documents will reflect and accommodate
changes occurring ¡n the new VBP environment, and will be updated ¡n 2016. Additional revisions will be made
over the next few years as needed.
Several subcommittee recommendations may also impact the State's MCO-Provider contracting guidelines.
The State will take these recommendat¡ons into account, along with other comments as it looks to update the
State MCO Provider Guidelines6T. These are formulated as guidelines, as MCOS and VBP contractors are better
equipped than the State to take local circumstances and particular challenges ofcertain populations or
provider groups into account. For example, the State will not enforce how MCOS and VBP contractors set the
target budgets, what quality measures they reward, and whether they reward actual performance or

improvement.
The follow¡ng key components of the VBP Roadmap are foreseen to be included in the Model Contract 2016:

.
.
'
'
.

The defin¡tions of the VBP arrangements and outcome measures (p. 12-16 and further and the
forthcoming factsheets per VBP arrangement)
The definitions of the VBP Levels (see Appendix Vlll)

Definition of what can be included in 'off menu' VBP arrangements (p. 13, Appendix ll).
Contract risk review process (see p.23-241
The VBP lnnovator Program (see p.50-51)

ln 2017, the following additional components are foreseen to be included ¡n the Model Contract:

.
.
.

VBP reporting req uirements
MCO VBP incentives (see p. 48)

Additional

DOH w¡ll negotiate these proposed changes with the health plans, and the updated Model Contrâct document
will be posted on the DOH public website once approved by CMS.

67

https://www.health.ny.gov/health_care/managed_care/hmo¡pa/docs/guidel¡nes.pdf
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Proposed Changes to New York State Law
At¡gnment of Federol ond Stote Stork Lows ond AntïK¡ckbock Stotutes
ln order to give providers ¡ncreased flexib¡lity for forming networks and enter¡ng into VBP contracts with
federal
MCOs, the State will propose amending its Stark Law and Anti-Kickback Statute to fully align with
provisions. Changes to State law should include language that incorporate future amendments to federal laws
is
ånd regulations. These amendments will increase flexib¡lity for prov¡ders enter¡ng ¡nto agreements, but it
not necessary that these amendments occur in order for VBP contractors to begin a variety of currently
permissible contracting mechanisms.
stork Low (Setf-ReÍerrol)
Federal and state laws prohibit physicians from referring patients for certain designated health serv¡ces
if the physician (or immediate family member) has a financial interest. A violation can be tr¡ggered

through prohib¡ted referral arrangements, splitt¡ng of fees, leases of office space, as well as other
ownership and compensat¡on arrangements. The federal rules apply to physicians only, and allow for
payers,
several except¡ons. NyS's version of the federal law broadens it to different provider types, all
and does not include several exceptions that are in federal law. Aligning the NYS regulation to fully align
with federal Stark rules will allow for more flexibility for prov¡ders to engage in VBP contracting.
Anti-k¡ckbock Statute
Federal Anti-kickback statute (AKS) prohibits offering, paying, soliciting or receiving anyth¡ng of value to
induce or reward referrals (including self-referrals) or generate federal health care program business.
Unl¡ke Stark law, AKS is intent-based and can carry both civil and criminal penalties. Federâl and State
AKS laws are largely similar (unlike Stark law). The State law is broader and has a lack of safe harbors
(exemptions) or exceptions to the general prohibitions. There are several 'safe harbors'that act as
exemption to AKS, but VBp arrangements are not currently included at either the federal or State level.
Fully aligning NyS law to federal AKS laws would also allow for more flexibility for providers to engage in
VBP contracting.

Chonges to Lows Reloted to Professionol Setvice Entities

Currently, there are some obstacles to collaboration for some clinical groups in New York State. The current
a value based
Business laws and Corporate Practice of Medicine (CPOM) laws present the following barriers in
payment setting:

.
.

Restrictions regarding which professionals can have ownership interests ¡n professional entities;
Constraints on how medical professionals structure their corporate ent¡ties to optimize VBP

¡

implementation; and
Limitations on which professionals and ent¡ties can split fees (e.g. bundled payments for services ¡ncluding
physicians and non-Physicians).

of
These limitations may prevent d¡fferent types of providers from collaborating and integrating in the spirit
has
been
A
bill
Roadmap.
Payment
Value
Based
NYS
the DSRIP program, and inhibit the implementation of the
introduced (S.5g62/A.8153) in June of 2015 that addresses several of the Business Law issues mentioned
above. lJpddtes to Physician-Phdrmoc¡st Colloborotion Ldws
the physicians
Current NyS public Heath laws and regulations allow a certain degree of collaboration between
pat¡ents (including
and pharmacists, however, they do not prov¡de for the full spectrum of benefits that
quality
received By
of
services
Medicaid members) could realize in terms of improv¡ng the¡r health and
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allowing a higher degree of collaboration6s between physicians and pharmacists on Comprehensive
Med¡cation Management (CMM), the State would be able to achieve an enhanced service integration
environment that will result in reduction of hospital¡zation rates ¡n NYS, thus helping achieve the goals of the
Payment Reform, and the DSRIP program overall.
The Public Health Law should be amended to creale a voluntdry program for collaborat¡on between qualified
pharmacists6e and physicians ruled by a wr¡tten protocol that would enable physicians to refer certain patients
with chronic conditions who (1) have not met the goals of therapy, (2) are at risk for hospitalization or (3) are
otherwise cons¡dered to be in need of CMM serv¡ces, to qualified pharmacists'
The wr¡tten protocols would describe the nature and scope of services to be provided; they would be made
available to the Department of Health (DOH) for review to ensure compliance with the requirements in the
law. Such protocols could cover services including but not limited to the follow¡ng:

-

ongoing evaluation of a patient's cond¡tion and medicat¡on adherence, including ordering/performing
rout¡ne pat¡ent mon¡toring functions;
adjusting or managing a drug regimen of a patient;
accessing the patient's medical records;

other.

Further, the pharmacist would be required to notiry the treating physician in a t¡mely manner of the
recommendations made to the patient, and of any adjustments made to the patient's prescribed medications.
Although the proposed legislat¡ve changes mentioned ¡n this section will help the NYS Med¡caid VBP program,
potent¡al delays in realizing these changes will not impede its successful implementation.

Ongo:ng Regu latory Review
The State is currentty in the process of refining outstanding policy decisions around the following top¡cs:
HTPAA

ond State Pr¡vocy Lows

Current New York State (NYS) pr¡vacy laws and regulations are more restrictive and provide less
flexibility than federal HIPAA laws and regulat¡ons. These addit¡onal restrictions may prevent providers
from sharing information for the purpose of coordinat¡ng care and evaluat¡ng the outcome of care,
both of which are critical to successful VBP arrangements (See additionalguidance on the DOH
websiteToTl).

Progrom lntegt¡ty

will fundamentally change the way health care services are delivered, paid, and measured, the
guiding principles underlying NYS's Med¡caid Program lntegrity strategy (Program lntegrity) must also
change. Many ofthe foundational activities and strategies ¡n a fee-for-service env¡ronment to ensure
As VBP

Currently, collaboration is already permitted ¡n all hosp¡tals and limited nursing home settings in New York Th¡s recommendation
promotes voluntary collaborat¡on ¡n commun¡ty pract¡ce settings as well.
programs in the
6e
eualif¡ed pharmacists would be pharmac¡sts who hold an unrestr¡cted license and have completed accred¡ted
management of chron¡c disease(s). The¡r qualifyìng credent¡als would be rev¡ewed by phys¡cians who are interested in ClvlM programs
offered by qualified pharmac¡sts to whìch they could refer selected patients.
æ

70

!.!eÂA!!.lq.s-a¡d¡cs!þlþ¡9

71

HIPAA ând state Patient Pr¡vacvt OÞtions and considerations
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that quality health care is delivered at â reasonable cost while protecting stakeholders may not be
effective in VBp. As the payment model shifts from FFS to value based, so too will the avenues of fraud,
waste, and abuse (FW&A) in the system. The state is work¡ng to conceptual¡ze which avenues of fraud
will be implicated, while also considering future safeguards'
tmproving integrity at all levels of health care delivery will be considered. Questions raised will include
considerations of where current FW&A issues fall ¡n a VBP environment, what new fraudulent
incentives can/will arise amidst a shift to VBP, and deliberation on how FW&A can be meaningfully
quantified and measured in a vBP environment. Recommendations may come ¡n the form ofchanges
to State laws and regulat¡ons, contracting requirements between the State and MCOS or providers, and
other contracting guidelines between parties. Using these recommendations as a framework, a robust
plan for program lntegrity in the move toward VPB must be developed proactively to minimize risks and
mon¡tor compliance. lt is essential that th¡s plan be in place at the outset of vBP contract¡ng
arrangements.
Progrom ReÍorm
Current NyS health care regulations were created to safeguard the legitimate interests of the State,
providers, payers, and especially Medicaid members in a fee-for-service env¡ronment. lmplementing
the DSRIP program and moving to VBP introduces new methods of collaborat¡on, contracting, and
del¡very of health care serv¡ces that may be at odds with exist¡ng regulat¡ons. similarly, certain
regulations may no longer be required in a context where VBP contractors assume responsibility for the
ent¡re cycle of care.
Regulatory hurdles will be evaluated and changes proposed changes to the State. ln addition, as
currently exists in the DSRIP program, the DoH will create a formalprocess where Mcos and (potential)
VBP
VBp contractors can submit written requests to the DOH for the wa¡ving of regulations that hinder
contracting. The workgroup(s) will help des¡gn that process and provide recommendat¡ons to the State.
The state has decided to address all of the above topics (HIPAA and State Pr¡vacy Laws; Program lntegrity; and
program Reform) through the establishment of two separate workgroups in September 2016: (1) the Patient
privãcy and confident¡ality Workgroup (covering HIPAA and state Privacy Laws), and (2) the Program lntegr¡ty
workgroup (focused on Program lntegrity and covering many of the same concepts as Program Reform)
be a
The State, prior workgroup members, and other major stakeholders may recommend that an individual
member oi the workgroups. The State must then approve the recommendation to formalize the appointment
lim¡ted to:
of a member to the workgroup. The workgroup appointments were made to include, but not be

.
.
.
'

Representat¡ves from each of the major New York State Medicaid agenc¡es (OHlP, OMH, OASAS, etc.);
Representatives from payer and provider assoc¡at¡ons;
Relevant Medicaid program integr¡ty stakeholders;
Relevant Medica¡d patient confidentiality stakeholders.
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4. Amendifflontractsllth the
O b i,e

ct ives an d*Meas u reg

lssue 4: How and when plans' current contracts

will be amended to include the collection and reporting of

DsRIP objectives and measures.

The State currently includes qual¡ty and efficiency incentives in contracting w¡th MCOS that are d¡rectly
aligned with DSR|p. Many of its Quality Assurance Reporting Requirements (QARR) metrics, for example, are
identical to the metrics selected for DSRIP. 2015 was the first year that the State incorporated efficiency
measures for MCOS, aimed at reducing ED visits and avoidable admissions throu8h the same measures used
within DSR|p. Such changes further align MCO'S ¡ncentives with DSRIP's desire to realize a lasting, sustainable

transformation of the safety net system.
As is noted ¡n the previous section (section 3), the DOH is amending the Model Contract before contract¡ng
year 2O!7 Io reflect changes to MCO reporting requirements. MCOs will also be obligated to report on a
standard set of VBP quality measures as recommended by the Clinical Advisory Groups, and accepted by the

State. Where discrepancies exist between the QARR measure set and the VBP arrangement specific measures,
the State may modify the QARR measure set to optimally al¡gn how MCOS are scored.

will provide VBP contractors and MCOS with a dynamic data and analytics tool
that provides cost and outcome informat¡on of the different vBP arrangements, by MCO, by geography and by
VBp contractors(s) (p. 31). This will support MCOs and (emerging) VBP contractors to start negotiating VBP
contracts, and to ident¡fy areas for improvement'
As part of the reform, the State

Finally, the State will work with stakeholders to improve the quality of encounter data provided by providers
to plans and from plans to the State as this data is foundational for the measurement of qual¡ty and costs.
Poor quality data delivery may be financially penalized.
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5. ereat

lfforts
lssue 5: How the DSRIP object¡ves and measures will impact the adm¡nistrative load for MCOs, particularly

insofar as plans are prov¡d¡ng additional technical assistance and support to providers in support of DSRIP
goals, or themselves carry¡ng out programs or activ¡ties for workforce development or expansion of
provider capacity. The State should also discuss how these efforts, to the extent carried out by plans, avoid
duplication w¡th DSRIP fund¡ng or other State funding; and how they differ from any services or
administrative functions already accounted for in capitat¡on rates.

Currently, the base administrative PMPM amounts are calculated for each of the State's nine managed care
rating regions using plan Medicaid Managed Care Operating Reports (MMCORs). The regional PMPM amounts
are calculated by dividing the total allowable administrative cost for each plan in a given region by the plan
reported member months. Each plan PMPM amount is then subject to the Department's administrative
PMPM cap and adjusted downward if necessary. Add¡t¡onally, the Depaftment of Health also incorporates an
admin¡strative component into cap¡tated premiums for all new populat¡ons and benefits moving into the
benefits that are not reflected in the two-year MMCOR base. This additional administrative component is
developed by the State's actuary. The admin¡strat¡on component ¡s then adjusted by a plan specif¡c risk score
(see Section 7). The Performance and Stimulus Adjustments, as well as potential penalties (see Section 3), will
be incorporated in this process from 2077 on.

will review what will be expected of plans under
providing
new
activit¡es, workforce development, etc. to
technical
ass¡stance/support,
DSRIP w¡th regards to
achieve waiver goals. This analysis will also take into cons¡deration activities already accounted for in plan
premiums to ensure duplicat¡on of payment is avoided. Ultimately, the State's actuary will certify an
actuar¡ally sound premium range that takes into account the fâctors above which the State w¡ll pay for w¡thin
the range to meet federal requirements (see section 8).
As with all new requirements, the Department and ¡ts actuary

New requirements under DSRIP may result in addit¡onal administrative costs for plans and providers which will
need to be evaluated by the State and its actuary. Two specif¡c areas where this will likely occur are: L)
workforce planning where, under the waiver, plans are responsible for developing and ¡mplementing var¡ous
workforce strategies; and 2) value based payment requirements wh¡ch will necessitate plan/prov¡der contract
mod¡ficat¡ons. While there will likely be increases for these ¡tems, the Department believes they will not be
excessive as it intends to set benchmark payment levels for use by plan/provider that recognize these
additional costs. Further, it is not the intention of the State to exclude plans (or providers) that have been
proactive and have already made investments to develop VBP from this additional support.
Maximum alignment between DSRIP and VBP is achieved, first and foremost, by the fact that the act¡v¡ties
required by providers to be successful in DSRIP or VBP are two sides of the same coin. Because the outcome
measures of the VBP arrangements and the DSRIP program will overlap to a large extent, add¡tional
adm¡n¡strative efforts are minimized here as well. Finally, the State will provide providers and MCOS with data
and cost and outcome ¡nformation of the different VBP arrangements, by Mco, by geography and by VBP
contractor(s), thus reducing the need for MCOs and providers to immediately duplicate these efforts.
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6
in and demonstrat¡ng successful
lssue 6: How the state w¡ll assure that providers participating
performance through DSRIP will be included in provider networks
prov¡ders out of the system The state will ma¡ntain
vBp ¡s not designed to lim¡t member options or to lock
member choice and provider
.urrunt ,unagãd care network requirements, which ensures both adequate
to enhance the¡r networks as
¡nclusion. w¡th¡n osntp, PPS5 have and will continue to have opportunit¡es
particularly community based behavioral health and
needed to ensure that all vital providers are included,
the formal Medicaid payment system' while
social service providers who have been previously excluded from
networks have been growing extensively
there is no requirement for a provider tà ¡oin a PPs network, these

sinceDsRlPYear0.ThisgrowthWillhelptoensurethatVBPisappliedwidely'
visible to providers, Mcos and the public alike'
Because high performing (combinations of) providers will be
value providers, it is highly unlikely that
and MCOs will be financially ¡ncentivized to contract with high
by Mcos' The state will
providers who are successful in delivering high value care would not be contracted
to ensure the inclusion of
development and, where ne-c"r!ary, develop additional approaches

monitor this
providers who demonstrate successf ul performance'

in VBP. Smaller, less prepared providers may
It is l¡kely that some providers may need assistance engaging
to succeed, and DsRIP funds are explicitly
need access to resources and supóort to develop the sophistication
and home-based organizations
intended to facil¡tate th¡s progr".r. rhu." providers may include community
workforce. To support the integrat¡on of
who may have challenges related to infrasiructure, technology, and
the state has adapted several standards'
community based organizat¡ons into vBP and as vBP contractors,
creating a self-assessment
,aaorr"ndutions and guidelines to assist cBos. These recommendations include:
of additional
piã."r, to,. groups to aisess their readiness for VBp participation; state funding and the creation
deficits impacting numerous organizations;
wortgroups to address the capacity, monetary, and infrastructure
vBP participation; and evaluating the
convening a team of experts with whom cBos could consult on
and cBo commun¡cation The
feasibilitfof creating a b¡-direct¡onal system for provider/provider network

subcommitteescreatedrobustguidelinesfortheimplementationofVBPthatareimportantforall process can
subcommittees throughout this
stakeholders. A full set of the riommendations made by these
be accessed online.72

incentive for the Mcos to offer technical
vBp contracts between the providers and Mcos prov¡de a strong

support,giventhepotent¡alfinanc¡albenef¡ttobothparties.lnaddit¡ontothesupportthatMcoscanthird
program funds to employ
pràu¡¿", ñe.ttt' care providers part¡cipat¡ng in DSRIP have the ab¡lity to use
Providers may also seek
party seruice, fo,. further educåtion and teihnical support on vBP arrangements.
providers will collectively monitor whether in later years
assistance within their pps. The state, Mcos and
arrangements is necessary'
addit¡onal support for low performing providers within VBP

and provide learning opportunities for the
Large scale vBp pilots w¡ll start in 2016 to create momentum
in the state' The state will actively
providers and MCOs involved, but also for other potential vBP contractors
Bootcamps'for both providers and
support these pilots in 2010. Finally, the State wiil organize statewide'VBP
MCOs

zz

to provide further opportun¡t¡es for learning'

n,,or,rr*",r.n".,,h.nu.*ou/h""lth ..relmedicaid/redesisn/dsrio/2016/docs/2016Jeb

sub comm recommend rpt consol pdf
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Rmcndins-.!þ¡lLracts with the MlgE!\cllustine Manascd CarePremiums to lmnrove Populatio0 Health and CalgUtilizatign Patlerns

-

will reflect changes in case mix, utilizat¡on, cost of care and enrollee
matters will be incorporated into
health made possible by DSRIP, including how up to date data on these
capitation rate develoPment
lssue 7: How managed care rates

capitation premium methodology' all plans
Under the Department's Ma¡nstream Managed Care r¡sk adjusted
plan specific risk adjustment factor that
are paid at thà same regional average premium, adjusted by a
premiums are developed using two years
accounts for differences in enrollee acu¡ty across plans The regional
data, risk scores are
of plan reported MMCOR data (as described in sect¡on 5). Us¡ng collected encounter
ln
simple terms, these two
callulatei using 3M's cRG model and cost weights developed by the Department
and its actuary
pieces are multìplied together to get plan specific risk adjusted prem¡ums. The Department
available
becomes
data
as
the
basis
incorporate changes ¡n case mix, Jtil¡iation and cost of care on an annual
and
process
a
continuation
will be
to in.orpor.t" in lremium deveiopment. The inclusion of DSRIP into this
implements its core Manogementfor All
expansiån of the work being done. Furthermore, as the Department
including the M LTC, behavioral
initiat¡ve and new populat¡ons and services (especially for chronic conditions
populations) move into managed care, ¡t has
health and intellectually and/or developmentally disabled
methodology This effort ¡s also a
engaged 3M and plans to make ref¡nements to the current risk adjustment
goal
¡s to have one risk adjustment system that
of the FIDA demonstration. Ultimately, the
,ig-nifì.ant
"ler"nt
population'
incorporates the needs of the entire Medicaid managed care
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8. Amendins Contract$
-DSRIP-Obiectjves and Measqr-es and MCO Plemium Settine
lssue 8: How actuarially sound rates w¡ll be developed, tak¡ng ¡nto account any specific expectations or
tasks associated with DSRIP that the plans will undertake, and how the state will use benchmark measures
(e.g. MLR) to ensure that payments are sound and appropriate. How plans will be measured based on

utilization and quality in a manner cons¡stent w¡th DSRIP object¡ves and measures, including incorporating
DSRtp objectives ¡nto the¡r annual utilizat¡on and quality management plans submitted for state rev¡ew
and approval by January 31 of each calendar year.
to account for VBP expectations in New
york's program will be dependent on many things, but none more cr¡tical than (i) flexibility within the current
(and even proposed) Federal regulatory framework, and (ii) accurate and complete data to support the
multitude of different VBP arrangements that are possible between the health plans and providers.
As discussed ¡n Sect¡ons 5 and 7, making appropr¡ate rate adjustments

Under current Federal managed care regulations and Actuarial Standard of Pract¡ce No.49, actuaries may only
include costs for expenditures associated with services defined ¡n the State's approved Medicaid State plan
that are covered under the contract. With rates being based solely on encounters or claims, the payment to
the health plan is not likely to adequately recognize the State's policy goal to pay for high-quality and costefficient care achieved through system transformation, clinical improvement and population health

improvement.
While the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) on June 1,
2015 ¡dent¡fied VBP arrangements as an allowable strategy in a managed care contract under managed care
regulations, it currently does not provide detailed guidance regarding how the value ofVBP arrangements
should be reflected in plan payment rates and actuarially sound rate ranges. lndeed, the NPRM increases the
requirements that rates be built off of histor¡cal ut¡lization (volume) and cost (not value). The NPRM also
proposes to remove the current flexib¡l¡ty in cert¡fying to rate ranges by proposing that states provide a
certif¡cat¡on of a spec¡fic rate for each rate cell. Because VBP arrangements are expected to evolve at a
different pace by health plan and provider, certifying a specif¡c rate for each rate cell may be difficult. There
will likely be a need to widen rate ranges (at least during the developmental perioit of vBP initiatives) in order
to be able to reasonably capture additional vâriat¡ons ¡n experience from plan-to-plan within regions. These
issues ¡llustrate the concern that the NPRM will not prov¡de the necessary flexibility to permit rate-sett¡n8 to
account for value instead of volume.
Some states have already experienced difficulty in developing rates that utilize global budget strategies that
retain savings for reinvestment by providers in the health care system. While arguably existing frameworks
could be used to estimate savings (e.g. the framework used for efficiency adjustments), it is unclear if these
models can be sufficiently tailored to measure value. lt is also unclear if there are expectations about how
sav¡ngs estimates are determ¡ned in VBP arrangements and/or the documentation that should be provided.

to "value", it will be necessary to collect additional data
from the health plans and providers. Encounter data will continue to be important, but additionâl information
to capture the cost of total cost of care arrangements, episodic bundles, integrated primary care models,
special needs subpopulation arrangements and any off-menu VBP arrangements will be critical. When the VBP
arrangements are embedded in data used to establ¡sh rate-setting based data, it will also be necessary to
determ¡ne what costs need to be included - and how that differs for each VBP arrangement.
tn chang¡ng the framework from counting "volume"

As VBp strateg¡es are evolving, (i)

flexibility within the current (and even proposed) Federal regulatory
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framework, and (ii) accurate and complete data to support the multitude of different VBP arrangements that
are possible between the health plans and providers will be critical, as well as continued guidance from CMS.
To that end, support from CMS for aligning other State health init¡at¡ves, such as SlM, APC, and VBP QIP will
also help ensure that the State has the flexibility to adapt VBP implementation as needed over the l¡fe ofthe
waiver.

Sta ke

h o,l

derE nsase,m

e

nt

Since 2014, New York State has been working diligently on involving various stakeholder groups in the policy
development, design and implementation of VBP as outlined in th¡s Roadmap. The level of engagement has
been unprecedented; over 500 stakeholders across the State partic¡pated in the L6 subcommittees and
Clin¡cal Advisory Groups held ¡n 2015. Stakeholders will continue to be closely involved with the VBP
implementation process ¡n 2016, as their participation ¡s a crit¡cal component and a hallmark of the Medicaid
Redesign Team tradition. Stakeholders engaged included: New York State health plans, managed care
organizat¡ons, representative organ¡zations includ¡ng the health plan associations, professional associat¡ons,
hospital associations, legal firms specializing ¡n health care contracting, New York State Health and Human
Services agencies, community based providers, pat¡ent advocates, Performing Provider Systems and other
¡ndustry and VBP experts. These stakeholders have been cr¡tical to the design of VBP in New York State, and
contributed through their active participation over the past two years.
The State is committed to support¡ng the Med¡caid health care system on the path to payment reform and
ensuring the sustainability of the DSRIP program. The ¡nput that the stakeholders provided to date has been

invaluable, and crucial to not only developing the plan to transit¡on from fee-for-service to value based
payment, but most importantly, the way to improve health care delivery to over six million individuals in NYS.
Recogniz¡ng the value of cont¡nuous stakeholder input, the State will cont¡nue to rely on the VBP Workgroup
as well as the formed Subcommittees and Clinical Advisory Groups at any time, for additional support or when
guidance is needed to meet VBP goals, further enforcinB the overall commitment to the Proiram's success.
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NeX! Sleps
ThisRoadmaphasbeenconceivedasal¡V¡ngdocument.ltisnotablueprint;butratheranattemptto payment
State and its stakeholders consider the
demonstrate the State's ambition and to outline what the
delivery system'
reforms required for a high quality, financially sustainable Medicaid
over the course of the last Vear
The updates to this Roadmap reflect the significant work and accomplishment
year will hold the same prom¡se, w¡th a focus on
related to mov¡ng vBP closer to ¡mplementation. The next
focus on reach¡ng our vBP goals The work for
moving from concept into actual implementatlon and statew¡de
the next year is outlined below and includes:

r.
-

to test the vBP arrangements
vBP Pitot lmptementot¡on: fhe state has invited providers and Mcos
an estimated 15 p¡lots
(outlined in ihis noadmap) through a VBP Pilot Program. The State aims to launch
throughout 2016:
a. Total Care for the General Population (2-3 pilots)

b. lntegrated Primary Care (2-3 pilots)
c. Maternity Care (2-3 Pilots)
d. HIV/AIDS (1-2 Pilots)
e. Health and Recovery Plans (1-2 p¡lots)
(planned to be operational later this calendar
Due to the need for ¡ntegrated Medicare and Medicaid data

year),theMLTcpilotswilllikelynotstartbefore20lT.similarly,anl/DDpilotWillnotstartuntilthiscare
has been transit¡oned into managed care'

the clinical Advisory Groups' and will
These pilots will be aligned with the arrangements detailed by
to support VBP implementation ln
receive technical ass¡stance from the Statå on design and analytics
part¡cipate in a learn¡ng d¡ffusion process
addition, all pilot participants (plans and providers) agree to
reengagement
to assist in developing lessons learned for vBP implementation and
where they comm¡t

with the

2.

3.

CAGS as needed.

to both support and promote a smooth and
Stotew¡de Reãd¡ness preparotions (v,p Bootcompsl.' ln order
series for providers and plans across
transparent shift to vBP, the state will also be running an educational
the health care community is educated on
the state. These train¡ngs or'boot camps' will help ensure that
201'5' Other relevant topics' including risk
the details ofthe VBP design that were'developeá throughout
Learnings from the vBP Pilot participants and
management and contracti"ing for vBP, will also be included.
and shared by the Department of Health,
leading providers and plans ägaging ¡n vBp w¡ll be leveraged
process'
promoting transparency and operat¡onal support on the VBP implementation
workgroup to define the details of
M¡d-point Assessment plonn¡ng: The state will collaborate with the vBP
for the Basel¡ne Assessment completed in
an assessment of VBP progresi based in part on the output
early 2016.

4.tmplementotíonoÍWorkgroupRecommendotionsjTofullyimplementtherequiredchangesidentifiedby
Provider contract guidelines will be updated to
the VBp Workgroup, the Meiicaid Model Contract and
reflectmanyofthetechnicaldesignandregulatoryrecommendat¡onsdevelopedthroughout20l5.
Health and the Department of Financial Services' will
Numerous State agencies, lucfr as-the Depi-rtment of
Additionally,
¡nt"rn.i policies and help support legislative changes within the state.
make updates to tt
"¡,
support access to relevant data and further
analytics and performance tools have been updated to
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transparency for providers and MCOs. This focus on data transparency will be criticalfor successful
¡mplementation of VBP and is a cornerstone of the State's vision for the future of Medicaid.

5.

ongoing Clinicol Advisory Groups; Clinical Advisory Groups are ¡n various stages of completion, with the
goal of f¡nalizing all quality and clinical measures by mid-2016. While the major¡ty of the CAG5 are
complete (Matern¡ty, Chronic Heart, D¡abetes, Pulmonary, HIV/AIDS, lntegrated Primary Care), some CAGS
that will continue through mid-2016 (Behavioral Health and Managed Long-Term Care). The Behavioral
Health CAG, which has reviewed the HARP subpopulation and Bipolar Disorder, has been extended to
accommodate enhancements to specific episodes (such as Depression and Anxiety) and develop
additional ones (Trauma and Stressors, Substance Use Disorder). ln addit¡on to the continuat¡on of certain
CAGS, CAGs for Managed Long-Term Care and the lntellectually and/or Developmentally Disabled have
begun in 2016. As discussed, addit¡onal CAGS w¡ll be launched as needed to address the remaining
Medicaid population.
Formotion of New Workgroups: Recommendations of the Regulatory lmpact Subcomm¡ttee and the
Advocacy and Engagement and Social Determinants of Health Subcomm¡ttees included requests for the
development of new workgroups to cont¡nue and deepen the work charged to the subcommittees.
Additional regulatory workgroups will be formed around HIPAA and State Pr¡vacy Laws, Program lntegrity,
and Regulatory Reform. These proposed workgroups will focus on staying abreast of any unanticipated
regulatory challenges to VBP implementat¡on, and ensuring that the appropr¡ate safeguards for members,
plans and providers are in place. The output of these workgroups will be findings and recommendations,
which will be subm¡tted to the VBP Workgroup for approval.
The Advocacy and Engagement and Soc¡al Determinants of Health Subcommittees also recommended the
development of several workgroups, in order to dig deeper into a number of critical issues. Areas for
follow up may include: a taskforce focused on children and adolescents ¡n the context of VBP; a taskforce
to identify standard data sources and data points for reliable tracking of social determinant-related
metr¡cs; a workgroup to rev¡ew the opportun¡ty for development of a commun¡cation system for
providers and cBos to better address members' SDH needs; and workgroups to update the current
Managed Care Patient Bill of Rights to include information relevant to VBP and provide informat¡on on
VBP

to Medicaid members.
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Timelne
program, as well as the speed of implementation rema¡n
The core goals of vBP implementation and the DSRIP
role of the Performing Provider system'
unchangei. The timeline has been updated to reflect the changing
which may, but is not required, to be the entity contracting VBP arrangements'

will be requested to submit a growth plan outlining the path of
plans will be weighed in terms of ambition level
their network towards 90% value based payments. All growth
approach rather than
of ¡rpf"rentat¡on, level of risk, totål dollars at risk, opting for a d¡fferent¡ated
ln Dy2 (April

1st,2016-April 7sl,2Ìr7l,

PPSs

irp""i

total cost of care for total populat¡on)
End of Dy 3 (Apr¡l 1st, 2018), at least 10% dollars of

total MCo expenditure âre captured in Level

1 or above

T3

will be contracted through Level 1 vBPs or
End of DY 4 (April 1st, 2019), at least 50% of total Mco expend¡ture
2 vBPs or higher (full capitation plans only)74.
above. At least 15% of total payments contracted through Level
will havetobe
DY5(April 1st, 2o2ol,80-90% ortotal Mco expend¡ture (¡n termsof total dollars)
2 vBPs or higher for
Level
through
payments
contracted
captured in at least Level 1 vBPs. At least 35% of total
plans.7s
capitated
fuily capitated plans and 15% contracted in Level 2 or h¡gher for not fully
End of

This goal was rephrased to make the target more measurable'
partial capitation plans such as MLTc plans, from.this min¡mum target'
For Level 2 (risk-bearing vse arrangemiitr¡.tt'" st"t"
"""tua"s
2 contracting as soon as possible' because ¡t ¡s at
7s The state,s amb¡t¡on is to st¡mulate MCOs ånd VBp cOntraCtOrs to move to Level
73

74

Level2(or3)thatthemost¡mpactonoUtcome5iSseen.Evenmoreimportant,however,istheneedtoensurethatVBPcontractorsare
from a financially frag¡le positìon
net funct¡ons and prov¡ders who often start
ready to assume risk, especiatty in a syste-m with safety
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ln October 2015, the State submitted a Medicare Alignment proposal to CMS that outlined the State's efforts
to maximally align CMS payment reform efforts for Medicare to the NYS Medicaid Payment Reform Roadmap.
Al¡gnment between Medicare and Medicaid is benef¡cial for members, providers, the State and cMs al¡ke. The
s¡gn¡ficant benefits of th¡s alignment are focused on important outcomes such as: increasing opportun¡ties to
create shared savings for NYS providers; a reduction of risk of divergence and d¡straction caused by d¡verging
payment models and incentives; thoroughly reducing administrative burden; reducing barriers and increasing
incentives to 'make the jump' to a new bus¡ness model for providers; ¡ncreasing opportunities for stabilization
of the safety net, especially upstate; increasing overall value delivered to members and payers, including

Medicaid; and ¡ncreasing value delivered, espec¡ally to the dual eligible population.
The Alignment proposal was drafted with the support of the VBP Workgroup, and was posted for a public
comment period. The State has had preliminary discuss¡ons with CMS, and is comm¡tted to cont¡nuing to
maximize synergy and benefit between the programs and minimize complexity for members, providers and
plans. The Medicare Alignment proposal requests that the State receive approval to: 1) allow its providers and
Managed Care Organizat¡ons on a voluntary basis to include Medicaid members in CMS innovative payment
models (these have already been included in the Roadmap as off-menu options that would be automatically
accepted as valid Level 1or higher VBP arrangements); and 2) in parallel, NYS requests that CMS allow NYS

providers on a voluntary basis to include Medicare
Payment Reform Roadmap.

FFS

members in the VBP arrangements outlined in the

NYS

ln January 2016, the Health Care Payment and Learning Network (initiated in 2015 by DHHS), published its
new Alternative Payment Model (APM) FrameworkT6, which distinguishes four categories of health care

payments:
Category 1: Fee-for-service with no link of payment to quality
Category 2: Fee-for-service with a link of payment to quality
Category 3: Alternative payment models built on fee-for-service architecture

a)
b)

APMs with upside
APMS

gainsharinC

,

with upside gainsharing and downside risk

Category 4: Population-based payment

a)
b)

Condition specific population-based payment
Comprehensive population'based payment

76

Alternative Payment Model (APM) Framework, F¡nal Wh¡te Paper, The Health Care Pâyment Learning & Action Network (LAN). January
2016. https://hcp-lan.orglworkproducts/apm-wh¡tepaper.pdf
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This new APM Framework is fully aligned with the NYS Roadmap:77

Cate8ory 2

Level 0

category 3b

Level 2

quality or value
CMS has announced the goal of having 85% of all Medicare fee-for-service payments t¡ed to
30% of
is
to
have
target
the
cMS
important,
by 2016, and 90% by 2078 (Category 2). Perhaps even more
Medicare payments tied to quality or value through alternat¡ve payment models by the end of 2076, and 50%

of payments by the end of 2018 (cate8ory 3 or

4178.

the path of VBP for Medicare with explicit goals for alternat¡ve payment models and
value based payments, New York State is committed to ensuring alignment ofthe goals between both VBP
programs by mapping the DHHS goals to the NYS Medicaid levels. New York State Medica¡d will also continue
to be a national leader by committing to meet¡ng or surpassing the DHHS goals as defined under the Health
As CMS embarks down

Tt

payment Models (APMs). VBP Contractors and MCos should review each APM or Advãnced APM
CMS has numerous Advanced

to

determ¡ne spec¡f ic requ¡rements.
Fact 5he et' OL-25-2O75
78
Better Câre, Smarter Spending. Health¡er People: Pay¡ng Provìders for Value, Not Volume. CMS

https://www.cms.gov/Newsroom/MediaReleaseDatabase/Fact-sheets/20L5-Fact-sheets-¡tems/2015-01-26-3.html
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Care Learning and Action Network.

ConefuElqn
The recommendations for VBP ¡mplementation captured in th¡s Year 2: 2016 Annual VBP Roadmap Update
have been made based on significant stakeholder input and engagement. Through the ¡mplementation
process, providers and ppss in successful DSRIP programs will see a significant shift in re¡mbursement dollars.
DSRIp funds will allow them to compensate for lost revenues while investing ¡n new infrastructure Sim¡larly,
DSRIp funds will be used to pay for care act¡vities that are currently not funded or underfunded, especially
important as innovative, outpatient and community-focused care models are being introduced. As quality
outcomes improve, and avoidable admissions and visits are reduced, the current fee-for-service model will be
increasingly ill-fitted to sustain the new delivery models. After five years, when the DSRIP funding stops, gains
realized will be impossible to mainta¡n unless significant steps are made to align payment mechanisms w¡th
these new care models. lmportantly, without payment reform, improved outcomes and efficiency will lead to
reduced reimbursements, and a downward rebasing of MCO premiums, reduc¡ng Medicaid dollars and

weakening rather than improving the viability of the safety net
Building upon the infrastructure that
towards payment reform which:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

DSRIP

will help put in place, this Roadmap outlines a transformation

Aligns the payment incent¡ves with the aims and goals of DSRIP and population health management;
Rewards value over volume;
Ensures re¡nvestment of potential sav¡ngs in the delivery system;

Allows for reimbursement of innovative care models not currently funded or underfunded;
Allows for increased margins for providers when del¡ver¡ng value and an increased v¡ab¡l¡ty ofthe State's
safety net;
Allows for more susta¡nable workforce strategies; and
Reduces the percentage of overall Med¡caid dollars spent on administration rather than care.

The State real¡zes that this plan ¡s ambitious. Yet without this amb¡t¡on, these aims, vital to members, the
provider and plan communities, and the Medicaid delivery system as a whole, cannot be realized. lt is
encouraging to see this plan's ambit¡ons reflected in the broad and extens¡ve stakeholder participation and
the Medicaid community,s commitment to realizing this plan over the next five years.
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Appendix l¡ T&Cs Pat-39
ln recognition that the DSRIP investments represented in th¡s waiver must be recogn¡zed and supported by the
State's managed care plans as a core component of long term sustainability, and will over time improve the
ab¡lity of plans to coordinate care and efficiently deliver high quality services to Medicaid members through
comprehensive payment reform, strengthened provider networks and care coord¡nat¡on, the State must take
steps to plan for and reflect the impact of DSRIP in managed care contracts and rate-setting approaches. Prior
to the State subm¡tt¡ng contracts and rates for approval for the April 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016 contract cycle,
the State must subm¡t a roadmap for how they will amend contract terms Recognizing the need to formulate
this plan to align with the stages of DSRIP, this should be a multi-year plan, and necessarily be flexible to
properly reflect future DSRIP progress and accom plishments. This plan must be approved by CMS before the
State may cla¡m FFP for managed care contracts for the 2015 State fiscal year. The State shall update and
submit the Managed Care DSRIP plan annually on the same cycle and with the same terms, until the end of
this demonstration period and its next renewal period. Progress on the Managed Care DSRIP plan will also be
included in the quarterly DSRIP report. The Managed Care DSRIP plan should address the following:
What approaches MCOs will use to reimburse prov¡ders to encourage practices consistent with DSRIP
objectives and metrics, including how the State will plan and implement ¡ts stated goal of 90% of managed
care payments to prov¡ders using value based payment methodologies.
How and when plans' currents contracts will be amended to include the collection and reporting of
objectives and measures.

DSRIP

How the DSRIp objectives and measures will impact the adm¡nistrative load for MCOS, particularly ¡nsofar as
plans are providing additional technical assistance and support to providers in support of DSRIP goals, or
themselves carrying out programs or act¡vities for workforce development or expansion of provider capacity.
The State should also discuss how these efforts, to the extent carried out by plans, avoid duplication with
DSRIp funding or other State funding; and how they differ from any serv¡ces or administrative functions

already accounted for in capitation rates.
How alternative payment systems deployed by MCOs will reward performance consistent with DSRIP
objectives and measures.
How the State will assure that providers participating in and demonstrat¡ng successful performance through
DSRIP will be included in prov¡der networks.

How managed care rates will reflect changes ¡n case m¡x, util¡zation, cost of care and enrollee health made
possible by DSRIP, including how up to date data on these matters will be incorporated into capitation rate
development.
How actua ria lly-so und rates will be developed, taking into account any specific expectations or tasks
assoc¡ated w¡th DSRIp that the plans will undertake, and how the State will use benchmark measures (such as
the MLR) to ensure that payments are sound and appropriate. How plans will be measured based on
ut¡lization and qual¡ty ¡n a manner consistent with DSRIP objectives and measures, including incorporating
DSRIp objectives into the¡r annual utilizat¡on and quality management plans submitted for State review and
approval by January 3L of each calendar year.
How the State will use DSRIP measures and objectives in their contracting strategy approach for managed care
plans, including reform.
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Appendix lli Criteria fqr'Off-Menu' Options
'Off-menu, options w¡ll have to be initiatives embraced by both the MCO and the involved providers. ln
addition, they have to fulfill certain cr¡teria to be considered (at least) Level 1: they must reflect the underlying
goals of payment reform as outlined in this Roadmap (see "What is New York State Medicaid " and sustain the
iransparency of costs versus outcomes. 'Off-menu' approaches also, at a min¡mum, must meet DHHS'
definitions of Alternative payments Models (APMs). The following outlines the criter¡a the State will use when
¡t assesses whether off menu options reflect the goals of Medicaid VBP reform'
VBp models work only if the 'value' at heart of the model can be measured objectively and compared with
other providers/Mcos. To allow transparency and proper benchmarking, then, calculations of'costs' and
,outcomes' require a certain level of statewide standardization. lf prov¡der-MCO comb¡nations define similar
bundles or (sub)populations differently, the current inability to compare costs and outcomes across
meaningful units of care would simply have been replaced by a similarly opaque situation, and the State would
be hampered in its responsibility to monitor the value of care delivered to its most vulnerable populations.so ln

addition, standard VBp arrangement definitions significantly reduce the administrat¡ve burden for both MCOs
and providers. Especially for smaller providers, varying definitions of a VBP arrangement between MCOS
and/or differences in outcome measures to report would cripple their ability to fulfill their role'
This implies the following criteria:

1) Off-menu VBp arrangements that focus on conditions and subpopulations that address community needs
but that are not otherwise addressed by VBP errangement in the Roadmap
highly
MCOS and VBp contractors are ¡nvited to focus on conditions and subpopulations that are locally
relevant yet not identified as such by the VBP Roadmap. 'Off-menu' arrangements are not intended to be
used for making var¡ations to the VBP arrangements that have been pr¡or¡tized by the State.
Exompte of on occeptoble 'Off-Menu' option:

.

An arrangement that focuses on a bundle or subpopulation that the Roadmap and the State are not
supporting analytically, bút that has significant local impact would satisfy this criterion. For example,
a cancer treatment arrangement in an area with poor outcomes for cancer patients would

constitute a potentially acceptable'Off-Menu' arrangement'
2) Off-menu VBP arrangements should be member centric
The delivery of such care services will almost always requ¡re different provider types work¡ng together. All
VBp arrangements should be member centric and span the full continuum of care as appropriate for the
targ"t.ondition or subpopulation. The VBP arrangements outlined in the Roadmap offer clear examples.
,costs, and ,outcomes, are measured across the entire spectrum of the care serv¡ces.
Exomple of on occeptable 'Off-Menu' opt¡on:

.

A TCGp arrangement that excludes dental serv¡ces but that does ¡nclude the continuum of covered
services for all members eligible for mainstream managed care would sat¡sfy th¡s criterion, as dental

services are outside of the set of covered services for these members'
Exomples of an unocceptable 'Off-Menu' option:

ACOS and Med¡care BCPI
To maximize alignment across payers, the State will except certain alternative models such as Med¡care
{Bundled Payments for Care lmprovement) bundles; see further'

eo
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.

not satisfy th¡s cr¡terion. Urgent and tertiary
A TCcp arrangement that excludes hospital costs would

.

careserv¡cesareanecessarycomponentofthecontinuumofcareforthegeneralMedicaid
population due to the variability and unpredictability of medical needs'
would fail this criterion obstetric
A Matern¡ty care arrangement that excluded obstetric services
serv¡cesare..o,".o.-pon"ntofthesupportprovidedtoth¡scohort,andanarrangementthat
its members'
omitted these services would be unable to provide adequate care to

should include a focus on both
3) Through sharing savings and/or losses, off-menu vBP arrangements
comp;nents of 'value': the quality and cost of the care delive¡ed
qual¡ty delivered to the pat¡ent included in the
VBP contractors take responsibility for the total costs and
need to be clearly defined; both the
ApM. These total costs as well as ihe quality-based outcome measures
stimulate
well as the outcomes need to be available to stakeholders so as to

vBP arrangement defin¡tion as
to report their scores on the qual¡ty metrics
uptake by other providers and MCOs if desired. MCOs will need
as is the case for on-menu VBP arrangements'

EveryVBPorrongementmustsotisfythíscriter¡othroughfocusingonbothcostøndquol¡ty'

4) ,Off-Menu,

quality measures from the
VBp arrangements should util¡ze stândard definitions and

Roadmap where Possible

Thearrangementdef¡nitionsandqual¡tymeasuresappearingintheRoadmaphavebeencarefully
evidence-based approach to policy
developeJ by the cAGs and repreient a highly collaborative and
across the state to enhance
develoþmeni. As such it is imptrtant for tñem to be implemented consistently
the state'
the abiì¡ty for all stakeholders to monitor progress and success across
will be reviewed and approved by the
Variations on the defined arrangements may be allowable, but
Department.TheseVar¡ationsmayincludead¡ustmentstotargetpopulationparameters,coveredservices,
or performance measures.
Exomples of a potent¡alty occeptoble 'Off-Menu' option:
from the Chronic Care
An arrangement that proposes carving out one or more conditions
to implement a vBP contract for lPc'
arrangement in tne short term in order to expedite their ab¡lity
is core to the o¡ms of enhonced
Note: the ¡ntegrot¡on of pr¡mory care ond behoviorol heolth core
health w¡ll not be
potient-centered core and therefore the seporot¡on of primory core ond behoviorol

.

an occeptable exomple of o corve out Íor the IPC orrongement
oAHARParrangementthatincludesnewqual¡tymeasuresthathavebeendevelopedaftertheHARP
cAGreportwaspublishedandthatwillassisttheVBPcontractor¡nmonitor¡ngoutcomesinan
enhanced manner.

Note:thecons¡stencyofquøtitymeosuresocrosss¡m¡lorarrongementsstote.w¡deisøn¡mportont
ospectofmon¡tor¡,gth",p,og,è''ondresultsoÍthevBPprogrom.VBPArrangementsshouldnot
quot¡ty meosures outs¡de of those
om¡t quot¡ty messrí", ,"ro,i^"nd"d by the cAGs. Atternative
consistent w¡th the aims oÍ the vBP
recommended by the cAGs wi be cons;idered os tong os they ore
program ond øre supported by o compelling argument for the¡r use'
Examptes of o potent¡otty unocceptoble 'ofî-Menu' option:
episode'
An IPC arrangement that carves out the depression and anxiety

.
.

quality measures w¡thout approved rationale and/or
An arrangement that omits cAc-recommended
inclusion of approved alternatives'
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Appendix l[teliteria for Shared Savi¡gs in IPC-and TCGP Contracti¡g
To clearly def¡ne the expected level of cooperation between professional-led VBP contractors and downstream
hospitals, three main criteria (listed below) have been identified. These criteria will serve as a statewide
provide flexibility,
standard in determ¡ning equ¡table shared savings in IPC and TCGP VBP arrangements.el To
hospitals and professional-led vBP contractors may agree to alternative sub-criteria measures and specifics
where appropriate, provided the state is notified and the Mco contracting the Level 1 and/or 2 vBP

arrangements agrees. They may also include more detailed criteria than those listed below. lt is the
responsibil¡ty of the contractor to notify downstream hospitals of its intent to negotiate value based
w¡th
arrångemenis with an MCO. Subsequently, it is the responsibility of the hospital to ¡nitiate conversat¡ons
the vBp contractor based on a plan created by the hosp¡tal conforming to the statewide standard.

professionallf a Level 1 arrangement ¡s contracted, the hosp¡tals qualify for 5070 of the savings realized by the
will
led pract¡ce. lf a Level 2 arrangement is contracted, the hosp¡tals will qualily lor 25% of the savings; 75%
risk's2
downside
now
accepted
it
has
(as
as
the VBP contractor)
remain with the professional-led practice
The cr¡teria for determin¡ng that hospitals have sufficiently demonstrated their cooperation in Level 1 and 2
tpc arrangements are separated into three categories: 1) Data Management and Data Sharing, 2) lnnovation
and Care Redesign, and 3) Quality and Engagement. lfthe hosp¡tals meet all ofthe three criteria and savings
are generated ¡n the VBp arrangements, the hospitals will receive 50% or 25% of the savings depending on the
arrangement VBp Level. Hospitals must meet all three criteria in order to rece¡ve savings. Partially met criteria
will not result in shared savings for the hospital. The DOH will work closely with stakeholders to monitor the

implementation of these criter¡a.

sl Clar¡f¡cation: the amount of sav¡ngs subject to an equitable spl¡t with hospìtals does not include the MCO share of the total savings ln
(¡.e, the amount in wh¡ch sav¡ngs
addit¡on, a downstream hosp¡tal only shares ¡n the savings proport¡onally to its loss of revenue
to share in the
generated by the profess¡onal-led contractor were based on lost revenue to the hosp¡tal). For downstream hosp¡tâls
to
be
established
loss
has
iavings, no causal relation between the VBP contract and the revenue
from'vBP contractot's shared
e2
Costs for risk-mitigation such as reinsurance to prevent excess¡ve ¡nsurance risk may be subtracted
savings' before the 25% calculation is applied.
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Disagreement between the hospital and the professionalled VBP contractor will not prevent the MCO and the
VBP contractor from moving forward with the contract. When d¡sagreement on the interpretation of the
criteria or disagreement on whether a hospital has met the cr¡teria persists, the parties may choose to sol¡cit
assistance from the Department of Health during this med¡ation process. During the first year of VBP
¡mplementation (CY 2016), the State and the VBP Workgroup will continue to monitor these s¡tuations closely
to validate the need for an appeals process.

e3 See Appendix

A of DSRIP Measure Spec¡fication and Report¡ng Manual for the extract of Doma¡n 2 and 3 DSRIP measures,
https://www.health.ny.gov/health_care/medica¡d/redes¡gn/dsr¡p/docs/dsrip_spec¡f_report_manual.pdf
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AppendE lV: Value Based Pavments, andlhe lorestland

PPS in-2!.19

During the DSRTP opplicot¡on process, the Stote focilitdted the creot¡on of a Prototype dpplicotion, des¡gned to
provide emerging PPss w¡th on exømple of whot o successÍul DSRIP application would look like. To creote th¡s
prototype o f¡ctionøl PPS "Forestldnd" wos creoted. Building upon this norrøtive, the following prov¡des on
exomple of whot the future stdte of vBP in the Íict¡ondl Forestlond PPS could look like. (lt is not necessory to
have reod these eorlier Forestlønd moteriols).
The Forestland PPS has been a successful PPS. lt has met the bulk of ¡ts performance targets over the DSRIP
years, and has been one ofthe State's most successful PPSS in addressing diabetes and cardiovascular disease
related hospital admissions, leading to several high-performance fund payments. While thinking through its
Value Based Payment strategy in 2015, the Executive Body ofthe Forestland Health Provider Partnership
(FHPP, the Newco created dur¡ng those last hectic months of 2014) dec¡ded that ¡t would not attempt to
create one integrated contracting entity for the total PPS. B¡g is not always beautiful, they had argued. Their
MCOS, with whom they had always had a good relationship, had also been clearly concerned about having to
negotiate w¡th such a unified group of providers. ln addition, there had always been a naturaldistinct¡on in
culture, focus and also patient populations between the east and the west parts of the Forestland providers.

ln East Forestland, home of the poorer parts of this geographical area and two of the PPSS three hospita I
systems, the providers and MCOs had decided during 2016 to focus on their s¡gn¡ficant HARP and MLTC/FIDA
populations for value based payments. Analys¡s of the outcome versus cost measures (that had become
available and comparable statewide that year as part of the State's VBP Roadmap) had shown them that
potential improvements in both quality and overall costs were significant. Maternity care, on the other hand,
was selected because their outcome versus cost measures showed what they had thought all along: they were
one of the best performers statewide. ln the FFS system, however, they were still losing money on matern¡ty
care, and a contract that focused on value could be the solution.
The pre-ex¡sting Health Home had linked up with the other Advanced Primary Care initiatives that were
expanding in the region, and had proposed to contract lntegrated Primary Care throughout most of East
Forestland. They had been impressed with the potential reduct¡on in potent¡ally avoidable complications that
the data had shown, especially with those patients who weren't quite HARP elig¡ble, but whose combinations
of behavioral and physical chronic conditions led to poor outcomes overall.
For Maternity Care, the two hospitals joined forces with the obstetricians and community based providers, and
opted for a Level 1 arrangement in 2017. This increased the dollar amount available for this care (based on
their high performance statewide, and on the State's incentive for MCOS and providers to move to h¡gher
levels of VBP arrangements). Because this arrangement also included the care and costs of the f¡rst month of
the baby, s¡gnificant savings were realized by a further reduction ofthe already low NICU admission rates.

With the 50% of these savings that the MCO returned to them based on the Level 1 contract, improvements
were made in the ability of community based providers to reach out to the most underserved populations,
which helped reduce smoking and other substance abuse during pregnancy. The shared savings helped the
hospital as well, and was a welcome addit¡on to the obstetricians' income.
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lnspired by this result, they agreed to move to Level 2 in 2018 so as to be able to capture 100% of the shared
savings, and profit from the further increase in VBP incentive dollars). The hospitals and the obstetricians
formed a Maternity Care lPA, a¡med at ultimately taking full risk. The obstetr¡c¡ans pushed to hire midwives to
further decrease overall cost of care, safely increase the percentage of homebirths, and increasing the overall
hands-on t¡me that delivering mothers would experience. lncreased patient satisfaction led to an influx of
pat¡ents from the wider region, which further helped stabilize the financial results for the hosp¡tal, which was
now receiving ¡ts maternity care related income through a contract with the Maternity Care lPA. Sensing the
alignment of their own professional drives with the new financial incentives, and witnessing the disappearance
of prior authorizations and MCO's utilization reviews, morale surged amongst the staff members.
The Health Home a nd other Advanced Primary Care practices had realized that if they would maximally
strengthen the synergies between the different projects they had selected (lDS (2.a.i), medicalvillage (2.a.iv),
ED (2.b.ii), readmission reduction (2.b.iv), the¡r'project 11'(2.d.i), and their Domain 3 and 4 projects), all these
projects would help dr¡ve the same results: an improved focus on housing, adequate nutrition, smoking
cessat¡on and obesity prevention throughout the community, improved adequate utilization of primary and
preventive care, improved d¡sease management and care coordination. One oftheir magic bullets, they had
decided, was to build upon the success ofthe¡r Health Home. lts focus on and infrastructure for care
management and physical and behavioral care integration was the platform upon which they rolled out their
approach to first the HARP populat¡on and subsequently the broader at-r¡sk population. A second magic bullet
had been the idea to work élosely together w¡th the home health care and visit¡ng nurse providers, which
greatly improved their ability to be pro-act¡ve in terms of addressing patients' problems and allow these
patients to live more independently, reduce hospital use, and overall consume less costly care resources. Th¡s
cooperation subsequently proved highly successful for the FIDA population as well, reducing the need for
inpatient long-term care, and improving quality of l¡fe.
They moved to Level 1 for lntegrated Pr¡mary Care in 2017 and Level l TCGP for the HARP population as well.
cetting a good gr¡p on the HARP populat¡on proved harder than expected, and not much difference in
outcomes or costs was realized in 2017. Their integrated approach, however, was highly successful in reducing
adm¡ssions for especially diabetes and all cardiovascular chronic conditions that were being measured
statewide: hypertension, angina/coronary artery disease, congest¡ve heart failure (CHF), and arrhythmia.
Contrary to the¡r expectations, 2017 saw a drop not only in the admissions for CHF and uncontrolled diabetes,
but also in long-term complications: diabetic lower-limb amputat¡ons and cardiovascular events, especially
myocardial infarctions and strokes.
The savings resulting from fewer potent¡ally avoidable complications were s¡Enificant. Following the State's
guidelines, they had agreed to split these savings 50/50 with the hospitals within their PPS, helping them
further reduce ¡npatient capacity to the newly modeled demand. For the Health Home and the Advanced
primary Care practices, even 50% of 50% of savings amounted to a siSnificant increase in revenue. They used
th¡s revenue increase to make several ¡mprovements: increase payment levels for the primary care docs and
the home care organizations; expand their use of visiting nurses to further prevent hospitalizations in at-risk
individuals; invest in new staff across all levels (some of whom were transferred from inpatient care
organizations through the DSRIP workforce retra¡ning programs they had put in place). Building upon the

they paid much attent¡on to ensuring cultural competency within their staff, adequately
reflecting the culturaland ethnic diversity ofthe populations they served.
DSRIp programs,
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They moved to Level 2 in 2018 for lPC, with an increased stop-loss provision just to "get used to the risk", as
they called it. They moved to Level L for the MLTC population that year, and remained in Level 1 for the HARP
population. When their interventions for the HARP populat¡ons seemed to bear fruit throughout 2018, they
shifted to Level 2 for that population as well. For the remainder of the care w¡thin the PPS, a Level 1 Total Cost
for the General Population arrangement was agreed upon ¡n 2018 that would suffice until further not¡ce.
There was no r¡sk involved in such an arrangement, and the MCOS had agreed to simply distribute potential
savings (according to overall involved Medicaid dollars) amongst the East Forestland PPS providers, with the

option to negot¡ate different arrangements ¡n the future.
ln West Forestland, the Forestland Hospital Center and its neurologists had realized its potential to be an early
adopter of integrated Stroke care. lt had long been a center of excellence for stroke care, and its own analyses
showed that optimizing the acute phase of stroke care, starting rehab¡l¡tation during day one, and working
with a select group of specialized post-acute rehabilitat¡on and home care providers would y¡eld s¡gn¡ficant
improvements in mortality and long-term outcomes. They were aware that the bulk of stroke care costs, when
seen across the total cycle of care, were long term care costs. lmprov¡ng qual¡ty of acute stroke care, they
were convinced, would improve the number of stroke patients recovering fully and thus reduce the number of
patients left with impairments and corresponding life-long care dependency. Their own analyses had shown
them that much of these potentially avoidable downstream costs were incurred outside of their PPS: nursing
homes, other post-acute care providers and hospitals that were not part of their PPS.
They decided to opt in the VBP lnnovator Program, moving ¡mmediately to a fully-fledged Level 2 model. The
incentive associated with this lnnovator Program was significant, but - as they had predicted - the savings
that they were able to realize, largely without ¡mpacting any of their PPS provider colleagues, were greater.
The public attention their work received led to an increase of pat¡ents being brought to them for acute stroke
care, including Med¡care and commercial patients. ln 20L8, Forestland Hospital Center was the first
organization in the State to enroll ¡n the aligned Medicaid-Medicare stroke bundle, which extended the rules
of engagement of the Medica¡d bundle to the duals and the Medicare FFS population. This was part of a
broader alignment between CMS and New York State on the Medicaid and Medicare payment reform, which
allowed for adaptation of New York State's Medica¡d VBP models in Medicare, and selected Med¡care

lnnovation Models within Med¡caid.
Contrary to East Forestland, there in¡tially was not much focus on value based payment arrangements in the
remalnder of the West Forestland provider community. Triggered by the success of the Stroke Program, and
the bristling of activities in their sibling 'hub' within the PPS, they decided to try out a Level 1 Total Care for
the General Population program in 2018 (which excluded only stroke care). Because they were successful in
meeting most of their DSRIP goals, overall costs of care dropped somewhat, which became an unexpected
source of add¡tional revenue (they had booked a si8nificant sum of lost revenue compensation within the
DSRIP funds for 2018). Emboldened by that result, and perhaps also somewhat dr¡ven by competit¡on with the
West Forestlanders, they moved to Level 2 in 2019, while planning to realize an integrated Medicaid-Medicare
ACO in 2020.
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Dual eligible
The following table gives an estimate of total dollar amounts per integrated care service'
The cost
members are includàd only for the MLTc and the l/DD population (total Medicaid costs only)'
population
people
HARP
within
the
categories below are mutually exclusive (i.e., the 'chronic care' costs for
amount associated
are included ¡n the HARP total cost of care; not also in the Chronic Care). The total dollar
payments
ofthe
total
82%
approximately
with these care serv¡ces ¡s 32.2 billion dollars, thus covering
payments).83
The remainder
between MCOs and providers (excluding the Med¡care component ofthe FIDA
for conditions that are
are costs incurred for members that are not included in one of the four subpopulations,
care, acute trauma
cancer
(These
e.g.
¡nclude
costs
not part of primary care nor of the bundles discussed here.
Providers
population.)
care, and other specialty care with a relatively low prevalence in the Medicaid only
payments'
contracting Total care for the General Population can achieve up to 100% inclusion of Mco

-

% of Total

Dollars
(billions)

VBP Arrangement

MCO-

Mutually exclusive
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, dual eligible
members excluded

M LTC

Provider
Dollars

ffi ffi
L7.O2

2a.r%

8.05

20.5%

L.52

3.9Yo

r.67

4.3%

Dua

D

HARP
H

DS

Prim

Care

chronic ca

Chronic Care

Maternity Care (incl. first 60 days of newborn)

ffi

3.43
4.92
1.53
7.08

ffi

L8o/o
t2.5o/o

W

3.9%
78.0%

mentioned in
zoom¡ng in on chronic care, for example, the graph below illustrates three of the criteria
subpopulations:
section 2 of the Roadmap (p. 36) used to select ep¡sode-based care arrangements or

-

s3

Proportion of total Medicaid costs (size of the bubble)

Variability in costs

(Y axis)

Rates of potentially avoidable complications (color of the bubble)

based on 2012-2014 expend¡tures'
Est¡mates based on extrapotat¡ons to future state MCO coverage; total dollars
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More deta¡led analyses of improvement potential and basel¡ne situation per subpopulation and selected
bundle, as well as progress of performance over time will be included in later updates.
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Appendix Vl: Co[traçt R¡sk
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Fisure A
The flowchart below ¡llustrates the contract review process:
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Future Financial Review:
Bucketing into Tiers
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Fisure B

I

This $1r000,0CI0 annual paymeñt threshold is applied

to:
l'

Only the individual contract that is com¡ng ín for

a

review
Medicaid Managed Care components of the
contracts only

This 25% payment threshold is applied to:
Only the individual contract that is coming in for review
Medicaid Managed Care components of the contracts only

'.

The ratio is expressed as:
Annudl Medlcaid PayflLents at Rtsk for thß Cantra.ct
Total V o"Iue of AIL Mëdico.td. Contracts between tlri"s MCO end P'rov¿der
I

This 15% revenue threshold is applied to;
All MCOs that contract with the províder
All Medicaid (inclusive of MedÍcaid Managed Care and
Medícaid FtS) contracts

.
.

The ratio is expressed as:

af

This Contractt s Projected Medícaíd Rev€nae
jected
Total P'ro
Arlflual Medíca"id Revenue for Provider
V atue
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Appe@
L.

Risk ørrongements eligible

for the lnnovotor Progrãm

to engage in Level 2 (full risk or near full risk) and Level 3 TCGP and subpopulation
arrangements will be eligible to apply for the lnnovator Program, prov¡ded they pass the tiered contract
rev¡ew process. Level 2 contracts are only considered eligible if the total risk assumed by the provider (and
therefore also the potential sav¡ngs) is comparable to a Level 3 arrangement level of risk.sa lt will be possible
for a VBP contractor to enroll in the lnnovator Program with a slightly lower risk Level 2 contract, as long as
the contractor demonstrates that it will be ready to transition to the required Level 3 (or high-risk Level 2) the
following year.
VBP contractors who aim

2.

RevÌew/assessment process for the lnnovotot Program

The assessment process for entering into the lnnovator Program will be aligned with the aforementioned
contract rev¡ew process detailed on page 23. Th¡s process focuses on ensur¡ng that VBP contractors can safely
take on h¡gher levels of risk, and on the alignment ofthe VBP arrangements w¡th the Roadmap.

3.

Cr¡ter¡a

for pdrt¡c¡poting ¡n the lnnovdtor Progrom

ln order for VBP contractors to participate ¡n the lnnovator Program, they should meet the following four

criteria (at a minimum):

4.

1.

Uphold health plan network adequacy requirements based on the appropriate provisions of
and regulations.

2.

Demonstrate proven success ¡n VBP contracting for TCGP and subpopulations, determined during the
rev¡ew process on a case by case basis.

3.

To ensure impact as well as reasonable size to be able to assume significant riskss, the VBP contractors
should have a minimum number of 25,000 Medicaid members (excluding dual eligible members)
attributed for a TCGP contract, or 5,000 Medicaid members (excluding dual eligible members)
attributed for a total care for a subpopulation contract. For the MLTC subpopulation contract, the
minimum number of dually eligible members is recommended to be 5,000. Providers and MCOs should
be cognizant of the number of Medicaid members served in the Program - it should be large enough to
justiñ/ the ¡nvestments and make substantial positive impact on population health.

+.

Be financially solvent and have appropr¡ate net worth as per the DoH analys¡s.

NYS laws

Appeals process

will be unable to appeal their lnnovator status. Decisions on acceptance into the lnnovator
Program w¡ll be based on the DOH/DFS review process. The state will monitor whether the need for a
comprehensive appeals process becomes necessary in the future.

VBP contractors

To be counted as a Level 2 VBP agreement, the m¡n¡mum percentage of potential losses to be allocated to the prov¡der score is 20%,
w¡th a m¡nimum cap of 3% of the target budget in the f¡rst year of the Level 2 contract and 5% from the second year on. To be
considered a high risk Level 2 arrangement, the minimum percentage of potent¡al losses to be allocated to the prov¡der ¡s 60%, with a
m¡n¡mum cap of 35% of the target budget.
3s W¡th low numbers of attr¡buted l¡ves, chance determines financ¡al outcomes more than actual performance.
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lnnovdtor Progrom benefits

The lnnovator Program rewards providers w¡th up to 95% of premium pass-through for total risk
arrangements as the prime Program benefit. The pass-through percentage will be determined by analyzing the
amount of the risk and administrative tasks taken on by the providers: more delegation results ¡n h¡gher
percentage of premium (between 90% and 95%1.
Delegable functions include the follow¡ng: ut¡lization review, utilization and care management, drug ut¡lization
review, appeals and grievances, quality, claims administration, member/customer serv¡ce, network
management, risk adjustment and reinsurance, disease management, member/provider services, provider
relations, credentialing, and data sharing. Add¡tional functions, which are unlikely to be delegated, include
member enrollment/advertising, fraud, waste and abuse, legal, and compliance. ln addit¡on, some tasks may
still require some sign off or have other process limitations from MCOS, while the providers can be responsible

for the majority of the actual work. The resulting list of admin¡strative functions that can be fully or partially
delegated, as well as those that cannot be delegated, is displayed below.
To be eligible for 90% premium pass-through, functions t, 2 and LO,listed ¡n the table below for reference,
should be fully delegated to the provider, while at least half of the tasks listed as "shared" should be partially
delegated. To be eligible for the 95% premium, tasks 1, 2, 6, 10 and 13 should be fully delegated to the
provider, while all the other tasks should be delegated to the maximum amount possible. Percentages may be
set between 90 and 95% depending on the exact delegation of tasks negotiated.
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It ¡s important to note that this Program does not imply any changes to the current
with respect to any l¡censing or certif¡cation requ¡rements.

NYS law and

regulations
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lnnavotors' performance

lnnovator Program w¡ll be required to comply with the relevant VBP quality measures, as recommended by
the Clinical Advisory Groups and adopted by the state. No specific lnnovator Program measures will be
created. lnnovators will be asked to report on these measures and cannot perform below average in order to
mainta¡n their lnnovator status86. The performance measures of the VBP arrangements that pertain to the
lnnovator Program w¡ll become available as soon as they have been approved by the VBp Workgroup.

7.

MointenÕnce ond controct termination/progrom ex¡t critericJ

lf performance measurements are below average, or if the MCOs are concerned about the financial stability of
the VBP contractor or if it faces operational challenges, the MCO may consider contacting the State (after
having informed the VBP contractor) to assess whether the lnnovator should be placed on probation. ln case
of probation, a 6 - 12-month t¡mel¡ne to improve performance with no surplus payments to the lnnovator will
be applied, until the measurements are above average again. ln a Level 3 arrangement, the VBP contractor
will share in any costs or penalties imposed on the health plan, if the contractor's failure to meet quality
standards negatively affects the health plan's qualityscores. lfa provider operates ata loss so that the costs
exceed the percent of premium paid by a health plan, the provider will not have any recourse against the
health plan or any of its members.
Should lnnovators need to exit the program (for reasons surrounding mergers and acquisitions, or failure to
improve, other reasons), it is recommended that a trans¡tion period be included in the contract. This will be a
set per¡od of time during which the provider and respective MCO ensure a smooth transition out of the

lnnovator Program.

86

Add¡t¡onalguidance will be provided on measure calculat¡on and report¡ng.
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Appendix Vlll: Defin
Level 1:

FFS

with Retrospective Reconciliation - Upside Only

A Level L VBP arrangement continues the existing FFS payment8T methodology from MCO to providers, but
allows the VBP contractor to receive shared savings based on a 'target budget' set for the VBP arrangement.
When the total spend on the services included in the VBP arrangement remain below the target budget, these
savings are shared between MCO and VBP contractor. To be counted as a Level 1 VBP agreement, the
minimum percentage of potential savings to be allocated to the VBP contractor ¡s 40%.

Level 2: FFS

with Retrospective Reconciliation - Up- and Downside

A Level 2 VBP arrangement also continues the existing (usually FFS) payment methodology from MCO to
providers, but allows the VBP contractor to receive more shared savings than in a Level 1 arrangement,
because the VBP contractor also shares ¡n potential losses. To be counted as a Level 2 VBP agreement, the

m¡nimum percentage of potential losses to be allocated to the provider is 2O%, wilh a m¡nimum cap of 3% of
the target budget in the first year of the Level 2 contract and 5% from the second year on.8se
Below these levels, the VBP arrangement is counted as a Level L arrangement.

Level 3: Prospective Payments (PMPM or Bundled Payments)
Level 3 arrangements are fully capitated PMPM arrangements or prospect¡vely paid bundles. The presence of
r¡sk-mit¡gation strategies (stop-loss, risk-corr¡dors etc.) does not affect the Level 3 classification.
The diÍference between Levet 2 ond Levet 3 is the woy the payment ¡s eÍfectuoted: continuot¡on of current
poyment mechanisms (with or w¡thout odd¡t¡onol poyments for e.g. coord¡nat¡on oct¡vities thot do not currently
hove on existing billing code) versus prepoid poyment orrongements. ln terms of ossuming sk by the VBP
controctor, o Level 2 orrongement can be equalto a Level 3 orrongement.

For purposes of the NYS VBP program, the ex¡st¡ng payment mechanisms referenced here ¡nclude Diagnosis Related Groups and
Enhanced Ambulatory Patient Groups.
33 For Level 2, certa¡n s¡tuations may warrant a lower cap, as in the case of an lntegrated Primary Care arrangement where the VBP
contractor may be PCP5 or FQHCs or other prov¡ders with an operat¡ng budget that may be sign¡ficantly smaller than the total
downstream costs they are held to account for. ln those cases, the cãp set should be proportional to the overall budget of the PCP
FQHC. Min¡mally, for PCPs or FQHCs engaged in Level 2 IPC or Chron¡c Care arrangements that have received shared savings in year t
should be able to lose the same amount of dollars ¡n year t+1.
3e VBP contractors may re-insure against potential losses, which will not affect the categor¡zation as Level 2 as long as the costs for that
re-¡nsurance are born by the VBP contractor. (1.e. if the Mco pays for the re-insurance, that w¡ll be interpreted as reducing the risk born
by the vBP contractor and may thus prevent the VBP arrangements to be class¡fied as Level 2,)
37
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